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ABSTRACT
The quantum mechanical investigation of molecular dimers, trimers
and, to a greater extent, higher clusters, constitutes a legitimate attempt
towards linking the gas and condensed phases of matter. The interaction of
gas-phase clusters with ionizing media can result in anion formation, a
special class of which, the dipole-bound anions is the main focus of this
dissertation. By applying special techniques of ab initio calculations to
model systems, we have addressed the question of the extent to which
certain molecular species can form dipole-bound anions. We have shown the
effects of attaching a dipole-bound electron on charge distribution,
geometrical distortions, and mechanistic fates of certain reactive clusters.
Our investigations include cases of homodimer anions where we reported
the feasibility of formation of a dipole-bound anion for the dimer
agglomerates to the exclusion of the single molecules (ethylene glycol and
hydrogen fluoride).
The hydrogen cyanide-water anion is a heterodimer system where our
results demonstrate the effect of linkage isomerism on an isomer's ability to
form dipole-bound states. Only the [H2O...HCN]' anion was experimentally
detected and it corresponds to the higher EA we reported.
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In addition, the formation of meta-stable trimer and tetramer dipolebound anions in the water cluster system is supported by our calculation.
The water cluster study demonstrates the utility of ab initio calculation
techniques for investigations of reaction mechanisms in the gas phase. For
instance, both the mass spectrum intensity pattern and general mechanism of
formation of the cluster anions can be inferred from the relative stabilities
and geometries that we obtained for the anion and neutral systems. Finally,
we point out the potential utility of an IR analysis in distinguishing neutral
from anion systems, based on shifts of certain IR bands generated in our
harmonic frequency analysis.
We hope that our results for electron affinities, dipole moments, and
vertical detachment energies will serve as a useful resource for the
researchers in the field.

In conjunction with the corresponding values

measured by experimentalists, both results should provide a self-consistent
system for identifying and overcoming shortcomings of both experimental
and theoretical approaches of solving chemical and physical problems
involving anion formation.
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INTRODUCTION
The attachment of electrons to neutral molecular systems is an
interesting phenomenon from

the point of view of understanding and

modeling of electron-molecule interactions, as well as from the applied and
experimental standpoints. Historically, chemists had developed a keen
interest in the electron-molecule interaction even before the early discovery
of solvated electrons in the condensed phase. The practical implications of
electron-molecule interactions span a wide range of useful applications from
electron scattering and molecular/atomic beam technology'"^ to mass
spectroscopy,^'^

and

biologically

significant

processes.Electron

attachment to atomic and molecular systems involves relatively low-energy
electron impact to both gaseous and condensed phases of matter. Electron
attachment to gas-phase molecules has been under continuing e.xperimental
investigation since the early fifties and sixties.'"*'^ On the other hand, similar
experiments and theoretical investigations of clusters and solvated
molecules/clusters, have only been undertaken recently.'

The significance

of understanding molecular cluster systems cannot be overemphasized; a
molecular cluster system can be viewed not only as representing a link
between molecules in the gas phase and in the condensed phase, but also
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represents a practical model that is manageable using ab initio methods of
computations. Indeed, recent developments in the speed and capacity of
processors and storage devices made such calculations possible. On the
experimental side, new advances in electronic devices coupled with novel
experimental techniques allowed the preparation and detection of clusters in
the gas phase possible under reasonably controlled conditions.
The advent of dipole-bound anions of molecules and clusters as novel
subject of investigation represents a challenge to both c o m p u t a t i o n a l , a s
well as experimental"^"^' areas of research. Earlier studies have established
that binding of excess electrons can be supported by the dipole fields of
neutral molecular systems into any of the infinite states created by such a
dipole field.^""^^ One study, for example, of the interaction of an electron
with a pure point dipole predicted existence of such systems."* Later, dipolebound anions were generated and detected by experimentalists.^^*^^ One then
obviously raises a series of inquiries. To what extent do polar molecules and
clusters form such dipole-bound anions? What effect does the magnitude of
the dipole moment have on the ability of molecular systems to form such
states? Further, what role does the structure of the gas-phase molecules play
in allowing the electron capture? Certainly, the motivation here is that, if one
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could establish base-line set of parameters that allow formation of dipolebound anions, then one could associate detection (or absence) of dipolebound states to favor certain internal structures, inherent dipole moment
values, and so on. The quest for such a correlation has been subject to an
enormous research effort and a body of literature, some of which is
referenced throughout this dissertation. In an investigation of the energy loss
of negative mesotrons in matter, Fermi inadvertently presented a minimum
dipole moment value later cited for the formation of dipole-bound anions.^^
This theoretical minimum threshold value of 1.625 Debye for dipole
moment was later confirmed for the existence of such states"*'^"''using the
point-dipole model (refer to the next chapter for details). The formation of
dipole-bound states as a result of polar molecule-electron interaction can be
observed in the electron scattering cross sections. To this end, analysis of
electron swarm data seemed to provide support for the existence of the
critical dipole value of 1.625 Debye.^" Other results'*^ later followed that
indicate the absence of any patterns in the scattering cross section,
associated with a critical dipole moment. As a result of conflicting electron
scattering cross section data, the activity of electron-dipole interaction
warranted more investigation. More rigorous treatment of electron-dipole
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interactions included dipole dynamics, the fact that molecular dipoles are
subject to internal rotations. This resulted in what is commonly referred to as
a practical lower limit for the dipole moment. The value of 2.5 Debye has
been cited repeatedly as a detection limit for electron-dipole interaction
states. One can see that the internal molecular dynamics have the effect of
lowering the effective dipole moment perceived by a remotely located
electron and thus raising the threshold value accordingly. The magnitude of
the binding energy of an excess electron to the field of a molecular dipole is
very small compared to the binding to nuclear fields, in both atomic and
molecular system. Due to such a low binding energy, the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle requires that the orbital occupied by a dipole-bound
electron be very diffuse in size. Ground-state dipole-bound anions can be
considered as anionic analogs of Rydberg states of neutral atoms.
Consequently, anions of dipole-bound electronic ground states are delicate
molecular species where the excess electron is located in very diffuse orbital
outside the molecular frame. The location of dipole-bound state orbitals is in
the general vicinity of the positive end of the molecular dipole vector. A
molecular contour plot of a typical dipole-bound orbital is shown in Fig (2)
of Appendix A. Due to its low binding energy, the addition of this extra
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diffuse electron was shown often to have minimal disturbing effects on the
internal structure of molecular and cluster systems. An exception to this
general trend was found when cluster and complex systems involve internal
hydrogen bonding. We have shown, for example, that the addition of an
extra electron to a dipole-bound state in a cluster system can alter the
internal parameters of internal hydrogen bonding. A recent report by
Johnson and co-workers"*'* on the water cluster systems confirms our finding
that in the water trimer case, for example, the anion is a chain structure (to
afford the large dipole moment), whereas in the neutral case, the cyclic
structure is the more stable form. Thus upon electron detachment, the water
trimer system converts to a cyclic, more stable structure.
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Negative Ions of Molecules and Clusters
The pioneering studies of negative and positive ions performed by J.
J. Thomson earlier in this century earmarked an era that has witnessed major
strides in our understanding of the nature of ions, molecules, and matter, in
general/^ As produced, negative ions have inherent properties that hamper
their very investigation given the original experimental capabilities of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. For example, negative ions are
formed in very low yields, compared to cations; they usually emerge with
high kinetic energy in production chambers; and, the absence of accessible
transitions that make negative ions available to spectroscopists has also
contributed to their late development. However, in the middle of this
century, our basic understanding of negative ions through experimentation
has accelerated due to major enhancements of electronic devices, backed by
a solid theoretical foundation in quantum mechanics. Genuine interest in the
study of anions was then partially motivated by their practical significance.
Applications such as negative-ion mass spectroscopy, radiation-initiated
reactions, nuclear acceleration, and upper atmosphere gas-phase chemistry
owe their current maturity as viable experimental tools to the pioneering
work of many researchers."*^*'^
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More recently, the biological significance of low-energy electron
interactions with atoms and molecules was described as "the most important
role of negative ions".^^ This role includes such processes as the chemical
initiation of carcinogens and toxicological activities of certain molecules.
The current prevalence of using imaging tools such as X-ray radiology,
MRI, and other sources of radiation as routine means for medical diagnosis
underscore the need to better describe the interaction of radiation with cells
and biologically active systems. Thus the study of electron interaction with
biologically significant molecular systems is essential for understanding the
cell-radiation interactions, as well as the mechanism of toxicity of some
organic molecules and radicals. In fact, it is common knowledge nowadays
that free radical activities dominate the whole process of aging in humans.
Likewise, the formation of stable anions of the DNA bases is described as "a
crucial step in a cascade of events that results from irradiation of the
biological material by high-energy radiation", see Appendix D.
The attachment of an extra electron to atomic, molecular and cluster
species results in anion formation. An extra electron ma>- be attached for a
finite period of time, beyond which detachment of some sort will eventually
occur. In the introductory sections that follow, a brief outline of methods or
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mechanisms of electron attachment and detachment will be described. Our
discussion throughout this dissertation will preclude details of atomic
anions, since the main emphasis of the research efforts and results are
focused on molecular and aggregate (cluster) anions. It is instructive,
however, to consider a brief account of the difference between atomic and
molecular anions. From most chemists' point of view, molecules, in general,
are more interesting objects of investigation than their atomic counterparts.
Grand concepts such as molecular symmetry, rotational and vibrational
activities within molecules are subjects that continue to generate immense
satisfaction, as well as major challenges, to both chemists and physicists
alike. In fact, such concepts underlie the very foundation of our current
understanding of most chemical reactions and many physical processes,
including those with biological consequences.^®'^® On the other hand, atomic
anions and small particle interactions are essential building blocks for
constructing a comprehensive picture of the molecular and macroscopic
worlds.
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Formation of Anions through Collisions
During this discussion of molecular/cluster anions the term molecular
systems and molecular anion systems will be used for convenience to
describe either a (neutral or anionic) single molecule, or a group of
molecules grouped by weak attractive forces to form what is commonly
known as clusters. Although the term clusters is used to mean different
things to different investigators, it will become clear in the context of the
following discussion that our treatment of the subject focuses on cluster
anions comprising a handful of molecules. The formation of anions, in
general, and molecular anion systems in particular, is an historical precursor
to the study of what is known today as dipole-bound anions. A first step
towards an experimental approach to dipole-bound anions is to investigate,
for example, the process of low-energy collision between electrons (O-IO
eV) and molecular and cluster systems. This technique is a direct method for
experimentally preparing molecular and cluster anions of various energies in
different states. Collisions that result in electron attachment to such systems
are two-body processes which, of course, can be reversible. As low-energy
electrons travel through gaseous media and collide with molecules anions
form as a result of electron attachment. The fate of electron attachment to
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molecular systems may follow one of four pathways; a net reversal of the
attachment process resulting in a neutral molecule and an electron with
kinetic energy equal to the starting one, thus leaving the colliding molecular
system unexcited, or energetically equivalent to the starting state. This
process is termed elastic scattering. The inelastic scattering pathway, on the
other hand, involves an anionic species that decays into an excited state
neutral plus an electron with kinetic energy lower than the starting particle.
In addition, there is the possibility that an anion dissociates (and hence the
term dissociative attachment) into "decomposition products" where the
impinging electron may still be attached to one of the resulting species.
Finally, superelastic scattering is a process where the electron departs with
higher kinetic energy than the starting one with the difference being
accounted for by the fact that the colliding species end up with an overall
lower energy state. This is perhaps more prevalent where the target species
is an excited (electronic, vibrational, or rotational) state. The electron
attachment cross sections for ground state molecules var\' over a very wide
range. Values of 10*'"* and up to lO*'"* for the electron attachment of various
molecules have been reported."^' Likewise, autodetachment lifetimes have
spanned the range 10"'' s to 10*" s, for the longest-lived anion complexes.^^
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In the case of acetonitrile, for example, a dipole-bound state is predicted, the
lifetime of which is of the order of a few nanoseconds.'" These results are a
consequence of the sensitive dependency of both detachment cross sections
and autodetachment lifetimes on the diverse internal dynamics of molecular
and cluster systems. As we progress from thermodynamic to kinetic
treatment of anion formation, we shed light, not only on the mere possibility
of formation, but also on the extent to which these anions form under a given
set of conditions. Investigation of the cross section for electron attachment
processes is thus a direct measurement of the "yield" for anion formation.
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Stability of Negative Ions
The feasibility of formation of any chemical species from

some

starting material is ultimately governed by thermodynamics. When the
measured Gibbs' free energy favors a given direction in a chemical reaction,
the corresponding product will eventually form within the kinetic constraints
of the surrounding molecular and thermodynamic environments. Likewise,
the formation of anions from some starting species is based on parallel
thermodynamic arguments. When anion formation involves a free electron
as one of the starting species, the subject of the thermodynamic properties of
the electron is invoked, or at least, implied. For example, to compute the
enthalpy of electron attachment for a given anion formation, one needs to
know enthalpies of reactants, which include enthalpy of the electron. As of
early this decade, "the thermodynamic properties of the electron are not well
established and remain a matter of some controversy". ' A look at the
accounts of thermodynamicists and those of gas-phase ion chemists shows
that this debate over electron thermodynamics is far from settled. The two
views have been described as ''thermal electron" and "ion" conventions.^'
Thermodynamicists' thermal electron convention defines the standard
enthalpy of formation of the electron to be zero at all temperature, and takes
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heat capacity as Cp = 5/2 R, similar to monatomic species. The ion
convention, on the other hand, sets both the standard enthalpy of formation
and the heat capacity as zero. The statistical treatment by the "thermal" and
"ion" conventions are also different. The former treats the electron as
"boltzon", following Boltzmann statistics, whereas the latter treats the
electron as a "fermion", obeying the Fermi-Dirac statistics. Although in
quantum mechanics the electron is treated as a fermion; the implication there
involves

other

properties of the

particle such

as

exchange and

indistinguishability of the electrons. As pointed out by Henchman,^'
electrons in a metal behave as fermions where the measured heat capacity
corresponds to the Fermi-Dirac calculation where there is ~ 10"
electrons/cm\ In gas-phase ionics, where the number density < 10'°
electrons/cm^ electron-electron short-range interaction is negligible and the
De Broglie wavelength (-4 x 10"^ cm at 300 K) is three orders of magnitude
less than the electron-electron separation. This is where Boltzmann statistics
become more applicable to describing electron-electron, as well as electronion statistics. Despite Henchman's argument for the thermal convention
(based on the hydrogen iodide anion formation^'), for most gas-phase
experimentalists where electron-molecule collisions and interactions are
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discrete events, it is the kinetic energy of the impacting electron that is taken
into account for computing reaction parameters, such as electron affinity,
enthalpy of ionization, and so on. Similarly, for quantum mechanical
calculations, the classical kinetic energy operators are quantized (into
quantum mechanical operators) as a first step towards the quantum
mechanical treatment of the molecule-electron problem which leads to total
energy by solving the Schrodinger equation for the system under
investigation.
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2.1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Throughout this dissertation and its underlying research, various
computational techniques have been implemented extensively using one or
more of the many available computational chemistry software programs.'^
Our objective is to investigate the phenomenon of dipole-bound states in the
anions of molecules and clusters. Thus, first,

an overview of the

phenomenon of dipole-bound states will be provided. In addition, in this
introductory chapter an attempt will be made to provide an overview of the
computational methods and the mechanics of applying such methods to the
systems that we have investigated. For example, the restricted and
unrestricted Hartree-Fock methods have been utilized for computation of
total energies for many neutral and anionic species, respectively. In addition,
many of the calculated electron affinity values support Koopmans' theorem,
where core-electron adjustment upon ionization is ignored. Finally,
whenever the precision of our results dictated, application of more elaborate
computational methods has been carried out (see Appendices for more
details). Both the Coupled Cluster (CC) and perturbation methods (MBPT)
belong to this latter category, A brief description of these methods is
included here, but for a rigorous derivation and a more complete listing of
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theory and techniques of computation, the reader can refer to any of the
readily available quantum chemistry textbooks/^"^^ Throughout our work, a
judgement had to be made regarding the selection of basis sets. A general
account of the basis set nomenclature has been provided. In addition, the
proper selection of basis sets, including those with additional diffuse
functions, will also be briefly described.
One of the most cited statements in the publications of the dipolebound anions is the fact that a minimum dipole of 1.625 Debye is required
for the formation of such states. An outline of how one can obtain this value
is also included in this section.
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Minimum Theoretical Dipole Moment (i^min) Required to Support
Dipole-Bound States
Historically, a lower limit of 1.625 Debye for the dipole moment,
has been repeatedly cited as a threshold value below which a dipole-bound
state cannot be formed,

" The idea of correlating the dipole moment values

of a given species with its ability to bind an extra electron started as a by
product of early studies of electron scattering and the energy loss of negative
mesotrons in matter by Fermi.^^ In particular, the scattering of low-energy
electrons by polar molecules exhibited interesting features. The scattering
cross section measured for polar molecules presented a challenge to the
existing theoretical models. Namely, the observed scattering cross section of
polar molecules was larger than the theoretically expected value.^' This
prompted a quantum mechanical investigation of the energy levels of an
electron moving in the field of two fixed charges +e and -e, separated by a
distance R, by Wallis and Milnes/" The authors presented a solution of the
Schrodinger equation for this problem where a spectrum of energy levels
was reported as a function of the charge separation distance, R. However, it
was not until two decades after Fermi's initial reference to

that a group

of independent investigators generated the above value of 1.625 Debye by
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solving the Schrodinger equation for the point-dipole-electron system.'^*'^ It
is now common knowledge that at least 2.5 Debye of dipole moment is
required to bind an extra electron to a polar molecule. The raising of the
"theoretical /Jmi" from 1.625 Debye to a "practical fimin' of -2.5 Debye
results from treating the electron-dipole interaction in a less crude fashion. It
was realized that a stationary dipole picture is only a good first
approximation that must be refined by including internal dynamics of the
polar molecules. First, Turner'^ tried to explain the high scattering cross
section by proposing a temporar>' capture of the electron with the consequent
excitement of the rotational states by the host molecule. Turner's
investigation, although not directly focused on finding //„„„ gives a first clue
to the necessity of including the internal dynamics of the host polar molecule
•
sJ
in attempting to determine fimn In a series of studies, Garrett " presented
the results of the critical dipole for electron binding to a finite non-stationary
electric dipole. Included in the Hamiltonian, of course, were terms that
accounted for the rotational motion of the dipole, which resulted in
modifying

to -2.5 Debye as described above. In the following section

we outline the generation of

for a point-dipole by treating an electron in

the field of two charges
w +e and -e.
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The Point-Dipole Case
A brief description of the interaction of a point-dipole with an electron
is presented here. The Schrodinger equation for the wave ftmction of an
electron moving in the field of a stationary dipole is
(2.1)

where e and

are the charge and mass of the electron, D is the dipole

moment and f indicates the direction of the dipole. .A. convenient form for
the dipole moment is the dimensionless or, defined as:

where an is the Bohr radius, rrie and e are the mass and charge of the electron
(D = or X1.27 Debye).

Equation (2.1) is separable in spherical coordinates, using the wave ftmction
in the following form,
4'(r,^,^))=i/?(/-)0(0W),

(2.3)

with O(^) = exp(//n^).
The z-a.xis is taken along the dipole moment and the rotational
symmetry around z eliminates the need for a solution to the equation inO.
The two other functions, R and ^satisfy the following equation.
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(2.4)
and
+ -^—+acos0-C 0(0) =0,
do j sin' 6

(2.5)

where C is a separation constant and m is an integer.

The radial equation is the same as that for a central potential, i.e.
C/r, which has no bound states for C >-\, and an infinite number of states

with negative energies for C<-1. We thus search for a separation constant
in equation (2.5) for the case where C <

. We note that C in equation (2.5)

appears as an eigenvalue of an operator, K,
K = L' +acosd,

(2.6)

where/, is the ordinary angular momentum operator. Both L- and acosd are
bound from below by 0 and -a. The lowest eigenvalue of K, Q, obeys the
condition Q > -a:
[A' -C]0 < 0, and, at the lower limit, we have,
[^-Cj0<O,
[l" + a cos 0]0 < Co0,
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0-a<C,.

Thus, the requirement for the existence of bound states, Q <|, leads
to the conditions > j. This condition suggests the existence of a lower limit
for a .We now set out to determine this lower limit,
the term

r m

•>

. In the operator K,

>

can have the lowest value of 0. Thus

belongs to the

m = Osubspace. We look for solutions of equation (2.5) in the m = Ocase as

sums of Legendre polynomials:
Q{e) = ^ d , P , { c o s e ) .
/kO

(2.7)

Equation (2.5) is equivalent to the recursion relations obeyed by di's:

where / = 0.1,
The set of all of the recursion relations can be transformed into a continued
fraction expansion for C in terms of C itself and a; i.e., C = C(aX). In our
case here we have,
C=—
3(2-C)

n
5(6-C)

"•

(2A:-l)[yt(A: + l)-C]

g

)
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which can be used to determine C as a function of a . This equation
provides a discrete infinite number of solutions, C/. The solution for a = 0 is
C, (a =0) =/(/ + !),

/ = 0,1,2

(2.10)

A solution to the Ci(a.) functions has been computed by Leblond"" as.
/

Q(af) =
"

6

•> \-

+ — a'
30\ J

/

133 a

•>

+... .

450

(2.12)

A numerical calculation yields ao = 1.28 for the minimum dipole moment
corresponding to
Co(a) = -T.

(2.13)

The minimum dipole moment £)„ is
Do = 1.27a = 1.63 Debye.

Thus the requirement that a set of bound states exists for the electron-dipole
system indicates that the value of this dipole is at least 1.63 Debye.
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From the Point-Dipole towards an Extended Dipole
Having viewed the model of the electron interaction with a pointdipole, we are now in a position to examine a more realistic model for an
electron bound in a dipole-bound fashion. The long-range attractive potential
of the point-dipole to the electron can be expressed as in (2.1) above, or
equivalently, using the following notation, as,
=

(2.14)

where D is the dipole moment, 0 is the angle between the position vector of
the electron and the dipole moment vector. (/>db is the orbital of the dipolebound (DB) electron. The excess binding energy for the DB electron is e.
The requirement that the dipole be fixed in orientation is equivalent to
making the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation with moment of inertia of the
neutral molecule taken to be infinite. Garrett®"'®"* has shown that in a nonBom-Oppenheimer treatment of the dipole, the critical dipole moment is
larger than the fixed dipole case. Furthermore, it is found that the number of
bound anionic states to the dipole is reduced to a finite one as we include
non-Bom-Oppenheimer effects. As a general rule, however, the BomOppenheimer approximation is valid for molecules whose dipole-binding
energies are greater than the molecular rotational constants.
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In order to account for the extended nature of the electronic cloud
over the neutral molecule (compared to the idealized point-dipole), one has
to modify equation (2.14) above. In addition, short-range occupied orbital
exclusion has to be taken into account. Thus a description of an anionic state
bound by the static Coulomb interaction with the charge distribution of a
neutral molecule and the excess electron can be written as,
( - i A + vr'+ ,
where

(2.15)

represents the Coulomb potential from the exact charge

distribution py'"" of the neutral molecule,

+

a

(2.16)

The term P',guarantees that the Pauli exclusion principle requirements
are not violated by the orbital (f>DB- The Schrodinger equation given by (2.15)
applies to all dipole-bound states and may be approximated to (2.14) by
neglecting Cl'-L/,

using a truncated multipole expansion of the term

VX"'- Even though we do not have a readily available form for the operators
Ki^cZxLh

can use an approximation at the Hartree-Fock (HF) and

self-consistent field (SCF) level of theory. In this approximation, one
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approximates p"'^' by p"'' to get
operator K for

and use the standard exchange

This allows the description of the dipole-bound

anions using the approximated HF version of equation (2.15) to be
equivalent to Koopmans' theorem treatment of the excess electron binding
(see section 2.5).
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Hartree-Fock (HF) Method and Koopmans' Theorem
The steps involved in our variational calculations are based on the
following basic procedure:
1. A Hamiltonian for the system is defined.
2. An adjustable variational wave function, 4^, is selected.
3. The trial wave function, 4^, is adjusted to minimize the total energy of
the system.
In the HF method, for example, a Slater determinant is used as a trial
function. For the 2n-electron closed shell system, this determinant has the
following form.
(2.17)
(in short hand notation). Dipole-bound anions belong to open shell systems
where the extra electron is assigned an orbital where it remains unpaired. So,
the wave function of a 2«-i-/-electron system can be expressed as.

=[(2A7 + 1)!]-''M?>,(1M(2)(^:(3)<!>3(4)..^)(2«)^>„,,(2/7 + 0 1

(2.18)

In the Hartree-Fock method, when the variational principal is applied to a
single-detenninantal wave function, we obtain the Fock equation:
(2.19)
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where F is the Fock operator of the form (in atomic units, me=l, e=l),
=

+

MM

(2-20)

J

and the summation over // sums over all the nuclei of the system and the
summation over j sums over all occupied orbitals in the Hartree-Fock wave
function. J and K are the coulomb and exchange operators:
"',{1) = J«>;(2)(i)(li,(2)rfr(2),

(2.21)

/r,(l) = |«>;(2)(i)«),(2)rfr(2)^/l).

(2.22)

In the bra-ket notation, the corresponding coulomb and exchange integrals
can be expressed as,
) = ((»,(l¥,(2)ltl«l,(lV,(2)) = y„ and
(«>, I

I «>,) = ((i>,(l¥,(2) I

I ^,(2)«l,(l)) =

.

(2.23)
(2.24)

Note here that the Fock operator is itself a function of the molecular orbitals
^'s. But one must know F in order to determine <^'s. So, in practice, one
starts by an initial guess for (p's inserted into F and solve for a new set of
^)'s, which are, in turn, reinserted back to F, and the procedure is iterated.
When the (p's resulting fi*om F are the same as those inserted in J and K in
the most recent iteration, the result is self-consistent and this procedure is

hence called the SCF, the self-consistent field method. The eigenvalues of
the Fock operator, F, are the orbital energies:
(2.25)
Expanding F gives,
f = MI - Wr -1(f:)+i (2A -

^

j

^

)I

J

>-!(«>,l^k,) + i(2A-'^,)
^

(2-26)

(2-28)

/

(2.29)
/

The sum of orbital energies is not equal to the system's total
electronic energy. The reason for this is that for each orbital energy of a
particular electron, the second term of (2.29) counts repulsion and e.xchange
energies with all the other electrons. Instead, one should consider pair
interactions where the exchange and repulsion energies are summed o\ er
electron pairs, and not over single electrons. So, the sum of one electron
energies, over all the electrons,
£ = I2£,

(2.30)
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includes the exchange and repulsion effects counted twice. The corrected
total electronic energy can therefore be expressed as,
-K,)]1=1

(2.31)

7=1

The value of the total electronic energy depends on the choice of the basis
set. As the basis set is improved to better describe the system at hand, the
resulting total energy is reduced. The limit beyond which the energy cannot
be lowered by improving the basis set is called the Hartree-Fock limit. The
Hartree-Fock energy obtained at this limit is still not the lowest possible
energy. To clarify why the HF limit is not the absolute (or true) energy, let
us consider electron-electron interactions in a iw-electron system. For
example, consider the probability of finding electron 1 in a volume element

dv. This probability, according to the Hartree-Fock description, is
independent of the locations of all the other electrons in our 2n-electron
system. Allowing the mutual motion of all electrons to adjust to the position
of all the 2n members of the electron system accurately describes electron
correlation. The correlation energy is the energy lowering resulting from
allowing motion of ail electrons to be correlated. Because the Hartree-Fock
wave function is a product of functions of independent coordinates, electron
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correlation is therefore not described. Despite this weakness, the HartreeFock procedure allows quick and reasonable estimate of quantities such as
the ionization potential, IP, and the electron affinity, EA.
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Koopmans' Theorem
Koopmans' theorem defines the electron affinity and ionization
potential in terms of energies of occupied and virtual orbitals obtained in a
Hartree-Fock calculation.'^ Thus, the ionization potential for a molecular
system is approximated as the negative value of the orbital energy for the
HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital), and the electron affinity is
approximated as the negative value of the orbital energy of the LUMO
(lowest unoccupied molecular orbital). This theorem can be illustrated by
considering the total Hartree-Fock energies of a neutral, closed shell
molecule and the resulting total energy when an electron is added to the
LUMO or removed from the HOMO of the neutral.
Ionization Potential
Consider this closed-shell neutral molecule with n doubly-occupied
orbitals. Its total electronic energy is given by,
£=

+
'

(2-32)
/

By removing an electron from the k'' orbital, we obtain a cation whose
energy is given by,
£ ;=

+Z
i*k

/*k

+

1

(

2
t*k

^-

) .

(2.33)
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By requiring j

k m the first sum, we express the energy as a sum of the

total energy of a closed shell system plus the energy of a single electron in
the k'* orbital. Thus, in equation (2.33) the first restricted sum gives the total
electronic energy for all the orbitals, except for the singly-occupied HOMO.
Hu, is the kinetic plus the nuclear-kinetic attraction energies for the electron
in the k!'' orbital. The last sum includes repulsion and exchange terms
between the electron in the
term

orbitals and all the other n-2 electrons. But the

- AT,J would have appeared in the first summation had we not

applied the j ^ k restriction. Thus the last term in equation (2.33) can be
incorporated into the first sum by removing the restriction j ^k:
(2.34)
Now, let's express the energy of this cation in terms of the total energy of
the orbitals (excluding redundant repulsion terms) of the neutral parent less
the energy corresponding to the ejected electron;
£; = Z[2//,, +1(2 A -

>1 -!«« -1(2A -

£; = Il2H„ + I(2J„ - K; )1 -//„ +

)i.

)•

Comparing (2.32) to (2.25) and (2.26), we get.

(2.35)

(2.36)
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Ek=E-£k.

(2.37)

Hence, the ionization potential for removing an electron from the 1^** orbital
is,
IPk = E; - E =

(2.38)

Thus the negative energy of a Hartree-Fock orbital can be related to the
ionization potential.
Electron Affmitv
Similarly, one can show how the negative energies of Hartree-Fock
virtual orbitals can be related to the electron affinity of the molecule under
consideration. Again, consider the closed-shell neutral molecule with n
doubly occupied orbitals. Its total electronic energy is given by,
E=

+

/»l

(2.32)

/=l

By adding an electron to the k''' orbital (here, k is the LUMO of the neutral),
we obtain an anion whose energy is given by,
^

=
/=!

IT-".'+
/=!

)

]

+
J

)

•

( 2 . 3 9 )

The first sum in (2.22) gives the total electronic energy of the neutral, which
is identical to (2.15). /4t gives the kinetic and nuclear attraction energies for
the additional unpaired electron and the final sum gives the repulsion and
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exchange energies between this extra electron and all those of the neutral.
The electron affinity, which is the difference between the energy of the
anion and that of the neutral can be computed by subtracting (2.32) from
(2.39):
EA = E(neutral) ~ E{anion) .

(2.40)

The first sum of (2.15) will vanish and we are left with,
) = -£.= -E(LUUO).

(2.41)

k

Similar to the result we obtain for the ionization potential.
Two underlying assumptions of Koopmans' theorem reflect the fact
that: 1) MO's obtained for the neutral parent are assumed to be energetically
equal to those of the cation under the same conditions, 2) the correlation
contribution to the total energy is the same in the presence or absence of the
ionizing electron. Of course, one could always perform individual HartreeFock optimizations for the neutral and for the cation and calculate the
ionization potential as the difference of the total energies of the two systems.
This latter method results in an ionization potential IP = ASCF. Thus a
comparison between ASCF and -f, would constitute a good measure for the
validity of the Koopmans' approach to calculating ionization potential.
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Nevertheless, Koopmans' theorem provides an easy way to predict
ionization potentials and electron affinities through the Hartree-Fock orbital
energies.
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Basis Sets
As discussed in the preceding section, we can utilize the singledeterminant description to represent many-electron wave functions. The
ground state of many spin-paired molecules containing 2n electrons, for
example, can be appropriately represented by using closed-shell, singledeterminant wave functions. For such 2«-electron molecules, a wave
fijnction can be constructed from spin orbitals

where / = l,2,...,n.

When the Hartree-Fock method is used with the above spin-restricted wave
fijnction, the term RHF is usually used to represent the level of theory. A
better description of systems with unpaired electrons involves spinunrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) method, where a and

electrons are

treated independently. The Hartree-Fock treatment of molecular systems
utilizes <p, molecular orbitals, expressed as linear combinations of N nuclearcentered basis functions

:
(2.42)

where two sets of coefficients would be needed for a UHF treatment:
.V

(2.43)
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r=

(2.44)

A=1

with the same basis function used for a and P orbitals. Two types of basis
functions are commonly used for computations. One type, the Slater-type
orbitals (STO's) have the form,

XinJr. e.(p)^

r,„ (6, <p) r-' e".

where Ncn.m is the normalization constant,

(2.45)
are the spherical harmonics, r

is the distance fi-om the orbital center to the electron. STO's provide very
precise results for atoms, but many integrals encountered during HartreeFock calculations on molecules are computationally cumbersome.
The Gaussian-type orbitals are used to overcome some of the shortcomings
of STO's. Gaussian-type orbitals (GTO's) have the general form,
Xzn.i.m

(r,6,q)) =

Yi„ (9,(p) r'-"'-'" e^'~ , or, in Cartesian coordinates,

-Y'"'yAlthough Gaussian functions do not cusp oir = 0 and they decay faster (than
STO's) at larger /* values, both deficiencies are made up for by the ease of
computation of the integrals generated during the Hartree-Fock procedure.
Thus one can generate a set of primitive Gaiissians by choosing different
values of ^ that span the desired space. A linear combination of primitive
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Gaussians can be then optimized (to provide proper description of radial
functions) and multiplied by the spherical harmonics. Such a linear
combination (often called contracted Gaussians) can then be used in
molecular variational calculations.
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Minimal Basis Set
A basic Hartree-Fock calculation can be performed with a minimal
basis set and thus requiring minimal computational effort. A minimal basis
set contains the least number of functions per atom to describe the occupied
orbitals. For example, the STO-nG uses a contraction of n primitive
Gaussians to describe or fit a Slater-type orbital is sometimes used to
provide a preliminary insight into molecular systems that would otherwise
require more computational effort if a higher basis set is used.

The 6-31-H-G** Basis Set
This basis set and other related ones have been designed by Pople and
co-workers and are of the split valence type."* Here, we have 6 contracted
primitive Gaussians used to describe the core orbitals. The 3 and 1 represent
the number of primitive Gaussians in the contracted representations of two
sp shells. Diffuse functions are included in the basis, as represented by the
++. The first + indicates that only one set of diffuse s- and p- functions are
used on heavy atoms. The second + indicates that a diffuse s- fiinction is
also added to the hydrogens. Finally, the ** represents polarization function,
to be included in the basis, d for heavy atoms and p for hydrogens.
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cc-pvdz and cc-pvtz basis sets
Correlation-consistent basis functions were proposed by Dunning,*^
This type of basis sets was designed to describe the correlation energy of the
valence electrons. The following table illustrates the correlation consistent
basis sets:

Primitive functions

Contracted functions

(Heavy atoms/hydrogen)

(Heavy atoms/hydrogen)

cc-pvdz

9s, 4p, ld/4s,lp

3s,2p,ld/2s,lp

cc-pvtz

10s,5p,2d, I f/5s,2p, 1 d

4s,3p,2d,lC'3s,2p,Id

cc-pvqz

I2s,6p,3d,2f,Ig/6s,3p,2d.lf

5s,4p,3d,2f,lg/4s,3p,2d,lg

Basis

The correlation consistent basis functions can also be augmented with
additional diffuse functions. The augmented correlation consistent basis sets
are termed aug-cc-pvdz and aug-cc-pMz, etc. The first basis set, aug-cc-pvdz
has additional Is, Ip, and Id functions for hydrogens. The second set, augcc-pvtz, has additional Is, Ip, Id, and If ftinctions for hydrogens.
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Augmenting 6-31-type Basis Sets with Additional Diffuse Functions
In order to determine whether some of our polar molecules formed
dipole-bound anions, a series of calculations were performed using the basis
set 6-3l+G**X, where the X is used to indicate augmenting the standard
basis set with additional diffuse fiinctions. Four additional sp functions are
used with the 6-3l+G** basis set with exponents equal to a, 0.1a, O.Ola
and 0.00la, where a is a scaling factor. This procedure is based on
projecting numerical HF and MCSCF orbitals onto Slater-type atomic
orbitals. The additional difflise set was placed at the point whose coordinates
coincide with the positive end of the dipole moment vector. During
implementatin, a ghost atom "X" is placed at the point where the diffuse
orbitals are to be located based on the coordinates of the positive tip of the
dipole moment vector. The series of calculations is carried out in order to
determine the optimal value of the scaling factor a, which was accomplished
by minimizing the LUMO energy.
In order to accurately describe energetic effects of dipole-bound
anions, use of the above described basis sets had to be implemented. In
addition, accounting for the degree of electron correlation was found crucial
for such description. Among the various theoretical procedures developed to
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account for electron correlations, we have utilized the MBPT and the
coupled-cluster (CC) methods in some of our investigations. Both MBPT
and CC methods are size-extensive, they scale properly with the number of
electrons involved. This means that application either CC or MBPT to a
system of several infinitely separated molecules will yield properties that are
the sum of these same properties for individual molecules.
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Shortcomings of the Hartree-Fock Method
The fact that the Hartree-Fock treatment of atoms and molecules takes
no account of the correlation between electrons, particularly those with
opposite spins, constitutes the primary deficiency of the method. Further,
only partial account of correlation of same-spin electrons is guaranteed by
the single-determinantal wave function.
Such an inadequate description of the motion of electrons shows itself
in various aspects of Hartree-Fock calculations. For e.xample, the HartreeFock treatment of the dissociation of molecules as nuclei are allowed to
move apart to infinite separation leads to an inconsistent picture. When two
hydrogen nuclei are allowed to separate, under the Hartree-Fock scheme, the
final product is two hydrogen atoms with the electrons still sharing their
time between the two nuclei. Likewise, bond dissociation energies are
usually underestimated if the correlation between the bonding electrons is
ignored. Excited states are also poorly described by the Hartree-Fock
method. The method also suffers inherent deficiency when it comes to
description of the potential energy surface near equilibrium positions of
neutral closed-shell molecules. However, all of the above does not negate
the fact that for most ground-state closed-shell molecules the Hartree-Fock
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method is a viable technique that provides reasonable results. Both the MP2
(M0ller-Plesset Perturbation theory) and the CCSD (Coupled-cluster
method) have been applied in our attempt to ensure proper account of
electron correlation in dipole-bound anions (see Appendices for details).
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Meller-Plesset Perturbation Theory
Perturbation methods are generally based on the premise that the
problem at hand is slightly different from a problem for which a solution is
known. The latter solution should also resemble the solution we are seeking.
Thus a perturbation term is added to the (unperturbed) Hamiltonian for
which a solution exists.

H = Hn + lV,

(2.47)

where X is an adjustable parameter. Here we seek a solution for //, which is
not readily available. We thus attempt a solution by dissecting H into Ho and

V, adjusted by the parameter A. For example, the perturbation contribution to
the Hamiltonian, V, can be used to represent correlation as a perturbation
added to the Hartree-Fock treatment. For A = 0 (zero-order perturbation), the
solutions correspond to the unperturbed Hamiltonian. In Moller-Plesset
theory, the zero-order Hamiltonian is taken as the sum of the one-electron
Fock operators. The exact ground-state wave function and energies can be
written in terms of A,
(2.48)
=

Ef"'

+

XE!" +X-Ef-^

+ ... .

(2.49)
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Perturbation methods are named according to the highest-order energy term
allowed after the truncation m the above expressions. Thus our use of
second-order Meller-Plesset perturbation MP2 includes only terms in /I",
while the Moller-Plesset energy to first-order corresponds to the HartreeFock energy. The second-order contribution to the Moller-Plesset energy is
given by,

E!" =

(D)(E„ - Ef I Ko\

(2.50)

where Vso are the matrix elements involving the perturbation operator V as
follows,
^,o=W0>,

(2.51)

and Es is the expectation value of the unperturbed Hamiltonian acting on the
excited state:
(2.52)
The summation is carried over all double substitutions. Thus, if we write a
double substitution as ij—Mb, the V^o matrix element is equal to the twoelectron integral,
(,yla6)=
and the second-order contribution to the energy is given by,

(2.53)
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MP2 thus allows including some correlation energy terms into the
calculation. Higher-order perturbation methods include higher terms and
thus provide a better description of correlation energy,
A perturbation scheme has been designed for the purpose of dipoleOr

bound anion treatment.

In this scheme, the dipole-bound anion is

considered as a neutral parent-molecule, interacting with the loosely-bound
electron, following the analogy of the theory of intermolecular interactions.
We cite here the zeroth order Hamiltonian of this scheme,
//' = F'' +
where

(2.55)
is the sum of Fock operators for all the electrons in the neutral

parent, and

is the Fock operator for the dipole-bound electron. At the

zeroth order approximation, account is taken of both the Coulomb and
exchange interactions between the dipole-bound electron and the SCF
charge distribution of the neutral system. This static Coulomb interaction
between the neutral's electron density and the dipole-bound electron is
corrected. The first order correction for these effects is included in
perturbation methods. The total electronic Hamiltonian for the anion is
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expressed in terms of the zeroth order Hamiltonian, ff and two
perturbations,

and

H=ff+m^'+rjV^\

(2.56)

where the expansion parameters X and t] define the perturbation theory
orders.

results from

Ntoller-Plesset partitioning of the electronic

Hamiltonian of the neutral molecule. The fluctuation-interaction

operator

includes both Coulomb and exchang effects for the electrons in the
neutral molecule. One obtains the perturbation expansion for the anion
energy by applying perturbation theory to the Hamiltonian (2.55)
^ = 11^'*''.

(2.57)

k=0 /=0

where £•'*" is of the k'' order

and t'' order in^^^. The first three terms,

for example, take into account the interaction between the dipole-bound
electron and the SCF charge distribution of neutral molecule,
F F = EF' - E"'.

where £

if T"

(2.58)

is the Koopmans' theorem (KT) binding energy of the e.Kcess

electron. Non-^r contributions to the energy are given by other f'*''terms
with />/. The dispersion and induction contributions to the energy, for
example, are given by the ^'^''term:
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(2.59)
where 4."' describes the polarization of the neutral molecule by the DB
electron, and can be obtained as an orbital relaxation effect as the ASCF
between the neutral molecule and the anion. In addition to the static
polarization of the neutral molecule by the DB electron, seondary effects of
back-polarization are also included in the term sl°f. The dispersion term,
describes the dynamic correlation between the DB and all the elecu*ons
of the neutral molecule. This stabilizing effect may be important for w eakly
bound DB anions. The overall MP2 contribution to the binding energy can
be expressed as,

^AfP2 ^ ^MP2 _ ^SCF

(2.60)

and can be divided into dispersion and non-dispersion contributions:

= ^^disp
A E f - + '"^non-disp'.

(2.61)

Higher orders of perturbation treatments of dipole-bound anions include
contributions higher than second order terms, as described by Gutowsky.^''
To conclude this section, we have learned that the most significant
contribution to the binding energy of the dipole-bound electron comes from
the electrostatic interaction of the excess electron with the SCF charge
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distribution of the neutral molecule. Other effects, such as, higher permanent
multipoles, orbital exclusion and penetration effects are also important in
obtaining a precise number for the binding energy of a dipole-bound
electron. Secondary effects require higher order approximations to be
included in the theoretical model of the description of dipole-bound anions.
Using perturbation theory in a study of a series of monomer and dimer
anions, Gutowsky suggested that the contribution of third- and fourth-order
perturbation contributions to the binding energy can be quite significant. In
addition, the dynamical correlation between the dipole-bound electron and
the electrons of the neutral molecule constitute a stabilizing quantum effect
that is analogous to van der Waals dispersion interaction. This dispersion
interaction was found to be quite large in dipole-bound anions. It was
pointed out, for example, that the dispersion contribution to the total binding
energy may represent as much as 100% of the binding energy obtained
within the Koopmans' approximation for systems with dipole moment less
than ca. 6 Debye. The dispersion contribution becomes less significant as the
value of the dipole moment increases.
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Coupled-Cluster Methods
Perturbation methods as described above add different w-order
corrections to the wave function. In the Coupled Cluster method, all
corrections of a given type are included to infinite order. The coupled-cluster
wave function is written as,
(2.62)
The exponential term can be expanded as,

= Ik (1/k!) f

(2.63)

The cluster operator, T is given by,
7" = T/ + R, + TJ +

(2.64)

where the Tj operator acting on a Hartree-Fock reference function generates
all the

excited Slater determinants. The Schrodinger equation with the

coupled-cluster wave function can be written as,
(2.65)

and the energy Ecc given as the expectation value of the Hamiltonian,
(2.66)
J"

One can expand the exponential e as in (2.60) to obtain the coupled-cluster
energy as a sum of a series of terms. The summation of the expanded form
of (2.57) can be truncated to provide the truncated-coupled cluster methods.
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The coupled-cluster method has been specifically formulated for the dipolebound anion applications by Bartlett.®® More accurate account of both
correlation and dispersion effects are guaranteed by the coupled-cluster
method.
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2.2 AUTHOR'S CONTRIBUTION TO PUBLISHED PAPERS
STRUCTURE AND ENERGETICS OF
NEUTRAL AND DIPOLE-BOUND STATES

(I) Ethylene Glycol Complexes:
As a member of the research team involved in the implementation of
methods and production of the published work, my role included identifying
stable structures, setting up and performing ab initio calculations, and
attempting to explain the reported results, in collaboration with other co
authors of the published work. For example, in the study of the ethylene
glycol systems, a search was performed to look for stable structure of the
dimers. Three stable isomeric structures were identified and are depicted in
Fig. 1 of Appendix A. The structures are called CS, TR, and CY reflecting
their "cis", "trans", and "cyclic" type characters. Calculations at the M0llerPlesset second-order perturbation level of theory with the standard 6311++G**basis set (MP2/6-311 + +• G **) were performed to determine the
relative stabilities of the complexes and their dipole moments. Comparison
of the relative energy values reveals that the most stable complex is CS
followed by TR and then CY. By looking at a laboratory-size model for all
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three-dimer system, it is clear that the higher relative energy of the cyclic
dimer is due to internal deformation of the two monomers. The formation of
two hydrogen bonds in this particular case required internal strain on the
bonds of each glycol monomer and thus resulted in this higher relative
energy. Determination of the dipole moment values for each of the isomers
was obtained at the SCF /6-311 + + G ** level of theory for all three dimer
anions. It turned out that the dipole moment values increased in the order,
CS < CY < TR, where all values exceeded both the theoretical threshold
value of 1.625 and the practical lower limit of 2.5 Debye. A second search
was conducted to locate an optimized structure for the ethylene glycol
monomer. This optimization of structure was performed at the SCF/631+G** level of theory. The determination of its dipole moment at the SCF
and MP2 le\ els of theory showed the repeating trend that the SCF value is
higher than the corresponding MP2 value, due to incorporation of correlation
effects in the latter case. These computed values for the dipole moment of
the ethylene glycol monomer, at the SCF and MP2 levels of theory are
2.7396 and 2.6344 Debye, respectively. Both of these values exceed the
threshold /u of 1.625 Debye, a theoretical lower limit for allowing formation
of dipole-bound anionic states. Both values are very close to the practical 2.5
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Debye value and thus rendering the ethylene glycol monomer as a challenge
to both experimental, as well as theoretical techniques of detecting
extremely low-energy dipole-bound states. This glycol monomer system
may also serve as a model system where a more refined criterion for the
determination of dipole-bound states in molecular (and cluster) anions may
be established. Our effort to determine the adiabatic electron affinity of the
glycol monomer involved UHF optimization of the anion structure and
comparing the total electronic energies of both neutral and anion ethylene
glycol systems. It is interesting to note the difference in adiabatic electron
affinity values obtained at the SCF and MP2 levels of theory. In the former
case a value of 0.03 meV was obtained, in favor of the formation of a dipolebound anion. Under the MP2 regime, the resulting adiabatic electron affinity
was -.29 meV, precluding the formation of stable dipole-bound monomer
anion. A higher-order method for calculation, such as, for example, the
coupled-cluster method may be applied in order to resolve the correlationrelated effects on molecular dipole and thus on the change in the diffliseness
of the excess electron. Such a small value for the electron affinity, 0.03 meV
at the SCF-level of theory, is a clear demonstration of the delicateness of the
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problem at hand, which presents a major challenge to the precision of
current experimental techniques.
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(II) Hydrogen Fluoride Dimer:
In the case of the hydrogen fluoride dimer study, the structure of the
neutral dimer was optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pvdz and MP2/aug-cc-pvtz
theoretical levels, where MP2 denotes the M0ller-Plesset perturbation theory
calculation; the aug-cc-pvdz and aug-cc-pvtz are the standard designations
of Dunning's correlation-consistent double-zeta and triple-zeta valence basis
sets, augmented with polarization functions and some diffuse functions. The
final optimized geometry for (HF)2 is depicted in Fig 1. of Appendix B. Due
to distortions caused by the internal hydrogen bonding between the two
monomer units, each HF molecule has its unique structural characteristics.
For example, the HF bond length varied slightly from one monomer to the
other. Further, unlike the ethylene glycol case, only one stable isomeric
structure was obtained as a result of the structure optimization, due to the
limited orientations in which two HF monomers can align to form hydrogenbonded dimers. Reported in Table I of Appendix B is a comparison of the
geometrical parameters obtained using the two above levels of theory and
those

provided

by groups of experimentalist.

Included are also

comparisons of the dipole moments in each case. It is clear that our reported
results of the calculations agree quite well with the experimentally
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determined values. Determination of the dipole moment value for the (HF)2
dimer was obtained at the MP2 level of theory using the two basis sets as
described above. It turned out that the dipole moment values increased by
only 0.04 Debye (from 3.3216 Debye to 3.3603 Debye) on going from the
double-zeta to the triple zeta valence basis set. Both values exceed both the
theoretical threshold value of 1,625 Debye and the practical limit of 2.5
Debye. Another search was conducted to locate an optimized structure for
the (HF):' anion at the MP2 level of theory using the UHF (Unrestricted
Hartree-Fock) reference. Thus both neutral and anionic (HF)2 dimers were
deliberately optimized at the same levels of theory. The structural
differences between neutral and anion dimers are presented in Table 2 of
Appendix B. The attachment of the extra electron leads to an increase in the
HP bond length in each monomer unit, whereas the decrease in the
hydrogen-bond length caused the F ... F distance to contract by a 0.03 A.
The widening of the angle between the HF units from 113.5° to 121.4° is an
indication that the (HF): complex is moving towards a more linear structure
on the attachment of an extra electron to a dipole-bound orbital. Table 3 of
Appendix B shows the results of the calculated FR vibrational frequencies
and intensities. An interesting observation of the obtained IR spectra (using
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the MP2 level calculation) is the decrease of 100 cm'' in the H-F stretching
vibrational frequencies. This drop in vibrational frequency results from the
attachment of an extra electron to a dipole-bound state orbital. An on-line
FTIR analyzer would thus be a useful tool for confirming the formation of
dipole-bound (HF)2 anions by examining the resulting IR spectra of dimers.
The positive electron affinity values obtained by our calculation agree within
10% with experimental results of Bowen and co-workers.
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(in) Water-Hydrogen Cyanide Complex Clusters:
In the water-hydrogen cyanide case study, a search was performed to
look for stable structure of the dimer complexes. The two possible hydrogen
cyanide water complexes, H2O. . . HCN and HCN. . .H2O were identified
and are depicted in Figure 1 of Appendix C. Determination of the relative
stability and the dipole moments of the two complexes was completed. A
series of calculations was performed at different levels of theory: HartreeFock (HF), M0ller-Plesset second-order perturbation (MP2), coupled cluster
method with single and double excitations (CCSD), coupled cluster with
triple excitation (CCSD(T)), CCSD(T) + ZPE (the contribution of zero-point
energy). The basis set used is the aug-cc-pvdz-X, where the X set is
described in details in Appendix C. At all levels of theory used, the H2O. .
.HCN complex is relatively more stable than the HCN. . .H2O. The
parameters of the optimized structures of the two dimer complexes obtained
at the MP2 level of theory are summarized in Table 1 of Appendix C. The
planar nature of both structures is reflected in the obtained values for
internal angles of both anion complexes. Our reported values of the SCF
dipole moments of the H2O. . . HCN and HCN. . .H2O complexes are 6.08
and 5.14 Debye. respectively. From these values, it is clear that there is
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constructive addition of individual dipole moments of each of the monomer
units, as a result of the unique structural alignment of the monomer units.
There is a difference of about I Debye on going from H2O... HCN to HCN.
. .H2O where a more parallel alignment of the monomer dipole accounts for
the one Debye difference. Like the (HF)2 case, it was also observed here that
the hydrogen bond is shortened on the attachment of a dipole-bound
electron. The effect of internal geometry on measurable physical constants
(such as dipole moment) is therefore established. This effect is even more
obvious when we look at the relative values of adiabatic electron affinities.
Our calculated values for H^O. . . HCN and HCN. . .H2O complexes are 86
and 17 meV, respectively. The former value is close to the experimental
value of 96 meV as measured by Bowen and co-workers.^° The large
difference in computed values of adiabatic electron affinity is a consequence
of the dipole moment difference. Thus the thermodynamically more stable
H2O. . . HCN complex with its higher electron affinity is more able to
accommodate an extra electron for the formation of the anion than the HCN.
. .H2O anion. This anion formation drives the stability of the former complex
even further from its other hydrogen-bonded isomer. The harmonic
vibrational frequencies and intensities are summarized in Table 3 of
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Appendix C. It is further confirmed that the addition of an extra electron to
the H2O. . . HCN complex strengthens (shortens) the intermolecular
hydrogen bond at the expense of intramolecular bonds. This same effect was
also observed in the (HF)2 case. The noted difference in the positions of the
IR bands between the H2O... HCN and HCN.. .H2O complexes can be used
to distinguish between the two hydrogen-bond isomers. In addition to other
analytical devices, an in-line FTIR spectrometer may thus be a convenient
tool added on to an experimental apparatus to distinguish different
hN drogen-bonded isomers.
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(IV) The Water Uracil Clusters:
In the stable anions of uracil-water clusters case study, a search for a
stable valence anion of the U.(H20)3 system was performed, where U
represents a uracil molecule. The structure of the anion was optimized at the
UHF/6-31+G* level of theory. In the starting geometry, the three water
molecules were placed in the same relative position as in the optimized
neutral case (determined earlier). They were, however, placed farther from
the center of the uracil molecule, in order to allow for the possibility that
hydrogen bonds may adjust as a result of the attachment of an extra electron
for the anion. The optimized geometry of the anion is depicted in figure I of
Appendix D and the corresponding energies are tabulated in Table 1 of the
same Appendix for the anion and neutral systems at the MP2/6-3 l+G* level
of theory. To check to see whether spin polarization could take place or not
at the non-equilibrium geometry of the neutral, both RHF and UHF
reference wave function calculations have been performed and compared.
As expected, both the RHF and UHF calculations converged to close values
for the energy, with the unrestricted value slightly lower. Similarly, the MP2
and UMP2 energy values differ slightly. Since the anion calculations were
performed at the UHF and UMP2 levels, it is more instructive to consider
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the same reference wave function for the neutral as well. Our performed
calculations could be extended to higher orders of perturbation to produce
fully quantitative results. Such calculations, however, are currently
computationally prohibitive at this stage of available processor resources. It
is interesting to see that both MP2 and UMP2 level calculations gave
vertical detachment energies that are positive (~ 1 eV). The structure
optimization of U.(H20)3 neutral cluster was then performed with the
anion's optimum structure as a starting point. Figure 1 of Appendix D shows
the optimized structure obtained. The nature of the hydrogen bonding in this
cluster complex is notably different for the anion in comparison to the
neutral case. This is, in part, due to the attachment of the excess electron
where hydrogen bonds open up and create regions with high electron affinity
in order to accommodate the excess electron. The contour plot of the HOMO
of the anion (Figure 2, Appendix D) shows that the excess electron is
localized on the uracil moiety, indicating a valence mode of electron
attachment. Incorporation of a high degree of electron correlation effects
reduces the value of adiabatic electron affinity. Thus dipole-bound anionic
states of the uracil-water clusters are possible as detected by Bowen and co
workers.'" In such systems, not only electron-dipole interactions are
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dominating, other effects such as higher multipole moments of the clusters
may very well be at play here. The computed value of the dipole moment for
this system at the RHF/6-31-H-G* level is 4.73 Debye. This value exceeds
the practical lower limit of 2.5 Debye predicted for the formation of dipolebound states. As in other dipole-bound systems, the computational procedure
involves the use of very diffuse basis functions placed in the vicinity of the
positive end of the single dipole moment vector of the complex. In addition
an account of the electron correlation effects is considered significant. Thus
a whole set of computations was performed to determine the electron affinity
of the dipole-bound complex. The difference in the implementation of the
Gaussian 94 ab inito calculations for the dipole bound states is that the
standard basis sets (6-31+G*, in this case) are augmented with additional
four sp shells with exponents of a, 0.1a, O.Ola, and 0.001a. where a is a
scaling factor. This additional set was placed at the point whose coordinates
equal to the dipole moment coordinates where the molecular rotational
principal axis aligned with the axis of the coordinate system, (commonly
known as the standard orientation). The scaling factor, a, was optimized by
minimizing the energy of the LUMO with respect to a. The UHF
optimization of the anion geometry performed at the 6-3 1-H-G*X provided a
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virtually identical geometry to that of the neutral complex. The adiabatic
dipole-bound electron affinity was determined as the difference in total
energy between the neutral and anion at the above basis set and level of
theory. Table 2 of Appendix C shows the values obtained for the adiabatic
electron affinity for the U.(H20)3 complex. Having such a small value for
the electron affinity (7 and 13 meV at the RHF and MP2 levels,
respectively) means that the dipole-bound electron is located in a highly
diffuse orbital outside the molecular fi-ame of the cluster complex.
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(V) The Uracil / Methyluracil Anions
In the case of uracil and N, N-dimethyl uracil molecules, the
equilibrium structures have been determined at the RHF/6-31-H-G** level of
theory. Figure I of Appendix E shows the optimized structures obtained. In
the next calculation the basis set 6-3 l+G* was augmented with additional
diffuse sp shells with exponents equal to a, O.la, and O.Ola, where a is a
scaling factor. This additional set describes the orbital occupied by the
excess electron in the dipole-bound state for both anions. According to
Koopmans' theorem, the ionization potential (or electron affinity) is the
negative value of the highest occupied molecular orbital (and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital) energy, respectively. According to this
approximation, the electrons occupying inner orbitals are not allowed to
adjust on ionization, or on electron attachment. This is the basis for
Koopmans' theorem being sometimes referred to as the "frozen core
approximation". Thus in our case the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) of the neutral system would have a (slightly) negative energy for
systems that are capable of supporting dipole-bound states. Like all the other
calculations, the difflise set is placed at the positive end of the dipole vector
in the standard orientation. The scaling factor a was optimized where the
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obtained values were 0,0838 and 0.0678 for U and NNU, respectively. The
corresponding LUMO energy values obtained were 18.8 and 7.2 meV. The
dipole moments values of 4.94 Debye and 4.61 Debye for U and NNU,
respectively were obtained by using the generated basis sets in the RHF and
MP2 calculations, respectively. It is interesting to note here that including
electron correlation under the Moller-Plesset perturbation theory raised the
values of vertical electron affinity for U and NNU from 22.2 and 8.3 meV to
30 and 10.7 meV, respectively. A more extended basis set calculation led to
virtually the same results indicating the sufficiency of the applied original
set. The position of the diffuse set was allowed to optimize during UHF
geometry optimizations for both U and NNU using the 6-31+G*X, where X,
as described in Appendix E, represents the three diffuse sp shells. The
adiabatic EAs for U an NNU were obtained using the 6-31-H-G*X-basis-set
in the calculation where the starting structures were the optimal HF/631-rG*X structures. The difference in total energies in these calculations
provided a direct measurement of the adiabatic EA. It is interesting to see
how the values for adiabatic EAs for U an NNU increased from 23.8 and 8.8
meV, respectively, to 40.0 and 15.2 meV, respectively, on going from the
HF level to the MP2 level of theory. Moreover, the difference between the
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adiabatic and vertical electron affinities increased from 1 meV to lOmeV as
we go fi-om the HF to the MP2 level of theory. Due to some low-level
relaxation in the anion structure the shapes and energies of some of its
virtual orbitals lead to the contribution of the MP2 calculation to the
difference.
Figure 2 of Appendix E shows a contour plot of the orbital occupied
by the excess electron in the dipole-bound states in U and NNU anions. The
contour lines were plotted at levels from 0.003 to 0.011 in steps of 0.0005.
These plots use the HOMOs from the SCF/6-31+G*X calculations. The
contour plots demonstrate the very diffuse nature of the HOMO orbital of
the anion. Most of the electron density of the excess electron, as seen in
many of our investigations, lies well beyond the molecular frame of the
anions studied and so far no significant deviation fi-om this behavior has
been observed. Also, from the plot, one can see that at the same contour
level, the uracil anion is showing fewer lines, representative of lower
electron density, in comparison to the N, N-dimethyl uracil system. This is
in agreement with their respective values of dipole moment and its effect on
the size and distribution of electron density of the excess electron. As noted
in other cases, the effects of electron correlation on the calculated EA's
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should not be ignored. Accounting for correlation effects leads to more
accurate results, especially for systems where the effect on sensitivity of
dipole moment values leads to considerable variations in the dipole-bound
character of the resulting complex anion.
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(VI) The Water-Methylaminoadenine Anionic Complex
In the case of the water complex of N-methylaminoadenine (NMA) ab

initio calculations have been performed to determine its electron affinity.
This complex is believed to form three different isomeric structures, only
two of which have a dipole moment value high enough to support anions in
the dipole-bound state. As in some of our previously studied cases, if the
dipole moments of individual molecules oppose one another in the
geometrical configuration of the neutral complex, the net dipole moment can
be very small. In fact, in some cases the net dipole moment of cluster
complexes nets zero while individual molecules can have dipole moment as
high as a few Debyes. The first step in our investigation involved identifying
three isomeric structures optimized at the RHF/6-31-H-G** level of theory.
Figure 1 of Appendix F depicts these optimized structures, labeled NMAN2, NMA-N5, and NMA-N9. Table 1 of the same Appendix shows total
energies, relative energies and dipole moments. At the RHF level, the most
stable form of these isomers, the NMA-N2, is an example where two polar
molecules orient themselves such that the overall dipole moment of dimer
complex is much smaller than that of either of its constituent molecules. The
two other isomers show dipole moments of 4.607 and 3.729 Debye at the
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same RHF level of theory. It is notable that both complexes show a dipole
moment value that exceeds the theoretical minimum value of 1.625 Debye
and the practical lower limit of 2.5 Debye. Thus the dipole moment in the
two isomers is strong enough to enable these complexes to support a dipolebound anion. The next set of calculations, an optimization of the diffuse
basis sets in the two complexes with high dipole moment, NMA-N5 and
NMA-N9 was performed. These basis sets are added for the accurate
description of the dipole-bound excess electron in the anion. Including this
basis set for calculation of both the neutral and the anion systems eliminates
basis-set-based contribution to the overall energy is; a crucial step for
computing energy parameters, such as the electron affinity. The basis set 631-G* is augmented with the additional three sp diffuse shells with
exponents equal to a, 0.1 a, O.Ola, where a is the scaling factor. Thus the
scaling factor was optimized in the calculation. Like in all other cases, the
diffuse set u as positioned at the point in the vicinity of the molecular frame
whose coordinates equal to those of the positive end of the dipole moment
vector in the standard orientation. The optimization of a was carried out by
minimizing the LUMO energy (the energy of the lowest unoccupied orbital).
As detailed in Appendix F, the final optimized value for a was found to be
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0.0076492 for NMA-N5 complex, and 0.0049000 for the NMA-N9
complex. Once a was optimized and incorporated into the 6-3 l+G* and 631+G**, then these augmented basis sets are referred to as the 6-3l+G*X
and 6-31+G**X, respectively. The structures of NMA-N5 and NMA-N9
anions were optimized at the UHF/6-31+G*X level of theory, where the
coordinates of the X set were also allowed to adjust into an optimal position.
In the next step, the neutral geometry for the two complexes was
reoptimized at the RHF/6-31+G*X with the X set frozen (at the point in the
coordinate system equivalent to X in the above optimized anion geometry).
In this case of N-methylaminoadenine complexes, the attachment of the
extra electron had no significant contribution to the parameters of the
complex geometries in the isomers studied. This becomes obvious when we
examine the resulting optimized geometries of both the anion and neutral
systems. Note here also that this contribution of the excess electron is
carefully investigated by insuring that the optimization of both neutral and
anionic systems was performed at the same level of theory, using the same
basis sets. Finally, the adiabatic electron affinity of NMA-N5 and NMA-N9
was calculated. Table 3 of Appendix F summarizes the EA results obtained.
The calculation was performed at the HF/6-31-rG**X and MP2/6-3 l+G**X
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levels of theory. The geometries used for the neutral and anion were
obtained as detailed in the above section. It is interesting to see that for the
NMA-N9 complex, the electron affinity obtained was 2 meV (compared to 3
meV for the NMA-N5 complex), which reflects their relative values of the
dipole moments. Furthermore, at the MP2 level of theory where a primary
correlation of electrons is accounted for, the electron affinity has doubled
and tripled for the NMA-N5 and NMA-N9, respectively in comparison to
the HF treatment. The increase in calculated EA's on going from MP2 to HP
has been repeatedly observed by our group's investigations of various
systems. Figure 2 of Appendix F shows a contour plot of the HOMOs
(Highest Occupied Molecular Orbitals) from the calculations for the anions
NMA-N5 and NMA-N9 at the SCF/6-31-H-G*X level of theorv'. In a way
characteristic of most, if not all dipole-bound states, the majority of the
electron density of the HOMO for each of the dimer anions lies several
Bohrs away from the molecular frame of the dimer anions. A careful
investigation of the geometry of the anions and of the position and size of
the HOMO shows the sensitivity of the orientation of the HOMO with
respect to the NMA molecule, as a function of the position of the water
molecule.
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(VII) The Water Trimer Anion
In the case of the water trimer anion, the structure of the water timer
anion (H20)3* was optimized, at the MP2 level of theory. The starting point
of the calculation was the equilibrium structure of the dimer anion plus an
additional hydrogen-bonded water molecule that provides an open structure.
The optimized geometry of the trimer anion is illustrated in figure 1 of
Appendix G. The "constructive" alignment of individual dipole moment
vectors of the monomer units adds to an overall dipole moment that is higher
than both the monomer and dimer systems. The standard basis set 631++G** was augmented with six sets of sp-shells as described earlier this

chapter. The position of these additional functions was set to coincide with
the positive end of the dipole moment vector in the standard orientation.
Following our usual convention of designating the additional diffuse
orbitals, the new basis set will be referred to as 6-31-H-G**X. In this
procedure, the numerical HF/MCSCF orbitals are projected onto Slater-type
orbitals

(STO's).

The

stmcture

optimization

of

(H20)3"

included

optimization of the positions of the diffuse sets X. In comparison to other
systems that we have investigated, the water trimer neutral and anionic
systems present a unique example where the anion and neutral geometries
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are very different in both internal structure and energy. The neutral trimer is
unstable at the anion's equilibrium geometry. As a result, upon electron
detachment, the resulting neutral is a vibrationally excited state that
immediately decays into a free electron plus the equilibrium cyclic structure
illustrated in figure 1 of Appendix G. Furthermore, the attachment of an
extra dipole-bound electron to the equilibrium structure of the neutral
(cyclic) structure is forbidden on the basis of the dipole moment magnitude.
Thus the pathways traced during vertical and adiabatic electron transfers are
quite different. A detectable difference in magnitude (if any) between the
vertical detachment energy and the adiabatic electron attachment is possible,
only, if the geometrical adjustment (during electron transfer process) is
associated with a net change in the total energy difference. Table I of
Appendix G shows the geometrical parameters for the neutral and anion
trimers. It is clear from the Table and Fig 1 that the equilibrium structures
for the charged system is quite different from that of the neutral one. The
neutral trimer shows a triangular structure with three hydrogen bonds where
each oxygen is participating in at least one hydrogen bond along the OH
axis, and perhaps a second distorted hydrogen bond along the second OH
axis. The dipole moment values of 1.08 and 7.49 Debye demonstrate the fact
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that the structural difference between the cyclic and linear structures has a
pronounced effect on the charge distribution along the cluster frame. Thus
only the open structure allows the formation of dipole-bound anions. Table
II of Appendix G lists total energies for neutral and anion trimers, along with
the vertical detachment energies and the adiabatic electron affinities at
different levels of theory. The electron detachment process leads to a
structural reorganization towards the more stable cyclic neutral. The values
of vertical detachment energies (VDEs) show a systematic dependence on
the level of theory applied, whereas the adiabatic EAs show less consistent
dependence. The vertical detachment energy as measured by Bowen's
group'" of 142 +/- 7 meV is in good agreement with our reported value of
141 meV calculated at the CCSD(T) level of theory. Looking at the
photoelectron spectrum, the immediate geometry change upon electron
detachment should manifest itself as a broadening of detachment peak with
vibrational fine-structure

in the photoelectron spectrum, which has been

observed by Arnold.'^
The fiindamental vibrational frequencies for both the neutral and anionic
trimer systems have also been calculated using the MP2/6-3 1-H-G**X and
the harmonic approximation. Our results ha\e demonstrated that the IR
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spectrum can be used to distinguish between the neutral and anion trimers.
The intensities and frequencies are listed in Table III of Appendix G.
Our efforts in the area of water cluster chemistry thus contributed to
accurate determination of possible formation of dipole-bound cluster anions.
The results we reported here also agree with the common observation that
the water trimer anion is formed with less abundance than other anions such
as the dimer and hexamer/'*
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(VIII) The Water Tetramer Anion
In the case of the water tetramer anion, four equilibrium geometries
for the tetramer anion were identified and are illustrated in Figure 1 of
Appendix H. The search for these structures was not accomplished by
starting from the most stable complex of the neutral, like in many other
cases. We learned fi-om our studies of the water trimer anion, for example,
that the addition of an excess electron to form the anion resulted in a
dramatic geometry change, leading to an adjustment in the charge
distribution over the cluster frame. This adjustment led to a significant
increase in the value of the dipole moment vector and thus rendered the
trimer structure accessible to of dipole-bound anion formation. We argued
further that the formation of the anion may be accomplished by the
complexation of a water molecule with a dimer anion, rather than the
addition of an excess electron to a neutral trimer. Likewise, the tetramer
anion may form as a result of the complexation of two water dimers, one of
which possesses an extra electron; or it may form through the combination
of an equilibrium trimer anion with a water monomer. In all cases, the final
structure must possess a dipole moment value that is high enough to support
the extra dipole-bound electron. Our calculation included a conditional step
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where only isomers that showed large dipoie moment were pursued further
by the addition of an extra diffuse set of orbitals, designated X, as in other
systems. The additional sp diffuse shells are described in details in Appendix
H; the position of which is the vicinity of the positive end of the dipoie
moment vector. Four equilibrium structures that met the above criteria were
identified and are depicted in Figure 1 of Appendix H, the structures are
labeled Al, A2, A3, and A4. One common observation that we made for all
isomers, is the necessity of having at least one fi-ee hydrogen, which is not
involved in intracluster hydrogen bonding. This hydrogen is the site where
we placed our diffuse sp set and about which the excess electron is going to
be located.

Cluster anion Al is a linear-type structure with the excess

electron closest to a terminal water molecule whose hydrogens are not
directly involved in hydrogen bonding within the cluster. This structure is
analogous to the water trimer anion structure we identified in the previous
section. Note that this structure can be formed either form the combination
of two water dimers, one of which is a charge carrier; or from the addition of
a water molecule to a trimer anion. Structures A2 and A3 are both cyclic
with the oxygen-oxygen distance, roughly equal in both structures. The
difference lies in the orientation of the water hydrogens as they orient
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themselves in the frame of the ring structure. In both structures, one of the
water molecules has its pair of hydrogens oriented away from the ring
enclosure. It is this water molecule that is closest to the location of the
dipole-bound electron, as one might expect. Structure A4 can be visualized
as the neutral trimer (see Figure I of Appendix G) plus an additional water
anion. The fact that this structure is able to support a dipole-bound anion
while the cyclic trimer could not is an illustration of the effect of the
magnitude of the dipole moment on both the electron affinity and the dipolebound anion formation ability of water clusters. The additional water was
able to shift the value of the resultant dipole moment vector towards a higher
value allowing dipole-bound anion formation. Table I of Appendix H shows
the total energies for all 4 anion and their relative energies with respect to
the most stable isomer, A1. It is also observed that all four isomers are very
close in energy. Thus, barring any subtle kinetic effects, these isomers
should readily interconvert with minimal energy requirement. Table II lists
the vertical detachment energies (VDEs) calculated at the MP2/6-31- H -G*X
level of theory. The most striking feature of this VDE distribution is that
structure A4 is about an order of magnitude lower than the a\ erage value of
the other three isomers. This may be attributed to the "neutral trimer effect",
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where the individual dipole moments of the cyclic trimer shield one another
to a unit Debye or so, to which an extra water adds a couple of Debyes that
result in a low VDE value.
The results obtained from the final set of calculations performed on the
neutral systems are tabulated in Table IV of Appendix H. The optimized
geometries are illustrated in Figure 3 of Appendix H. Note, due to the small
energy differences between the anion isomers and also between the neutral
isomers, there is some interchange of structure among the isomers. The
geometry optimization was started from the equilibrium structure of the
anion in each case. Thus neutral structures Nl, N2, N3, N4 were obtained
from anions Al, A2, A3, and A4, respectively. A comparison of the
corresponding pairs of the neutral and anions structures reveals the absence
of geometrical similarities between the transformation pairs. Notice, for
example, structure Nl, a cyclic trimer plus a water monomer, resulted from
the optimization of a linear anion Al. Similar arguments are applicable to
the rest of the neutral/anion transformation pairs. Finally the fiindamental IR
frequencies have been obtained and are listed in Table III of Appendix H.
The fact that all frequency values were positive is an indication of the fact
that we have obtained equilibrium structures (imaginary or negative
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frequencies indicate a non-equilibrium condition). Like previous cases the
water tetramer anion allows use of IR frequencies to distinguish neutral from
anion species as can be inferred from Table V of Appendix H.
Our efforts in the area of water cluster chemistry thus contributed to accurate
determination of possible formation of dipole-bound cluster anions. The
results we reported here also agree with the common observation that the
water tetramer anion is formed with less abundance than other anions such
as the dimer and hexamer.^"*
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PRESENT STUDY: TREND AND PREDICTIONS
The methods, results, and conclusions of this study are presented in the
papers appended to this thesis. The following is a brief summary of the most
important findings in these papers.

Overview
In addition to presenting the results of individual cluster anions in the
previous chapter, we will consider the same results here in light of the
general problem of dipole-bound anion formation as a function of the cluster
size and homogeneity. In addition, interesting effects such as linkage
isomersim and gas-phase reaction kinetics will be explored. Thus, the
problem of whether certain molecular, dimer, and cluster systems can attach
an extra electron into one of their very diffuse orbitals is investigated, as
motivated by our quest to understand these effects. Our investigation, in
most instances, was performed with a close eye on the experimental side of
the field. Our reported results seem to track quite well with those reported by
experimentalist groups. Although, in the case of the glycol dimer, for
example, a discrepancy in the reported values of the electron affinity exists.
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An attempt will be made later on to explain some possible reasons for such
variance.
Overall, this dissertation presents a unified treatment of the
investigation of dipole-bound states in molecular and cluster anions. At the
time of this publication, many dipole-bound anions can be formed from
molecules and clusters with a given minimum dipole moment. As detailed in
the previous chapter, dipole-bound anions of molecules and clusters tend to
be delicate species with the excess electron highly delocalized outside the
molecular frame. Due to their low-binding energies, dipole-bound states are
not naturally occurring, long-lived species under ambient conditions.
Nevertheless, dipole-bound anions are intimately involved as intermediate
species in many reactions and transformations, including those with
biological consequences. One major objective of this study is to provide
insight into the energy and structure characteristics of experimentally
observed dipole-bound states. Our tools to accomplish this important goal
are ab-inito computational techniques backed by powerful computers.
Although one can experimentally produce, detect, and predict the formation
of anions that are dipole-bound in nature, more subtle interactions as well as
the extremely fragile variety do pose a challenge to experimentalists up to
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this day. Initially, ab initio computations are performed on molecular/cluster
systems, some of which may have been tackled by experiment. All the
experimentally measurable parameters are calculated for all systems. A
compilation of a comprehensive set of experimental and ab initio calculated
results will serve as a valuable resource to the researchers in the field.
Ultimately one would like to obtain theoretical results that accurately predict
the outcome of an experiment and vice versa.
As we extend our vision from the theoretical study to the practical
implications, we have allowed our investigation of dipole-bound anions to
include kinetic and mechanistic problems that involve dipole-bound anions.
To this effect the two published works included here as appendices D and E
describe our contribution to this field. In Appendix D, "Methylation Reduces
Electron Affinity of Uracil", ab initio calculations have been performed on
both uracil and N,N-dimethyl uracil to investigate the effect of methylation
of uracil on the electron affinity which, in turn, has major implication in
many chemical reactions of uracil. In the following Appendix, the effect of a
water molecule on the electron affinity of N-methylaminoadenine has been
investigated. In this case, more dynamic effects of the orientation of a water
molecule around the N-methylaminoadenine molecule represent an example
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where a build up of molecular clusters (such as a solvation shell) can lead to
some insight of the chemistry of condensed phase. Although the computing
power and devices of our present day do not render condensed-phase studies
feasible, a cluster model of such systems can be quite instructive.
Another example, where the mechanism of a chemical reaction was
highlighted by our investigations is the water cluster systems. Both trimer
and tetramer anions have been investigated, as summarized in the previous
chapter. The formation of trimer and tetramer anions may involve one of
many possible pathways. Direct electron attachment to trimer, or tetramer
neutral clusters provides a direct ionization of the clusters to form anions.
Our studies, however, exclude this direct electron attachment to the cluster
as a means of producing anion, in this case. In both cases, the neutral
equilibrium geometry allows too small a dipole moment to form anions. The
anion geometries we obtained are stable structures that are different from the
ground state neutral cluster. The energy of a neutral species at the anion
geometry is higher than the neutral ground state. Thus, upon detachment, the
neutral undergoes geometry transformation toward the more stable structure.
The reverse picture (of electron detachment) thus forbids direct electron
attachment to the neutral ground state. Instead, we propose the formation of
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the cluster anion through combination of two smaller clusters, one of which
is anionic. For example, the trimer may form by combining a neutral
monomer with a dimer anion. The tetramer may form by either combing two
dimers, or a trimer and a monomer where one of the reactants is anionic.
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I.

Homodimer Anions
As an example of homogeneous dimer anions, the electron affinities

of ethylene glycol molecule and its dimer have been determined using ab

initio calculations. Details of our results for the monomer system was
presented in the previous chapter. From the results of Table 2 in Appendix
A, it is clear that the correlated (MP2) value for the dipole moment is lower
than the SCF value. Although, both values are very close to threshold value
that permits the attachment of an extra electron to the dipole field. When the
value of dipole moment is so close to the dipole-permitting threshold, a
slight decrease in the magnitude of the dipole moment can lead to substantial
increase in diffiiseness of the attached electron. The outcome of the MP2
procedure suggests that a higher-order calculation such as coupled-cluster
method may be employed in order to predict whether the ethylene glycol
monomer would form a dipole-bound anion. The inability of MP2 procedure
to adequately account for the correlation-based change in the dipole (which,
in turn, results in relaxation of the orbitals) is in agreement with
experimental results of Bowen and co-workers.^^ This ethylene glycol
monomer is a borderline case where both experimental and computational
methods are unable to decisively predict the formation of a dipole-bound
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anion. It is perhaps instructive here to remember that at such minute binding
energies (for the dipoie-bound electron) are more likely to be affected by
instantaneous perturbations in the potential energy surface of the molecule
caused by internal or external sources. Allowing two ethylene glycol
molecules to be in close proximity with possible hydrogen bonding may lead
to different anion formation modes. When the search for stable structures of
the dimers was conducted, three isomers were identified as shown in Fig. 1
of Appendix A. The dipole moment values for all the dimers exceeded 2.5
Debye thus indicating that dipole-bound anion formation is allowed. The
adiabatic electron affinity EA as determined by both SCF and MP2 levels of
theory is small, but positive. In a Koopmans' sense, this allows the
formation of stable anions. Our highest reported EA for the ethylene glycol
dimer is 23 meV. Bowen and coworkers' value is 67 meV.^° One can
propose a few reasons for this apparent discrepancy. First, the contribution
of electron correlation may be taken into account more fully by applying a
higher degree of approximation. The MP2 level used in our computational
procedure is at a low order of approximation; one may suggest, for example,
a procedure that can allow the correlation component of the wave function to
interact and modify the wave flinction, such as the coupled-cluster method
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with triple excitations. A second proposal to explain the above reported
discrepancy is to consider the experimentally measured electron affinity. It is
possible that during electron detachment, the geometry of the dimer changes.
This leads to a difference between the calculated adiabatic electron affinity
and the measured vertical electron detachment energy (in a Koopmans'
sense) due to possible geometry change. Overall, this case presents an
integrated description of the problem of attaching an extra electron to the
dipole field of a homogeneous dimer system.
As another example of homogeneous dimer anions, the electron affinity of
hydrogen fluoride dimer has been determined using ab initio calculations.
The geometry of the neutral dimer was optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pvdz
and MP2/aug-cc-pvtz theoretical levels, where MP2 denotes the M0llerPlesset perturbation theory calculation; the aug-cc-pvdz and aug-cc-pvtz are
the standard designations of Dunning's correlation-consistent double-zeta
and triple-zeta valence basis sets, augmented with polarization functions and
some diffuse functions.^^ Our reported results agree quite well with those
measured by Bowen and co-workers.®' We reported a value of 52 meV for
the calculated adiabatic electron affinity at the CCSD(T) level of theory.
This is in agreement with the experimental value of 63 i 6 meV obtained by
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Bowen and co-workers. The case of the homogeneous hydrogen fluoride
dimer is more clear-cut than the glycol case, where in the latter case the
monomer may form a very diffuse dipole-bound anion that constitutes a
challenge to both experimental, as well as theoretical techniques of
determining electron affinity and dipole moment. It was demonstrated, based
on ab initio calculations that the (HF)2 dimer is capable of supporting a
dipole-bound anion. Our positive electron affinity computed at tlie CCSD(T)
level of theory increases from 42 meV to 52 meV when the contribution of
zero-point energy is taken into account. In addition to the above estimate of
electron affinity and dipole moment, a comprehensive structure analysis of
the neutral and anion HF dimers was performed. The effect of adding an
extra electron (supported by the dipole field) on the internal geometry, as
well as the hydrogen-bonding characteristics of the HF cluster has been
detailed. Although the excess electron is far from the molecular frame of the
HF cluster, it has some measurable distortive effects on the angles and bond
lengths computed for this system. The harmonic frequencies of both the
neutral and anion dimers were analyzed. The HF stretching vibrational
frequency red-shifted by about 100 cm*' on attaching an extra electron to the
dimer system. Although this may aid as an analytical tool in identifying the
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presence of anionic species in a cluster beam or matrix, other techniques are
recommended for affirmative determination of anion existence in cluster
systems. Many on-line instruments, for example, take advantage of the fact
that anions can be electrostatically separated (from neutrals) and then
accelerated in molecular beam for down-stream detectors. In the case of
dipole-bound anions, however, accelerating an anion beam may lead to
dissociation of the anion into one of the many dissociation paths outlined in
chapter one. Our calculations have also demonstrated the sensitivity of the
calculated parameters to the level of theory applied. For example, an
increase from 26 to 34, to 39 meV was observed for the calculated electron
affinity on going from the MP2 to CCSD to CCSD(T) levels of theory
(Table 4 of Appendix B). The HF dimer is thus a good example of good
agreement between experimental and theoretical methods of determining
electron affinities.

lOI

II.

Heterodimer Anions
The dipole-bound anions of the molecular complexes [H2O...HCN]"

and [HCN...H2O]' have been investigated using ab initio calculation
methods. The computational procedure employed for this system is very
similar to those applied to our other systems and is described in details in the
previous chapter. This complex system is an example of a heterogeneous
dimer, (heterodimer) system where the two monomer units are different
molecules. The two isomers studied differ in that in one case the hydrogen
bond links the N (on HCN) with one of water hydrogens, while the other
isomer has a hydrogen bond that involves the O on the water with the
hydrogen (of the HCN). A detailed description of the interaction of the
excess electron with the dimer systems HCN...H2O and H2O...HCN has
been detailed in Appendix C. Some of our conclusions are summarized here.
It was found, for example, that both complexes, regardless of the hydrogen
bond link, do attach an excess electron to the field of the dipole moment of
the dimer system. A comprehensive vibrational frequency analysis has been
performed for both isomers in the neutral as well as anionic states. Table 3
of Appendix C summarizes the harmonic frequencies in cm*' and intensities
in km/mol calculated for the HCN... H2O, [HCN... H2O]", H2O ...HCN and
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[HiO ...HCN]" systems at the MP2/aug-cc-pvdz-X level of theory. Our
reported geometrical parameters are in agreement with those reported by
Fillery-Travis'"* using FT rotational spectroscopy and that of Gutowsky^^,
later on. However, in none of our reviewed experimental data was the
complex with the structure HCN...H2O detected. The listed frequencies and
intensities can be used to differentiate between the neutral H2O...HCN and
its anionic state. For example the intense peak at 3354 cm"' in the neutral
system shifts to 3282 cm'' in the anion. Coupled with the 170/186 cm"'
peaks for the neutral/anion, a clear distinction between the neutral and
anionic systems may be established by use of an IR spectrometer.
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m.

Cluster Anions
In this section we attempt to summarize the results for our

investigations of different homogeneous and heterogeneous cluster anions.
The significance of homogeneous cluster systems lies in their ability to serve
as model systems for treatment of pure states. Alternatively, heterogeneous
clusters allow us to model solvation shells, coordinate complex formation,
and gas-phase reactions. The main difference between the two systems lies
in electronic energy differences due to the presence of different molecular
units within the cluster system.

Water Clusters
Of all the chemical systems, water is the most studied and published
molecule to date. Its significance stems not only from its abundance as a
readily available superior solvent, but as a common ingredient in all known
life forms. Its unique properties such as a high boiling point compared to its
molecular weight; the fact that its solid phase is less dense than the liquid
(both of which are essential for the development of life), led some writers to
speculate that this "anomalous behavior" is due to some stretching of the
rules of nature beyond reason! Regardless of such claims, our role here is to
contribute to the understanding of electron-molecule and electron-cluster
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interactions in water using ab initio methods of calculations. To this end, we
set to study the effect of attaching an extra electron to the water trimer and
tetramer systems. The complexity of the computation of the water cluster
system is comparable to those encountered in other anions studied by our
group."-" It is instructive here to remember the cluster size distribution
function of anion formation for water clusters. The phenomenon known as
magic numbers describes the relatively high abundance of dimer, hexamer,
and heptamer along with cluster sizes containing eleven monomer units and
higher. Thus, water cluster sizes containing three, four and five molecules is
conspicuously absent in the anion-production mass spectrum."''* Interestingly,
this unique distribution of anion formation ability as a function of cluster
size was found to be independent of the source used to generate them. Our
findings in studying the anion trimer and tetramer systems provide support
to the low-formation yield of both cluster anions. We observe, for example,
that the trimer anion is a metastabie linear structure that can detach to a
cyclic neutral plus an electron. This conclusion is based on the relative total
energies computed for the neutral and anion trimers, where the latter has a
slightly higher total energy. Four equilibrium structures were obtained for
the tetramer system labeled Al, A2, A3, A4 and Nl, N2, N3, N4 for the
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anion and neutral systems, respectively. It is interesting to note how we
started our initial guess geometry for the anions and the nature of their
detachment products. We learned from our study of the trimer system that
the neutral optimized structure is markedly different from that of the anion.
Namely, the alignment of individual dipole moment vectors for each
monomer does not constructively add up to provide a cluster system that can
support a dipole-bound state. The trimer anion structure we obtained is a
linear structure with 7.49 Debye for dipole moment. In the tetramer case, our
initial guess geometry for the anion took advantage of this finding. Thus,
exhaustive optimization was performed around initial structures that would
support a dipole-bound anion. We noted that the total energy difference
among all isomers is fairly small allowing free interchange. Also, the
outcome of electron detachment of structures Al, A2, A3, A4 led to neutral
structures Nl, N2, N3, N4; respectively. What is notable here is that N1
structure resembles the A4 structure the most even though it resulted from
electron detachment of the AI structure. This is another example of
geometry

adjustment

upon

detachment. Our conclusions

regarding

mechanism of formation of trimer and tetramer anions are briefly discussed
in the following section, "Kinetics and Reaction-Mechanism Effects".
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IV.

Kinetic and Reaction-Mechanism Effects
In addition to our investigation of homo- and hetero-dimer anions, we

have extended our studies to problems that have kinetic and mechanistic
consequences of some chemical reactions. To this end, we set to study the
effect of methylation on electron affinity of uracil. A change in the
magnitude of electron affinity of uracil due to methylation can have a strong
influence on the mechanistic as well as on the outcome of many uracil
reactions involving electron transfer. This effect may be a direct process
where the potential energy surface of reacting species is altered to favor
formation of a given product. Or, indirectly, where electron affinity effects
the outcome of reactions through changes in the immediate vicinity of the
reacting species (solvation shells, van der Waals' radii, etc). The conditions
for forming a valence anion versus a dipole-bound anion are explored here.
As we scan the binding energy spectrum of an excess electron, invevitably,
the gray area of the spectrum where the definitions of valence and dipolebound states blend will be encountered. Although we could not state a
specific n (principal quantum number) as a rigid limit or boundary, above
which dipole-bound states dominate, and below which valence anions form,
an attempt has been made to describe a valence-dipole state by a linear
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combination of two wave functions. One function describes the dipolebound state, and the other describes the valence state. A linear combination
of the two wave functions allows a better description of intermediate states.
The wave function coefficients can be adjusted to account for the dipolebound character of the anionic state. This procedure can be generalized to
describe even pure states of dipole-bound or valence anions. A general set of
equations could still include dipole-bound and valence wave functions with
coefficients of zero for the absent character.
A comprehensive treatment of the context and description of the effect
of methylation on the electron affinity of uracil is described in Appendix E.
A brief summary of our conclusions is presented in this section. The vertical
electron affinity (taken here, as the difference in the calculated total energy
of the neutral and anion systems both at the neutral geometry) was obtained
for both uracil and N,N-dimethyl uracil (U and NNU). The adiabatic
electron affinity is the difference between the anion (where the anion energy
is calculated using the its own optimal geometry) and neutral energies. The
difference between the two (adiabatic/vertical) electron affinities is a
measure of the orbital relaxation upon removal of the excess electron from
the anion. The calculated values for the vertical EAs for U and NNU are
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18.8 meV and 7.2 meV within the Koopmans' approximation. The
corresponding dipole moment values are 4.94 Debye and 4.61 Debye. The
difference in the dipole moment values are not significant, as one might
expect upon the substitution of the two amine hydrogens by methyl groups.
A contour plot is presented in Figure 2 of Appendix E representing the
dipole bound state of the excess electron in both the U and NNU anions. A
comparison of the two plots shows that the contour lines for NNU anion are
less dense than the U case. This is an indication that the orbital of the excess
electron in NNU is flatter and extend farther away than its counter part in the
uracil anion.
Recent results obtained by Bowen and co-workers^^ state that N,Ndimethylation of uracil causes a decrease In the measured electron affinity of
this system, using photoelectron spectroscopic techniques. The implication
here is that one can manipulate the ability of the uracil molecule to undergo
certain reactions and transformations by selectively attaching a methyl group
to either or both ring nitrogens. The reported value for the electron affinity
by Bowen's group is 50 meV. Schermann's group,on the other hand,
obtained a value of about twice that. Our present result of 40 meV is closer
to that reported by Bowen. However, when higher correlation effects are
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accounted for, a better match is expected where usually the calculated values
of EA increase as the correlation effects are taken into account. The electron
affinities of two other methylated uracils were also computed in this study.
These are the 1,5 dimethyluracil and 5,6 dimethyl uracil. The electron
affinities and dipole moments are summarized in Figure 3 of Appendix E.
The electron affinities calculated for all of the uracils are 15, 18, and 25
meV for N,N-dimethyluracil, 1,5-dimethyluracil and 5,6- dimehtyluracil.
There is good correspondence here between the calculated EA values and
the dipole moment values found, 4.61, 5.14, and 5.44 Debye for all three
systems, respectively.

no

Effect of Water on Electron Affinity of Metiiylaminoadenine
Appendix E. addresses the question whether a water molecule inhibits
or enhances electron affinity of N-methylaminoadenine. Included in this
section is a summary of the most important findings as well as conclusions
of this study. The water complex of N-methylaminoadenine can form three
different isomeric structures with respect to the position of the water
molecule. The three structures are labeled NMA-N2, NMA-N5, and NMAN9, according to the nitrogen closest to the water molecule, using the zmatrix convention. The NMA-N2 has the water molecule hydrogen-bonded
to the six-membered ring's nitrogen opposite the secondary amino group
(N2). Likewise, NN'IA-NS and NMA-N9 have their water molecules attached
to the six-membered ring's nitrogen adjacent to the secondary amino group,
and to the five-membered ring's secondary nitrogen, respectively. These
structures are depicted in Figure I of Appendix E. The water molecule in
structure NMA-N9 may possess dual hydrogen-bond type interactions
between its oxygen on one side and the N9 and N7 on the adenine moiety.
The geometry of the three isomers described above has been optimized at
the RHF/6-31-H-G** level of theory and the optimized structures are
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illustrated in Fig. I of Appendix E. The relative energies of all isomers are
listed in Table I of Appendix E. Structures NMA-N2 and NMA-N9 are only
3 kJ/mol apart, whereas the NMA-N5 is less stable than either one by over
16 kJ/mol. The most stable isomer, the NMA-N2 has a net dipole moment
close to unity as a result of the counter-alignment of the dipole moment
vectors of the water and the adenine species. The two other isomers, NMAN5 and NMA-N9 posses dipole moments of 4.607 and 3.729 Debye. Both
forms are expected to form dipole-bound anions.
The electron affinities for all isomers were calculated. The two
isomers identified above with a high dipole moment were found to possess
positive electron affinity. These two structures are able to form dipole-bound
anions on interaction with an excess electron. The contour plot of the
identified anions is depicted in Fig. 2 of Appendix E, where it is clear that
the diffliseness of the orbital and position are in agreement with our previous
investigations. It is yet to be seen if an experiment is designed and
implemented to confirm our findings.
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Mechanism of Formation of Water Trimer and Tetramer Anions
The formation of water anions in the gas phase is synonymous with
the phenomenon known as magic numbers in the mass spectrum of water
cluster anions (H20)n with 2<n<20. It is found water anions form readily
with a measurable peak in the mass spectrum for n=2, 6, and 7; and
consistently measurable for n>ll. This has been attributed to electron
capture kinetics. Other observations of correlating the cluster radius to the
measured vertical detachment energy led Bowen and co-workers to construct
a model for the water cluster system where the extra electron can be located
either inside the cluster or peripheral to it.'°' This picture contradicts,
however, photoelectron spectra obtained by Johnson"'"' which for n=6 and 7
contain spectral features consistent with a surface-attached electron. Our
study focusing on the trimer and tetramer certainly indicates the feasibility
of dipole-bound anion formation in both cases. The extra electron in both
cases, like all other included in this work, tends to lie in the vicinity of the
positive end of the dipole moment with an average separation distance from
the neutral parent in the range of 10-100 A.
Our optimized geometry for the anion and neutral trimer systems
shows the neutral trimer as a cyclic structure with a small dipole moment.
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The anion, on the other hand, has a linear structure where the individual
dipoie moments of the waters add up to a substantially larger value thus
allowing dipole-bound anion formation. This is a clear indication that direct
attachment of an excess electron to the neutral water trimer at its equilibrium
geometry is not a viable step in the mechanism of trimer anion formation.
We thus proposed formation of anion through the coordination of a neutral
water molecule with a dimer anion. A similar argument is made for the
tetramer case, where the most stable cyclic structure of (H20)4 has a null
dipoie moment and thus does not form a dipole-bound state by direct
electron attachment. The mechanism of formation thus does not involve the
attachment of an extra electron to a neutral tetramer. Instead, it is more
likely being a result of dimer-dimer, or monomer-trimer interaction, where
one of the reacting species is charged.
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CONCLUSION
This dissertation has presented a comprehensive analysis of dipolebound anions in molecular and cluster systems. We have carefully designed
our quantum mechanical calculations to supplement major experimental
work in order to provide a rigorous description of the dipole binding
phenomena in molecules and clusters.
Our investigation of the anion systems of homodimers, heterodimers,
and various other clusters has contributed towards construction of a rigorous
model for the electron-molecule interactions. In particular, our contribution
to theoretical investigations of the formation of dipole-bound anions by
certain polar molecules and clusters specifically addresses questions and
problems raised by the works of many experimentalists. For example, in the
case of the water cluster system, our results for the energy and geometry of
the trimer and tetramer anions provide support to the observed intensity
pattern in the cluster mass spectrum. In general, the charge distributions of
both the parent neutral and the resultant anion have been rigorously treated
using novel techniques of ab inito calculations. The unique effects of adding
an extra electron to neutral clusters on intracluster dynamics have been
successfully and quantitatively understood.

IIS

In contrast to valence anions, where excess electrons are held by the
positive field of nuclei, dipole-bound anions emerge as novel anionic species
where the electrons are supported by the unique geometry and the resultant
charge distribution covering the molecular frame. This anticipated behavior
of non-uniform charge distribution allowing the molecule to accommodate
an extra electron bound to its dipole field was found to depend largely on the
level of theory applied. This is particularly crucial in borderline cases where
the magnitude of the dipole moment is close to the minimum threshold value
allowing dipole-bound anion formation.
The nature of the dipole-bound states in anions requires a special
attention in terms of choice of computational techniques. The very diffuse
character of the orbital occupied by the excess electron renders conventional
methods of computation with standard basis sets rather inadequate. This is
where our use of "augmented basis sets" better describes such unique
anions. An additional diffuse sp shell is typically used with an optimizable
scaling factor. The position of this additional set is in the vicinity of the
positive end of the dipole moment vector and can be allowed to adjust
during geometry optimization.
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We have thus demonstrated, based on ab inito calculations, that all of
the selected model systems do form dipole-bound anions, subject to some
geometry and electronic constraints that we have detailed earlier. In
addition, we have described the anion charge distribution and the effect of
binding the excess electron on geometry and bonding interactions. We have
extended the interpretation of our results to include arguments for reaction
mechanisms and kinetic effects for certain chemical reactions and
formations.
Our efforts in the area of cluster chemistry thus contribute to accurate
determination of the ability to form dipole-bound cluster anions. It is our
hope that our reported results along with those provided by experimentalists
present a valuable resource to the researchers in the area of cluster
chemistrv'.
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Abstract

Ab initio calculations have been performed to determine the electron affinity of the ethylene glycol molecule and its
dimer. Although, as determined, the glycol molecule has only a marginal ability to bind an excess electron, the three glycol
H-bonded dimers, whose structures were found in the calculations, have much higher electron affinity values. In ail cases she
excess electron is bound by the dipole field of the complex. The attaciiment of the excess electron lowers the relative energy
differences between the three complexes. m.iking their coexistence more probable.

1. Introduction

recently been confirmed by two independent experi
mental

Due to extensive theoretical, as well as experi
mental work [1], it has been established that excess
electrons can be bound by the dipole fields of neutral

measurements

performed

by

Bo-.vcii

and

coworkers [17] and Schermann et al. flS].
An interesting phenomenon related

to electron

attachment to the molecular dipole field is the inter

molecular or cluster systems to form 'dipole-bcund

action of the excess electron with homogeneous and

anions," if the dipole moment of the system is larger

heterogeneous assemblies

than approximately 2.5 D. Our contributions to the

generated considerable interest on both the theoreti

of

molecules. This has

field have been studies of dipole-bound ground and

cal and experimental sides [19-25]. For example, the

excited states of some diatomic polar molecules with

recent study on electron attachment to ammonia-

the use of numerical Hartree-Fock and numerical

water clusters [26],

MCSCF procedures [2-6] and investigations of some

dimer was first detected, represents one of several

diatomic and polyatomic systems with the use of the

spectroscopic

MBPT (many-body perturbation theory) and

have been detected for smaller molecular assemblies,

cou

where

studies

where

the

(HiO-'-NHj)"

dipcle-bound

anions

pled-cluster methods [7-12]. Also in recent work, we

while for larger ones the valence attachment domi

calculated electron affinities of uracil, thymine, gua

nated. It is interesting that in the case of ammonia

nine and adenine [13-16], where we found that the

and water, while individual molecules cannot bind

excess electron is also attracted to and bound b> the

excess electrons to form stable molecular anions,

dipole field of the nucleic acid base. Our calculated

their cluster

electron affinity values for uracil and thymine have

ammonia

OC09-26U/96/SI100 Copyright S 1996 Elsevier S.::jnce 3 V
W 50009-2614(96)00999-2

All

.nghts reserved

possesses

this ability. However, for

no cluster anions are

formed until

the
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SOS

^ = 34, beyond which all cluster

molecular dipole moment, which is usually sensitive

anion sizes are observed. Water, on the other hand,

cluster size of

to the theoretical level used in the calculauon and. in

forms ail cluster anion sizes (except

=* 4). Also,

mixed water-ammonia anions seem to exist for most

particular, to the degree of accounting for the elec
tron correlation effects.

of the sizes (with some exceptions for smaller sizes),

The present work has been done with the use of

with the dimer giving particularly strong signature in

the GAUSSIAN92 program package [31]. The fol

the spectrum.

lowing calculations have been performed;
(I) In the first step we performed a search for

The experimental observation provides a base to
speculate that the cooperativity effect between the

possible

molecules in the assembly plays a significant role in

dimer. In the opumizations at the SCF/6-31 + G "

stable smictures of

the

ethylene glycol

attracting and binding an electron to the cluster. For

level of theory, three stable isomeric structures were

small assemblies, this phenomenon can be investi

found and are depicted in Fig. 1. The strucmres are

use of ab initio techniques. The

called: CS, TR and CY referring to their 'cis', 'trans'

present theoretical characterization of the anions of

gated

with

the

and 'cyclic' type characters. Next. MP2/6-31 + G ' '

the ethylene glycol dimers (Eg^) has been motivated

and

MP2/6-3I1 ++G* *

(second-order Moller-

and

Plesset perturbation theory) level calculations were

coworkers [27], where a stable dimer anion of this

performed to determine the relative stability of the

system was detected. It has also been brought to our

complexes and their dipole moments. The results are

by

the

recent experimental

work of

Bowen

attention that the same group has observed stable

presented

anions of the ethylene glycol trimer ((Egj)"), as

energy values reveals that the .most stable complex is

well

as

anions of

some

other

trimers ([(H,0)2

• • • H C I J - , [(H,0)J • • • H C N ) - , [(HCN),
•••H,0]-)[28]. '

in Table 1. Comparison of

the relative

CS, with TR and CY being 0.19 and 2.46 kcal/mol
less stable, respectively (the MP2/6-311 + + C "
result). One can notice in Fig. 1 that the higher

In the context of experimental work on dipolebound electron attachment to molecular clusters, one

relative energy of the CY complex is related

to

internal deformation of the two monomers, which

should also mention the work of Schermann and

was necessary to accommodate the formation of two

coworkers.

hydrogen bonds. The energies of the CS and TR

The

measurements

performed

by

tliis

group, based on the charge-transfer collisions be

structures are virtually identical, indicating that both

tween laser-excited xenon Rydberg atoms and ace-

should be present in almost equal concentrations in

tonitrile .molecules and clusters, have shown

that

the gas phase. The dipole moments of the isomers

dipole-bound states of CHjCN" and (CHjCN"),

varv

are formed [29]. There have been some additional

level, complex TR has the largest dipole moment of

significantly.

At

the

SCF/6-3! I-r-f-G''

reports on other molecular cluster dipole-bound an

6.3323

ionic states coming from this research group [30].

dipoles of 4.3651 and 5.3948 D. respectively. All

D. and

the CS and CY complexes have

three dipole moments significantly exceed the theo
retically determined threshold value of 1.625 D [322. Method of calculation and numerical results

34] for formation of stationary anionic states. The
three dipole moments also exceed the value of 2.5 D,

The computational procedure used in this study is

which is considered to be a practical lower limit for

similar to the one employed previously in calcula

detection of molecular dipole-bound anions by the

tions of the electron affinities of uracil, thymine,

most advanced experimental methods [30J.

guanine nd adenine [13-16]. The use of very dif

(2) In the next step we considered the ethylene

fuse basis functions and an account of the electron

giycol monomer (Eg). After optimization of its struc

correlation energy are essential in such calculations

ture at the SCF/6-31

because the dipole-bound excess electron is usually

its dipole moment witii the use of the SCF and MP2

significantly delocalized along the direction of the

densities. The results presented in Table 2 exhibit the

G ' ' level, we determined

molecular dipole moment. The extent of the delocai-

usual trend that the correlated dipole value is lower

ization depends on the size and orientation of the

than the SCF value. Both dipoles are on the border-
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Fig. 1. Three pouible H-bonded dimers of ethylene glycol found in this work.
Table I
Total (£,) and lelative (kcal/mol) energies of the ethylene glycol dimen. Oipol: momenis in D. The diroet stnictures calculated at the
SCF/6-31 C • "(Sd) level of iheorv

SCF/6-3! 'C* •
MP2/6-3l-^G' •
A£(\fP2)
m(SCF/6-3I + G")
SCF/6.311 + ^C"
M!>2/6-3!i + -^C* •
A£(MP;)
m(SCF/6-3I1 * -^G")

CS

TR

CY

-457.9187553
-459.2332432
0
4.4168
-458.0298068
-459.4530044
0
4.3651

-457.9184040
-459.2325886
0.41
6.3789
-458.0295371
-455.4526946
0.19
6.3328

-457.913014!
-459^291379
2J8
5 4766
-458.0242473
-459.4490806
2.46
5J948
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Table 2
Eleciron arfiniiy calcutsiion at ethvlene jlycol with ihe 6-31 C • * X(d) basis set. Energies m £, unless specificJ otheruise
neutral geomeir>'
neutral system
LU.MO
SCF

In the next step we performed a UHF optimiza
tion of the Eg anion geometry with the 6-31 + G * * X
basis, allowing the position of (he diffuse set X to be
also optimized. The optima! geometry, which re
sulted from this optimization, was virtually identical

0.00000 ICX)
- 223.95459!J-:.'
-;29.6l00.1.v*S
2.7.'!96
2.6.'J4

MP:
m(SCF)(D)
M{. MP2 ) ( D )
anion geometr>
neuiral system
LU.VtO
SCF
anion
HO.MO
SCF
MP2
adiabaiic E.A
EA(SCF)(nieV)
E.-\(MP2)(meV)

to the geometry of the neutral Eg and is referred to
as "anion geometry' in Table 2. In order to determine
the adiabatic electron affinity of ethylene glycol.
SCF and MP2 calculations were done with the basis
set 6-31 + G" •

augmented with four diffused sp

sets (with the optimal exponents found in the above-

0.00000 lo:
- 228.95459352

described procedure) and with one additional diffuse
d shell with the exponent equal to O.Ola (the sp
shell with this exponent has the largest contribution

0.00000103
- 223.95459954
- 229.61002275

to the orbital occupied by the excess electron). The
addition of a diffuse d shell to the set was also based
on the determination made in our previous analysis

0.0.'
-0.29

[2-4]. In some cases this additional shell contributed
about lO'ir to the electron affinity value. This basis
set with additional sp and d diffuse shells will be
referred

line for allowing the molecule lo attach and bind an
excess electron to its dipole Held. In order to deter

to as the 6-31+G''X(d) basis

in

the

discussion which follows.
In calculations performed to determine small en

mine whether a single Eg molecule is capable of

ergy effects, such as

forming a dipole-bound onion, a series of SCF calcu

dipole-bound electron, it is essential to maintain high

the electron

affinity of

the

lations were performed for the neutral Eg. In these

precision at each computational step. This criteria

calculations we used the standard 6-31 ~ G ' '

basis

includes sustaining the accuracy in calculati.ng the

set augmented with an additional set of four diffuse

atomic integrals, maximizing the convergence crite

sp shells with e.xponents equal to or. 0.1

q.

O.Ola

ria in the SCF and post-SCF calculations, etc. Those

and 0.001 Q. where a is a scaling factor. The addi

features were closely monitored in our calculations.

tional set was selected baied on the analysis pre

With

sented in Refs. [2-4], where numerical orbitals pro

values presented in Table 2. with eight significant

tnese extra steps we are confident that the

duced by the Hanree-Fcck and .MCSCF procedures

figures behind the decimal

for some dipole-bou.nd diatomic polar systems were

accuracy of the calculations.

projected onto Slater-type atomic orbitals. Tne addi
tional diffuse set

point, reflect the true

Tne results leading to determination of the elec

was p:aced at the point whose

iron affinity of the Eg molecule are presented in

coordinates were equal to the dipole moment coordi

Table 2. The HO.MO energy of the anion, which is

nates. with the molecuir principle rotational axis

slightly

aligned

system

marginally below Lhe energy of tlie neutral molecule,

(standard orientation). The purpose of these calcula

indicate that the dipole-bound anion should be stable.

with

the

axis

of

the

coordinate

tions was to determine -J-.e optimal value of

the

negative, and

However, the

its

SCF energy, which

MPZ calculations did

is

not result in

scaling factor a . which

accomplished by mini

mization of the LUMO

-ne lowest unoccupied or

thii behavior is quite clear. Due to a decrease in the

bital) energy. This optirral value was determined to

dipole moment at die .MP2 level, the excess electron,

positive electron affinity in this case. The reason for

be 0.002. yielding a LLMO energy of -9.S x 10"

which occupies the dipole-bound orbital determined

£.. The 6-31

G ' ' ba>:5 augmented with the four

at the SCF level, is experiencing a smaller attractive

diffuse sp shells w ill be refeired to as 6-31 - G' " .K

force. If the electron is to remain bound, its orbital

in the further discussion.

should become more diffuse. One should notice that
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since the Eg dipole is close (o the threshold value to

neutral complexes obtained at the 6-31

form a dipole-bound state, even a small decrease in

of theory. TTie exponents of the diffuse sp set were

G' * level

the dipole moment can result in a significant increase

obtained as for the monomer by minimizing the

in the diffuseness of the excess electron. The MP2

LUMO energy for an even-tempered set of diffuse

procedure, however, is not capable of describing the

orbitais with a single optimization parameter, a .

orbital

scaling the exponents (the exponents for the four sp

relaxation

change

in

the

caused

by

a

correlation-related

molecular dipole.

A

higher-order

method (such as. for example, the coupled-cluster

shells

being

a . 0.1 a . O.Ola

and 0.001a). The

values of a for the CS. TR and CY dimers obtained

method) should be applied for this purpose. It is

in the optimizations were 0.(X)5. 0.007 and 0.030.

clear, however, based on the SCF electron affinity

respectively. Here we also added a single diffuse d

value equal to 0.03 meV, that even with an improved

shell with the exponent O.Ola. The position of the

approach the Eg electron affmity will remain ex

diffuse set was initially chosen to be equal to the

tremely small, far below the capability of any experi

coordinates of

mental technique. The above conclusion is in agree

'standard orientation' coordinate system, but eventu

the

dipole

moment

vector in

the

ment with the report of Bowen and coworkers, who

ally the position was optimized for each dimer in

have tried unsuccessfully to identify in their photo-

structure optimization for the anion (see the next

electron experiment a spectral signature of the ethy

paragraph). The results shown in Table 3 for the

lene glycol anion [28].

neutral dimers were obtained with the positions of

(3) A noticeable increase in the dipole moment in
the formation of the Eg dimers should lead to much

the diffuse orbital sets optimized for the respective
anionic dimers.
Upon inspection of

larger electron affinities for these systems in compar
ison with

the

monomer. The calculations for the

dimer electron affinities (E.A.) have been performed

dimers. one

the resuit.<i for the neutral

notices a significant increase

in

the

negative value of LUMO energy in comparison with

following the procedure applievi to the monomer.

the monomer value, pariicuiarly for the high-dipoie

The results in Table 3, referred to as "neutral geome

moment co.mplexes TR and CY. Although the dipole

try'. have been obtained with the 6-31 + G " ' X(d)

moment of the TR complex is larger than for the CY

basis and with

complex by aimosi 1 D. the LUMO energy for CY is

the

use of

the aeometnes of

the

Table .<
Electron affinity calculation of ethvlene »|\col Jimer with the 6-.'i - G ' ' XCd) basis set. Energies in £, uri'iss specified othernse
TR
neutral jeomeio
ll'.m'o

SCF
MP:

>i(D'

o.oooo;62:'

o.oco;o9ss

0.0c0469.^0

->5'.91376785
- •i59.1'?j2ST95

•• 457.9 :.-c-.us

i.ilaS

-457.9I842S.*5
--;59.112£''J50
6.37S6

- 4;9.229.'5704
5.4731

0 0000Z749
9IS76-:.*

oooc;:-:?.-457.9IJ426"

-45" 9!3i.'e4<j(j

anion geometryneutral
LCMQ

SCF
anion
KO.MO
SCF

.Mp;

CY

-.:r*9:379.i99

".ertical IP' SCF> ImeV)

o.oo«:2.--.-

-45~.9ISP45VCI
- a^.v-xc-vy
60

ailiabai:; E.A
E . \ ' S C F i \meV)

E.-ii 'MP:)(meV)

0. •

:.o

5.9
9.0

O.CCOi'.cnl

0 0:06::.i9
-45-91 ••0:5.:

- 45"^ 2K2; 4!2
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almost twice the value of TR. This result indicates

centers of the diffuse orbital set were also optimized),

that not only the dipole moment is responsible for

the anion energies were calculated with the 6-31

the bonding effect with the excess electron. Table 3

G * * X(d) basis at the SCF and MP2 levels of theory.

also presents results which allowed us to calculate

In all cases the resulting anion energies are lower

the adiabatic electron affinity values. After optimiza-

than the respective energies of the neutral systems,

tion of the structures of alt three anion dimers (the

The electron affinity values calculated at the MP2

TR

CY

CS
Fig. 2. HO.MOs of the anions of eth-.icne »ivcol ploitsJ wilh the followtns contour surtaccs O-OW? for CS. 0.0015 for TR and 0.005 for
CY.
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level are 1.0. 9.0 and 23.3 meV for the CS. TR and

which

CY complexes, respectively. In all cases the electron

detachment experiment, the dimer anions are consid

is unlikely to be seen in a photoelectron

correlation contribution to EA is positive, probably

erably more stable and. as the recent report by the

resulting from a stabilizing correlation effect of the

same group indicates, are observed experimentally.

excess electron and the other electrons in the system,

The electron affinity value obtained by Bowen and

which seems to overcompensate

coworkers [28] of 67 meV is higher than the largest

the destabilizing

effect resulting from a correlation-induced decrease

of our adiabatic electron affinity results (23 meV).

in the dipole moment. A larger electron affinity of

There are several possible reasons for this discrep

the CY and TR dimers than the CS dimer. which is

ancy. Some of them are related to the computational

the most stable structure for the

neutral system,

procedure applied here, which treats the important

results in lowering the relative energy differences

contribution from the electron correlation effects at

between the anionic dimers in comparison to the

the lowest order of approximation (MP2). In order to

neutral dimers. This, in turn, makes the thennody-

get a more precise estimate, one probably needs to

namical stability of these dimers more even.
(4) The electron attachment to the field arising

use a method which allows the correlation-compo
nent of the wavefunction to interact and modify the

from the molecular dipole moment leads to an orbital

reference

for the excess electron which is diffuse and localized

wavefunction.

along the dipole moment direction. In Fig. 2 we

coupled-cluster

function
A

- this usually being the SCF
possible

method

choice

(with

triple

can

be

the

excitations),

present a contour plot of HO.MOs (highest occupied

which has this capability. It is also possible that the

molecular orbital) from the SCF/6-31 -rG' 'X(d)

value measured

calculations for all three anionic complexes. Differ

comparable with

in

the experiment is not exactly

the calculated result due to the

ent contour levels were used to draw the orbitals for

vertical namre of

different systems (0.0007 for CS, 0.0015 for TR and

results in the neuu-al system in an excited vibrational

0.005 for CY). with the purpose of getting compara

state. This can

ble sizes of the orbitals for all the anions. By com

electron affinity.

the electron detachment, which

lead

to an overestimation of

the

paring the contour values, one can determine which
orbital is the most diffuse. This 'Aill L'e the one
which corresponds to the lowest contour value - in
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Abstract

Ab initio calculations have been performed to detennine the electron affinity of the hydrogen fluoride dimer, (HF);.
Although, a single hydrogen fluoride molecule does not form a stable stationary state with an excess electron, the hydrogen
fluoride dimer has a positive electron affinity. In this system the excess electron is bound by the dipole field of the complex.
The present theoretical calculations render the value of adiabaiic electron affinity equal to 52 meV. The calculated value is in
a good agreement with experimental result of 63 r 6 meV of Bowen and coworker:. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.

1. Introduction

lar anions with the aim of determining the electron
affinity and charge distribution of the exce.ss elec

Due to e.xtensive theoretical, as well as experi

tron. For particularly significant contributions in thii

mental work [IJ, it has been established that excess

area, credit should be given to /o.'-dan and Simons

electrons can be bound by the dipole fields of neutral

and their coworkers [l], who we.'e the first

to present

molecules or cluster systems to form "dipole bound

more

on

anions" if the dipole moment of ihe system is larger

dipole-bond systems including cluster anions.

than approximately 2.5 D. The theoretical study on

accurate,

large-scale

calculations

Our contributions to the field

some

have been studies of

dipcle-bound anions of molecular complexes started

dipole-bound ground and excited states of some di

twentv years ago with an important milestone paper

atomic polar molecules with the use of numerical

of Jordan and Wendoloski [2], where the dipole-

Hanree-Fock

bound (HF)r anion was first calculated and where

[8,9] and investigations of some diatomic and poly

the first determination was made regarding its stabil

atomic systems with the use of the MBPT (Many-

and

numencal

MCSCF procedures

ity. .A.t that time the electron attachment to polar

Body

molecules had been predicted based on early theoret

methods [10-13]. Also in more recent works, we

ical considerations of the point-dipole-electron sys

calculated electron affinities of u.-acil, thymine, gua

Penurbation

Theory)

and

coupled-cluster

tem b> Fermi and Teller [3] and other pioneers in the

nine and adenine [14-17], where we found that the

fieid [--"j. With the development of faster comput

e.vcsss electron i-; also attached b> the dipole field

ers. the phenomenon of dipole-electron interactiop.i

the nucleic acid base. Our calculated electron affinity

have been tested in ab initio calculations on molecu

values fcr uracii and thymine .have recently been

000^06.'- '^T/Sf OO C 1997 HNcMcr Scicnc: B.V. AM righti restfrxcd
ra S00U9-26U(9")0090-;--
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confirmed by two independent experimental mea

should also menuon the work of J.P. Schermann and

surements performed by Bo wen and coworkers [18)

coworkers. The

and Schermann and coworkers [19].

group, based on the charge transfer collisions be

measurements performed

by

this

tween laser-excited xenon Rydberg atoms and aceto-

The interesting phenomenon related to electron
attachment to the dipole field of homogeneous and

nitrile

heterogeneous assemblies of molecules has contin

dipole-bound states of CHjCN" and (CHjCN)^ are

molecules

and

clusters,

have

shown

that

ued to generate considerable interest on both the

formed (25j. There have been some additional re

theoretical and experimental sides (20,21 ]. For exam

ports on other molecular cluster dipolebound anionic

ple. the recent study of electron attachment to ammo

states coming from this research group [21,26] in

nia/water clusters [231, where the (HiO-.-NHj)"

cluding reports on some quantum-mechanical calcu

dimer anion was first detected, represents one of a

lations for dipole-bound anionic clusters [22].

handful

of spectroscopic studies on

dipole-bound

anions of smaller molecular assemblies. It is interest
ing that in the case of ammonia and water, while

2. Method of calculation and numerical results

individual molecules cannot bind excess electrons to
form stable molecular anions, their clusters possess

The compuutional procedure used in this study is

this ability. However, for ammonia complexes no

similar to the one employed previously in calcula

cluster anions are formed unless the cluster size is

tions of the electron affinities of ethylene glycol

greater than or equal to 34 molecules. Beyond

N »

dimer, and water complexes of uracil and l-methyl-

34, all cluster anion sizes are observed. Water, on

cytosine [27-29], although, due to the smaller size of

the other hand, forms all cluster anion sizes. Also,

the (HF); cluster we also employed higher levels of

mixed water-ammonia anions seem to exist for most

theoretical

of the sizes (with some exceptions for smaller sizes).

basi.s functions and an account of the electron corre

Tne (HF), dimer belongs to the same category as

lation energy are essential in calculations on dipole-

methodology. The use of

very diffuse

water dimer or water-ammonia dimer in the sense

bound anions because in these systems the excess

thai the monomer HF molecule does not form a

electron is usually significantly delocalized along the

stable anion with an excess electron, and only when

direction of the molecular dipole moment. The extent

the dipole field

of the delocalization depends on the s'ze and orienta

is

enhanced

by

the constructive

alignment of two HF molecules can the excess elec

tion of the molecular dipole, which is usually sensi

tron attach and form a dipole-bound state.

tive to the level cf the theoretical treatment used in

The experimental observation provides a base to
speculate that the cooperativity effect enforcing the

the calculations and to the degree the electron corre
lation effects are accounted for.

strength of the hydrogen bond in the dimer plays a

The present work has been done with the use of

role in binding Lhe excess electron to the cluster. For

the G.A.USSI.AN94 program package [30]. Tne fol

small molecular assemblies, such as (HF),. this phe

lowing calculations have been performed:

nomenon can

be investigated

with

the use of ab

(1) In the first

step the structure of the (HF),

initio techniques. The present theoretical characteri

neutral dimer was optimized at the .MP2/aug-cc-pvdz

zation of the hyc.'ogen fluoride dimer anion. (HF)f,

and MP2/aug-cc-pviz theoretical leveh (the •'.MP2"

is motivated

term denotes the second-order Moller-Plesset penur-

by

the recent experimental

work of

Bowen and coworkers [24j. where a stable dimer

bation theory calculation; the aug-cc-pvdz and aug-

anion of this system was detected. It has also been

cc-pvtz are standard designations of Dunning's cor

brought to our attention that the same group has

relation-consistent double-zeta

observed stable anions of the ethylene glycol dimer,

lence basis sets augmented with polarization func

(Eg.)",

as

wel!

as

([(H,0), . . . HCl]-.

anicr.s

of

some

trimers

[iH,0), . . . HCN]-.

[(HC.N-),.^H;0]-)[24].

triple-zea

va

tions and some diffuse functions [30]). In both cases
the

obtained

structures

were

very

similar.

The

.MP2/au2-cc-pvdz optimal geometry is presented in

In the contex: of experimental work on dipolebound electron attachment to

and

.T .olecular clusters,

one

Fig.

I. The F^F^

intemuclear distance is slightly

shoner (by about 0.02 .A) in the .MP2/aug-c:-pvtz
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aug-cc-pvdz basis set augmented with an additional
set of six diffuse xp-shells with exponents equal to
0.05, 0.01. 0.002. 0004. 0.00008 and 0.000016. The
set of additional diffuse shells will be denoted as
"X" in the following discussion. The additional set

F«W

was selected based on the analysis presented else

HI

Fig. I. MP2/aug-cc-pvdz opiimized stnjciure of hydrogen fluo
ride dimer.

where [8,9], where numerical orbitaJs produced by
the Hartree-Fock and MCSCF procedures for some
dipole-bound diatomic polar systems were projected
onto Slater-type atomic orbitals; The additional dif

calculation, but both calculations agree well with the

fuse shells were placed at points spread by incre

experimental estimate (see Table I). The dipole mo

ments of 0.2 A along the dipole moment vector at its

ment values for the two calculations determined with

positive side. In the MP2 geometry optimization of

the use of the MP2 densities differ only by about

the (HF)r anion, the positions of the diffuse shells

0.04 D and are equal to 3.3216 and 3.3603 D for the

were allow to optimize, but their coordinates changed

MP2/aug-cc-pvdz and MP2/aug-cc-pvdz levels of

little from the starting

theory, respectively. Both dipole-moment values sig

structural parameters were determined for the anion,

values. After the optimal

nificantly exceed the theoretically-determined thresh

the geomeuy of the neutral cluster was reoptimized

old value of 1.625 D [31-33] for the formation of

with the

stationary anionic states. They also exceed the value

set augmented with the X set placed at the positions

of 2.5 D which is considered to be the practical

obtained from the anion su^cture optimization. This

procedure and the aug-cc-pvdz basis

lower limit for detection of molecular dipole-bound

was done to assure that the optimization of the

anions by the most advanced experimental methods

geometries of

[26].

performed at an equivalent levei

(2) In the next step we performed structure opti

the anion

and

neutral systems are
of

theory. Tne

parameters of the optimal geometries of (HF); and

anion at the MP2 level of

(HF)r are presented in Table 2. When very small

theory using the UHF (unrestricted Hanree-Fock)

energetic effects, such as electron affinity of dipole-

reference. In these calculations we used the standard

bound electrons, are calculated, maintenance of very

mization of the (HF)f

Title I
(HF); dimer. Calculation of the stniciur:. energies and dipole moment
Level for stnicture optimization

5scf (hartree)

(hanree)

r(F.F,)(A)
r<H,F,)
KHjFJ
KF.H,)
S(H|F;Hj) (degrees)
S(F.H",FJ
dipole mome.-.t; SCF (debve)
.\tp;

Calculated
.NfP2/aug-cc-pvd2 '

.VlP2/jug-ce-pvt2 •

-:00.072106
-200.523757

-200.127480
-200.718227

2.748
0.927
0.931
1.828
113.6
i-0.2
3 49
3.32

2.725
0.923
0.926
1.8C7
1147
1*1.1
3.52
3.36

expenmsn:al

2.72-2.79 '

I17.0r f
I7I-1-3 -

' d-orbitais Mitft five ccmponents; all eitrtrons correlaied
° T.R. Dyke. B,/. Howari and W. Klemcersr. I Chem. Ph>s. 56. (1971)
B.J. Ho^hkI. T.R. D^ke and W. Klempertr !. Chem. Phvs.
81. (1984) 5-i!7.
Estimated frcm G.C. Hancock. D.G. T.--niar a.nd C.E Dvkstra. J. Chem. Phys. 38, (i9a3) 1736.
EJ. Howard. T.R. Dyke and W. Kletrpersr. / Chem. Phys. SI. (!9S") 5417.
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Table 2
Structures and energies of (HF); and (HF)." Ircm MPI/aua-ccpvdz + X [sp(0.05) + spiO.OI) .<p(0.d02) + sp(0.0004)
sp<0.(x]008)-^sp<0.0000l6)] calculations '

/•(H,F,)(A)
/•(F.H',)

r(H,FJ
r(F..FJ
fl(H| F.H,) (degrees)
rf(H,F;Hj)

(HF); "

(HF)r

0.927
I.SZS
0.931
:.750
113.5
3.3

0.932
I.7S8
0.933
2.721
121.4
0.8

rotational constanL^ (GHz)
A
694
B
6.75
C
6.68
(hartree)
- 200.524153

results are presented in Table 3. The calculations
have been done at the MP2 level of theory with the
atig-cc-pvdz basis set augmented with the

X

basis set

located at the hydrogen H, (see Table 3 for details).
An interesting result of the vibrational analysis is a
nearly 100 cm"'

decrease of both HF stretching

vibration frequencies upon attachment of an e.xcess
electron. This feature can be used in experimental
identification of the (HF);

anion. Also, the calcula

tions predict an almost 10 meV contribution of the
zero-point vibrations to the electron affinity. The

868
6.83
6.78
-200.525113

' d-orbitais with five components; all electron:! corrclaied.
' Only position:! of atoms were optimized. Coordinates of the
diffu.sed.shells m the X set were the same us for (HF);.

lowering of the intermolecular vibrational frequen
cies provide a positive contribution to this value, but
increases of the vibrational frequencies of the inter
molecular modes have an opposite effect.
(4) In the fmal step we calculated the adiabatic
electron affinity for the (HF); cluster. The calcula
tions were done at the MP2, CCSD and CCSIXT)
levels of theory with aug-cc-pvdz
pvtz -I-

hish accuracy is esseniial at each computaiional step.

X

X

and aug-cc-

basis sets using the .VlF2/aug-cc-pvtz

X

equilibrium geometries (CCSD - denotes the cou

Therefore, very low tolerances were used for SCF

pled-cluster method with single and double excita

and post-SCF calculations, as well as in geometry

tions; CCSD(T) - denotes the CCSD method with

optimizations in the calculations presented here (the

contribution from triple e.xcitations added in the la.st

"tight" GAUSSIAN option was used for the geome

iteration using perturbation theory). The results are

X

try optimizations and SCF calculations). Upon exam-

shown in Table 4. .At the .MP2/.iug-cc-pvdz -r

inmg the data in Table 2 one can see some notice

l-ivel the electron affinity is predicted lo be 26 meV.

able differences between neutral and anionic (HF),.

This value increases to 27 meV when more extended

In both HF units the bond lengths increase slightly
with the electron attachment. However the F...F
distance contracts by about 0.03 A due to a decrea.se
of the length of the hydrogen-bond.

by almost

0.04 A. .Also, there is a change in angle between the
HF units from 113.5° in the neutral clu.ster to 1214°
in the anion (see angle 6h,f.h,

Table 2). This

Table 3
Hjrmomc fr:quenc:es in err.' of (HF); a.?; (HFif caiculjted
ji the SiPZ level Aitn
aus-vC-pvdr.iu)-" p(0.0I9~.S at
H,) -.Vt'sptO.O I)- >p<O.OC:) -sp(O.C<XM) - sr* C.OOOOS)
->p(0.(XXX)0l&)l". i*ni:re l.".c vulues m puren-^heMS are the g;u>jlan e.-.ponents

deformation mokes the cluster slightly more linear,
what results in increased dipole moment and stronger

Mode symmeir>

(HF);

c\: ' calc

interaction with the e.xcess electron (structural polar
ization effect).
(3) In the ne.xt step we calculated the IR vibra
tional

frequencies and

intensities

for (HF)-

and

(HF);. These calculations produced aiso an estima
tion of the zero-point vibration energy contribution
to the electron affinity. The I'rcquencies were calcu
lated with the harmonic appro.ximation using analytic
second derivatives implemented in the G.AUSSI.AN
94 program; for IR intensity calculations the double
harmonic approximation was used. The vibrational

(HF);-

A
A
A
A
A
A
;:;ro-poini e.icrg>
MP: encrcN i nanrsi'

i5s(12t
:;i(140)

:?!

251
510

4o5.
-•;39il36!

."Sss 3S17
39.-0 3926
O QIiOTO
- lUO.fl-iO13
- :(XJ.52-J949

" The .X set
placei at K
The values in pareni.nois i.-; IR in:ir.sitie»
• A.S Pmcj.Tj
J Lartc.-r;-. Che.-n P.hv;

km/mole
21 J-
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basis sec us applied. Adding an

additional diffuse

^-shell with exponent equal to

0.001 (our previous analysis indicates that

a

diffuse

</-sheil improves the description of the dipoie-bound
electron [8]) results in

almost

no change in

the

electron affinity at the MP2 level. Inclusion of higher
order electron correlation effects through infinite or
der in the CCSD and CCSIXT) procedures lead to an
increase of the electron affinity value to 34 and 39
meV when, respectively, when the aug-cc-pvtz + X
basis set is used, and to 37 and 42 meV, when the
aug-cc-pvtz -r X basis set is applied. This effect can
be either due to better accounting for the dispersion
interaction, which contributes to the bonding effect,
or due to correlation induced increase of the dipole
moments. It is not unusual to see a dipole moment
decrease when one moves from the SCF level of

Rg. 2. HOMO of the hydrogen fluorde dinner anion plotted with
the 4x10"' contour surface (the HF units are indicated u
"+
on Uie p/oi).

theory to the MP2 level, and a slight increase when
higher order correlation contributions are included.
(5) The electron attachment to the field arising
from the molecular dipole moment leads to an orbital

for the excess electron which is diffuse and localized
along the dipole moment direction. In Rg. 2 we
present a contour plot of the HOMO (highest occu

Table -i
.^iiabaiie electron affinity calcubiions of (HF). dimer performed
ikith the aug-ce-pvdz (5<i)-'-X(sp(0.05)*sp(O.Ql)-rsp(O.OC2)-r
sc<0.00(W)f jp(0.c0008)»sp(0.0000l6)l' basci set and gsometres from Table Z
Total energies

Electron
affinity

(meV)
aug-cc-pvdz-rX
.M?:
CCSD
CCSWT)
auj<c-pvti-r.X
M.^
CCSD
CCSD(T)
aug^c
pv2-.\-d(O.QO[)
.M?:
be^: liitmation °
exper.menui risul: •

(HF);

(HF);-

-200.5:4!53
-200.530837
-200.5396ii

-200.325113 26
-200.532094 34
-200.541062 39

-200.7I832t
-200.719911
-200.73553S

-200.719310 27
-200.721267 37
-200.737140 42

pied molecular orbital) from the SCF/aug-cc-pvdz

-I- X calculation for the (HF )r

the HO.MO is located several bohr away from the
molecular frame of the dimer. .Mso the picture shows
that the spacial ex:ent of the orbital is much bigger
than the volutTiC occupied by the dimer.

3. Conclusions

In this work we demonstrated. ba.sed on ab initio
calculations, that the (HF)i dimer possesses positive
electron affinities. The excess elsctrcn is attached to
the complex through the attractive interncnon with
its dipole field, which is significantly stronge.' for the

-200.?IS3:i

-!00.7!93!1 27
52
63 r 6

complex than for the

with ccirronsnti; ail ele:!.-ans coireiaied.
" Cj.j-lated UMng CCSCXT) (aug-cc-pvtz—zero-point ener;;. 'MPZ;
" J.H Htfnd.'iclcs. H L. de Ce.-cq. S A. Lyapu.itina and K.H.
Bowj-. Jr.. / Cherr. Phvb.. suacitti-.

KF

monomer.

OUT best

isnma-

tion of the electronic contribution to the (HF^; s;ictron affinitv obtained at the CC3D<T) level of treory
is -12 me\'. This value increases to 52 meV whi.T the
zero-point vifarationai

* d-c—iials

anion. In a way

typical for a dipole-bound states, the maximum of

energy contribution is 2dced.

This resuk in only slightly outside the error bracket
of the recently determined expenmentai value [I-- of
63 ± 6 mi\'. There are some inre.'esting chances in
the

(HF).

dimer resulting from the attachment

the
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excess electron. The most notable changes are slight
increases of the bond lengths of both HF units, and a
decrease by almost 0.04 A in the length of the
hydrogen bond in the dimer. Similar structural differ
ences between (HF)j and (HF)r

have been postu

lated by Bowen and coworkers [24] based on their
experimental work on this system.
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Ab initio theoretical study of dipole-bound anions of molecular
complexes. [H^O • • • HCN]~ and [HCN • • • H^O]" anions
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Abstract

Ab initio calculations have been performed to determine structures and adiabatic electron aftlnities of water complexes of
hydrogen cyanide. In these systems the excess electron is bound by the dipole Held of the complex. Based on the
calculations we determined that, as for the neutral complexes, there are two equilibrium anion strucr^res, [HCN • • • fIjO "
and (HiO • • • HCN]". Upon electron attachment to the neutral H;0 • • • HCN comple.x, which the ;r.ly system detected in
the gas phase, its stability with respect to the HCN • • • HjO complex increases even further, fro.r: 14 fccal/mol

to 3.0

kcal/mol. The adiabatic electron affinities of H;0 • • • HCN and HCN • • • H;0 complexes are pridicted to be 86 and 17
mcV, respectively. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights

reserved.

1. Introduction

ability to form stable anions. Ccnversely. the attach
ment of an excess electron

Due to e.xcensive theoretical, as well as experi

may

influence the inter-

molecular forces, panicularly hydrogen bonding in

mental work [1-6], it has been established that e.x-

the cluster, and may cause changes

cess electrons can be bound by the dipole fields of

structure. The system which car. be used as a good

in the cluster

neutral tnolecules or cluster systems to form "di

model

pole-bound anions" if the dipole moment of

polar molecules is the complex :f hydrogen cyanide

the

to study dipole-bound anions

of

hydrated

system is larger than approximately 2.5 Debye. Par

with water. This system is the subject of the present

ticularly interesung is the formation of dipole-bound

invesugation.

anions by homogeneous and heterogeneous assem

With the development of faster computers, the

blies of polar molecules, since the presence of the

phenomenon of dipole-eiectron interactions of polar

excess electron near the cluster may significantly

molecules and clusters

affect the interaction forces which hold the cluster

now be tested with ab initio cilculations with the

with excess electrons can

together. This has generated considerable interest on

aim of determining the electron arfiniry and charge

both the theoretical and experimental sides [7-17].

distribution of the excess e!e:--on in

One category of cluster, which can have more signif

system. As an example one car. .-enticr. very recent

the anionic

icant electron affinities (EA) related to dipole-bound

works,

electron attachment, is the hydrated cluster of small

group and others on the hydrcfen-fiuoride dimer

polar molecules. Hydration by single or several wa

[18-20], as well as our theoretical srjdies on the

ter molecules may enhance or reduce the system's

(HFj)" and (HF^)"

0009-26I-1/9S •S!9f)0 C
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both

theoretical

and experimental, cf our

anions a.-:; the

water-rimer
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anion [21.22], In the latter study we predicted that

tions of the electron affinities of ethylene glycol

the attachment of an H2O molecule to a water dimer

dimer. water complexes of uracil and l-methyl-cyto*

anion,

sine, hydrogen fluoride clusters and water trimer

produces an anionic complex which,

unlike the neutral

cyclic system, has an open

[19,21,22,27-29]. The use of very diffuse basis fiinc-

structure, a much larger dipole moment and a signifi

uons and an

cant vertical electron detachment energy (EDE). The

effects are essential in calculations on dipole-bound

calculated EDE value is 141 meV which agrees very

anions. The diffuse orbitais are required because in

well

with

the experimental

value of

account of

the electron correlation

Bowen and

these systems the excess electron is usually signifi

coworkers [14,23] equal to 142 r 7 meV. The most

cantly delocalized along the direction of the molecu

interesting feature concerning the (H;0)3"
which

was described

in

anion,

our study [22] was

lar dipole moment. The extent of the delocalizau'on

the

depends on the size and orientation of the dipole.

interaction of the excess electron with the system of

The accounting for the electron correlation is impor

the intermolecular hydrogen-bonds. This interaction

tant for two reasons. First, the theoretical prediction

is also studied in the present work of

H-bonded

of the molecular dipole is sensitive to the level of

The neutral heterodimer of HCN with a water

correlation is described in the calculation; and sec

complexes of HCN with H,0.

theoretical approach and to the degree the electron

molecule was first studied by Fillery-Travis et al.

ond, some of the interaction of the dipole-bound

[24,25]

excess electron with the rest of the molecule results

troscopy

using
with

Fourier-transform
the

puised-nozzle

rotational

spec

technique. TTieir

analysis indicated that the H,0 • • • HCN complex is

from dispersion, which can only be described if the
electron correlation is accounted for.

effectively planar, with a pair of equivalent protons

The present work has been done with the use of

and with the hydrogen bond formed between the

the GAUSSIAN94 program package [30]. The fol

water oxygen atom and the hydrogen atom of HCN.

lowing calculations have been performed:

The distance between 0 and C was estjnnated to be

1. In the first step we performed structure optimiza

3.157 A. The

work of

further extended

by

Fillery-Travis et al.

was

tions of the two possible hydrogen cyanide-water

Gutowsky et al. [26]. Their

compie.xes, H,0 • • • HCN and HCN • • • H O, at

analysis supponed the pseudoplanar C,

stnicture of

the MP2 level of theory. In these calculations we

the H.O • • • HCN complex in whic.n H-O and HCN

used the standard aug-cc-pvdz basis set aug

experience in-plane and out-of-piane bending vibra

mented with an additional set of diffiise orbitais

tions of modest amplitude. In none of the above

(the

experimental

calculation

works

was

the

complex

with

the

HCN • • • H;0 structure detected.
The experimental

work on

ar.ions of

X set). The

X set

consisted

in

of

the HCN • • • H;0

the

following

uncon-

tracted gaussian functions (exponents given
hydrated

parenthesis):

5(0.727),

p(0.02974),

sp(0 0004).

in

sp(O.Ol),

hydrogen cyanide complexes has been limited to the

sp(0.002).

sp(0.00008).

work of Kit Bowen's group at Johns Hopkins Uni

ip(0.000016), centered at the hydrogen atom of

and

versity [14], They used photoelec-'on spectroscopy

HCN. In the case of the H;0 • • • HCN complex

and a supersonic ion source in their experiments and

the diffuse set was centered at the oxygen atom of

detected several anions containing a single HCN

the water molecule and consisted of the following

sp(O.l), spCO.OS), spiO.Ol), sp(0.002),

molecule and different numbers of water molecules:

orbitais:

HCN • • • (water),v, ^ - 1-13. They estimated AHA

sp(0.0004). ;p(0.00008). and 5^(0.000016) (at

of the smallest cluster containing one water molecule

the sa.me ti.me the

to be 99 meV. In the present ab iniuc calculations

orbitais were removed from the aug-cc-pvdz set

we also determine this quantity.

0:

s(0.07896) and

p(0.06856)

oxygen). The purpose of adding additional

diffuse orbitais to the basis was to describe the
2. Method of calculation and numerical results

statlonar>- state of the dipoie-bound excess elec
tron. Tne additional set was selected based on the

The computational procedure used in this study is

analysis presented elsewhere [31,32], where nu

similar to the one employed previously m calcula

merical orbitais produced by the Hartree-Fock
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Table 1
Sincninl panmeiers of HCN - HjO/tHCN - HjOl* and
HjO-'-HCN/tHjO-'-HCN]" systems ftom MP2/aug-cepvdz-X calculations

Untn2U(l79t) 609-61S

611

The parameters of the MP2/aug-cc-pvd2-X optinuzed structures of the two HCN-HjO com
plexes are presented in Table 1. The results show
that both complexes are essenually planar and

Total energies (haraee)
HCN • • • H;0
/•(H,Cj)(A)
KC.Nj)
/•(NjHJ
KH.O,)
/•(OjHj)
(degrees)

that the HjO • • • HCN complex has the C

[HCN • • • H.Ol*

sis of Fillery-Travis et al. [25] The C-0 distance

1.077
I.ISO
2.091
0.971
0.965

1.076
I.ISO
2.109
0.970
0.965
103.9

103.4

H;0

[K;0

in the H,0 • • • HCN complex obtained in the
calculations of 3.136 A compares well with the
experimentally estimated (vibrationally averaged)
value of 3.157 A. [25] At the equilibrium geome
tries

<-(N,C:)(A)
/•(CsHj)
r(HjO«)
r(O.H»)
^(HsO.Hj) (degrees)

-HCN

-HCN1-

1.183
1.090
1.982
0.968
0.968
103.6

1.183
1.085
2.051
0.966
0.966
104.5

sym

metry in agreement with the experimental analy

the

SCF

dipole

moments

of

the

H,0 • • • HCN and HCN •••HO complexes are
6.08 and 5.14 Debye, respectively. In both cases
the dipoles of the two monomers constructively
add resulting in larger moments of the clusters
than

the

dipole

monomers.

The

moments
dipole

of

the

moment

individual
of

the

H;0 • • • HCN complex is larger than that of the
HCN • • • HjO complex because the structure of
and MCSCF procedures for some dipole-bound
diatomic

polar

systems

were

projected

onto

Slater-type atomic orbitals. Although the diffuse

Che former dlows for more parallel alignment of
the monomer dipoles.
The MP2 structure optimizations for the two com-

functions may only minimally affect the calcu

pie.xes were followed by coupled-cluster calcula-

lated results of the neutral systems, we included

t:ons using the CCSIXT) level of theory (the

the diffuse functions in the calculations for con

coupled cluster method with single, double and

sistency with the calculations of anions, which

non-iteratively included

followed.

Tais level of theory is particularly accurate for

Table 2
Adiabatic electron affinity (AEA) of the HCN
the aug-cc-pvdz-X basis se:

• H.O/[HC.^

triple excitations [33]).

a.-.- H;0 • • • HC.N'/[H;0 • •• HCNj" systems calculated wirh

Total e.-.ergses (hanree)

HC.N

H;0

HF
MP2
CCSD
CCSIXT)
CCSEXT) T 2PE'

-168.92S«2
-169.45:276
-169.466109
-169 4S5597
-169

Hr

H:0 HCN
-I6g.93::!4

SIP2

-169 »54;:T

CCSD
CCSWT)
CCSCXT) - ZPE

44€iJ3

-169 465153
-I69 4Si:-4
-169

"HCN HjOr
-!6a.?:3300
-169.4;3105
-169 4«9S3
-169 4;tS70
-169 4-:*457

:H;Q HCN!"
- !6a.-?::4j7
- 165 i::633
- 169 i*;iS4
- !59 --". .<33
- 169 i:::34

Structures optimized at the MP2/aug--cc-pv(J;-.V level.' Zerc-;x;r.t v icratior. s.-;irgy (ZPE)
'iieory (unsealed)

of

imeV)
19
23
24

24
('t **

.AE.^ (meV)
34
63
30
36
86
;aicui2:ed at it:e .\IP2/aug-cc-pvdz-.\ level

612
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calculaung the electronic states at or near the

This required CCSIXT) and ZPE calculations for

equilibriutn geometry. The energies obtained at

both anions. The ZPE contribution was

the different levels of theory for the two com

based on

calculated

the results of MP2/aug-cc-pvd2-X

plexes are summarized in Table 2. Our most

frequency calculations, which were performed us

accurate results obtained at the CCSD(T) level

ing the analyu'cal second-derivative procedure im

IR

augmented with the zero-point vibrational energy

plemented in the GAUSS1AN94 program. The

(ZPE)

the

h-equency results will be discussed in the next

H,0 • • • HCN complex is more stable than the

section. The results of AEA calculations are sum

contribution

indicates

that

HCN • • • H,0 complex by 1.39 kcal/mol.
. Next,

calculations

were

MP2/aug-cc-pvdz-X
structures
[HCN--

of

the

H;0]"

level

the

performed
to

anions. The

the

determine

[H;0 • • • HCN]~
results of

in

marized

at

Table

2.

H,0 • • • HCN complex

As
with

expected,

the

the larger dipole

the

moment has a larger AEA than the HCN • • • H^O

and

complex. Our best calculated values of AEAs are

these

calculations are compared with the structural pa

86

and

17

meV

HCN • • • HjO

for

the

complexes,

H^O • • • HCN

and

respectively.

The

rameters of the neutral complexes in Table 1. The

higher AEA of the former complex is obviously a

structures of the anionic complexes are also de

result of higher dipole moment. The experimental

picted in Fig. 1. There are only two structural

value obtained by Bowen and coworkers [34] for

parameters which more noticeably change upon

the HCN-H,0 complex is equal to 96 meV,

attachment
H,0-

of

an

excess

electron

to

the

-HCN complex. These are H^O-HCN

intermolecular

distance,

r(H304),

which

de

which compares well with our calculated result
for the HjO • • • HCN complex.
Due to the larger AEA of

the

H,0---HCN

creases by nearly 0.1 A and the HOH bond angle

complex,

in the water molecule which decrease by about 1

even more after elecuon atuchment compared to

its

thermodynamic stability increases

degree. In the HCN • • • H;0 complex the changes

the HCN • • • H,0 comple.x. Our best calculated

are smaller. The shortening of the length of the

value of the relative energy of the two anionic

hydrogen bond due to a dipole-bound attachment

complexes is 3.G0 kcal/mol. This is an almost

of an electron was also obser/ed in other systems

two-fold increase with respect to the relative en

which ws studied before [19.22].

ergy difference between the neutral complexes. It

In the next step vi-s calculated the adiabatic elec

is. therefore, even less likely than for the neutral

tron afr.nities of the two HCN-HjO comple.xes.

complexes that the [HCN • • • H,0]' complex can
be detected in the gas phase.
4. Finally,

c:

the

calculated

.MP2/aug-cc-pvdz-X

harmonic vibrational frequencies and intensities
(see Table 3) allow comparison between the IR
/K3

K4
spectra of the che neuu'sl and anionic complexes

[HCN..H

,Or

of HCN with water. In the lower pan of Table 3
we

present

the

results

for

the

H;0 • • • HCN/[H,0 • • • HCN]"

suble

comparing the frequencies of the neuwal and the

IS

V
>

most

system. Upon

anion one can see that in the lower frequency
region of the intermolecuiar vibrations all fre

w c-

quencies mcrease when rhe a dipole-bound elec
tron attaches. A: the same time the fundamental
frequencies of

[H,O..HCNr
I. .M?; 'aug-cc-p\;;-X optimi:;;! iirjctures of aie two
lenc [HC.N-*3::rl" 3.-.;cr. comp!e.\is

high-energy vibrations decrease.

This indicates that the presence of

the e.xcess

electron at the positive end of the cluster strength
ens the intermolecular H-bonding interaction and
slishtlv weakens the intramolecular bonds. These

D.StA. Smith etoL/Chemical Physia Leners 288 (1998) 609-615
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effects result from interaction of the excess elec
tron located near the hydrogens of water molecule
with the positive end of the HCN dipole located
near the H3 atom, which pulls the HCN molecule
closer to the water molecule. The shonening of
the hydrogen bond, which occurred in the geome
try optimization for the anion, is consistent with
the increase of the energies of the intermolecular
vibrations. Both indicate an increase of the inter
molecular attractive interaction upon attachment
of a dipole-bound electron to the complex. As a
result of increased energies of the intermolecular
vibrations and lower energies of the intramolec
ular vibrations the ZPE contribuuons are very
similar

for

the

HjO ••• HCN

and

(HjO • • • HCN]" complexes.

lH,O...HCNr

The calculated vibrational frequencies and intensi
ties presented in Table 3 can be used to differenti
ate between the spectral features of the anion and
the neutral H,0 • • • HCN complex. Particularly,
the intense vibration at 3354 cm"' in the neutral,
which in the spectrum of the anion is predicted at
3282 cm"', can be used for this purpose. Also.

Table 3
Hannonic frscuencies in cn"' and intsniities in km/mol (in
parentheses) :alculaied for -.-e HCN • • • H.0. (HCN • • • HjOj".
HjO • • • HC.N and (H;0 • • HCN]" systems at the MPl/augcc-pvdz-.X level of theor>'
HCN--'H;0

low firsquency region:
53(23). 66(74). 136(3). 277(S9). 467(891
high frecueney region;
709(39)."71(X36). 1642(48). 2008(0).
3453(39). 3755(194). 3911(143)

[HC.N' • - • H;Ol*

low frscuency region:
62.66. 139. 286.496
high frequency region:
719. 720. 1649.2093. 3441. 3738. 3904

H.O • • • HC.N"

low fresuency region:
95(2). l'24(32). 147(3). 170(221). 231(76)
high fresuency region;
S34(3a:', 561(44). 1632(60). I9S9(9).
3354(36:). 3801(14). 3931(9:)

iHCN..h

,or

Rg. 2. HOMOs of the HjO • • • HCN and HC.V •••HO anions
plotted wiLh the 7 XIC' contour surface.

the most prominent intermolecular vibration at
170 cm"'

in the neutral HjO • • • HCN complex

is .siifficienily different from tiie corresponding
vibration of the anion at 186 cm"'

to enable

identification of the two systems.

[H .0 • • • HCN" "

low frecuency region:

128. 15". I6(j. 136. 245

high frsiuency region:
868. 89^. 1623. 19S?. 3282. 3'53. 3.S77

5. The electron attachment to the field

arising from

the dipole moment of the complex leads to a
wave function for the excess electron which is
diffuse and localized along the direction of the
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dipole moment. In Fig. 2 we present surface plots
of

HOMOs (Highest Occupied

Molecular Or-

bitals) obtained in the SCF/aug-cc-pvdzX cal
culations
[HCN

of

the

'-HjO]"

[HjO • • • HCN]"

anions. In

dipole-bound states,

a

and

way typical

to

both HOMOs are located

outside the molecular frames of the complexes.

3. Conclusions
In this work we described, based on ab initio
calculations, the interaction of the HCN-HjO dimer
with an electron. In

the result of this interaction

dipole-bound stationary states are formed for both
structural isomers of ie dimer. i.e. HjO • • • HCN
and HCN • • • H;0. We predicted that the adiabatic
electron afflniu'es of the two isomeric complexes are
86 and

17 meV, respectively. The former result

agrees well with the experimental value of 96 meV
obtained by Bowen's group. [34] We also predict
that

electron

attachment

HCN-'-HjO

complex

further
with

destabilizes
respect

to

the
the

H;0 • • • HCN complex. The harmonic vibration fre
quencies calculated for the neutral and anionic clus
ters indicate that the electron attachment increases
intennolecular frequencies, which in turn indic.ites
that the strength of the hydrogen bond in the com
plex increases. Simultaneously the high frequency
intramolecular vibrations decrease. This provides an
opportunity to identifS- and compare HCN-H;0 neu
tral and anionic clusters with the use of IR spec
troscopy.
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In this work we investigate the ability of the uracil'water complex to fonn suble anionic systems.

As the

experimental evidence and theoretical calculations have indicate^ the isolated uracil molecule can only attach
an excess electron into a diffuse dipole-bound state, while some recent experiments suggest that the uracilwater complex can form a more stable valence-type anion. In this work we demonstrate that it is possible to
converge ab initio calculations of uracil'(H:0)]~ to an equilibrium structure that is significantly different
from the stnicnire of the neutral cluster and that has a positive and remarkably significant vertical ionization
potential. Apart from the valence anion, the uracil«(H:0)3 complex can form a stable dipole—bound anion,
but as the present calculations indicate the electron affinity, which corresponds to this attachment, is very
small (13 meV). The structure of the dipole-bound anion is vinually identical with the structure of the neutral
complex.

1. Introduction

excited Rydberg atoms. These clusters had different water

Following the theoretical ab initio calculations of our group'"*
on the electron affinities of the nucleic acid bases uracil,
thymine, adenine, and guanine, the very recent experiments by
Schermann and co-workers at the University of Northern Paris.
France, and

by Bowen and co-workers at Johns Hopkins

University^' confimied that the positive, but very small, electron
afflnities of these systems in the gas phase are due to dipoleelectron atuchment. The formation of stable anions of the DNA
bases is, as currently believed, a crucial step in a cascade of
events that result ftom
high-energy radiation.^

irradiation of the biological material by
Also the affinity of the nucleic acid

bases toward electrons is a phenomenon closely related to DN'A
conductivity properties, a topic vigorously debated m recent
years.' Although dipole-bound anions are interesting species,
their significance for the biological reactions that occur in the
condensed phase probably only rests in their roles as precursors
for "valence" electron attachment.

We have used the term

"valence" attachment to describe a process where the excess
electron becomes localized near the atomic centers of the
molecule and not. as it is in the case of dipole-bound anions,
mostly outside the molecular frame.

Over the past few years

there have been attempts to theoretically describe stable valence
states of an excess electron in nucleic acid bases and their
complexes,'-but no rigorous

results have been presented that

explicitly show that valence anionic sutes can exist for these
systems.

.\lso. io the gas-phase experiments performed by

Bowen's and Schermann's groups, no valence anions of isolated
nucleic acid bases were detected.

The evidence of valence

anions of uracil (U) and thymine (T). which were observed by
the latter group and initially assigned to valence attachment,
turned out to correspond to the (U-H)" and (T-H)" species
after more precise mass calibration was performed. Therefore,
it seems that a consensus on both the theoretical and experi
mental sides has been reached that isolated molecules of the
nucleic acid bases form only dipole-bound states with excess
electrons. The situation is quite different when the nucleic acid
molecule forms a complex with water.

Desfranifois et al.," in

their recent paper on electron attachment :o isolated nucleic acid
bases, report an experiment in which they produced .inions of
uracil-water clusters in charge-exchange collisions with laser-

content, but the most significant population corresponded to
clusters with few water molecules (U*(H:0), U*(H:0);. U*
(H2O)] and U'(H:0)4).

Based on the Rydberg number (n)

dependences of these anion

creation rate constants, they

concluded that excess electrons are covalently bonded to the
anions. This is in agreement with the speculation by Sevilla et
al.'" about the subilizing influence of the hydration on the
electron attachment to nucleic acid

bases

The covalent

charactcr of the electron atuchment to nucleic .icid bases has
also been confirmed in experiments performed by Bowen and
co-workers.^ The stabilizauon of the electron attachment due
to a polar solvent is an interesting phenomenon which can be
iuvestigated and described Ihrough ab initio calculations. The
answer, which theory is expected to provide, concerns the
physical principle behind the significant change of the electron
affinity of a nucleic acid base molecule when it becomes
involved in a complex with water.

Both the isolated base

molecule and the complex molecule in the ground electronic
state are closed shell species and the formation of the anion
must involve placing the excess electron into an "unoccupied"
orbital of the neutral system.

For most closed shell systems

this is an endothermic process. One of the exceptions is electron
attachment to the field of the dipole moment of the molecule.
One other possible exception could be a situation when the
structure of the system changes upon the attachment of the
excess electron to create domains with positive potential which
can bind the electron into a sutionary state

It is a well-known

fact that for covalently bonded atoms, which possess positive
electron affinities as isolated species, if the bond is stretched
far enough, the electron affinity of the molecule, calculated in
the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation, becomes positive.

If

the energy of the electron attachment is sufficiently large to
compensate for the energy loss due to the bond stretching, the
anion becomes a stable system.

However, bond energy is

usually much larger than the electron affinity, and the abovedescribed scenario is rather unlikely unless the bond is consider
ably weaker. A similar mechanism can also result in electron
attachment to a molecular complex, particularly to complexes
with hydrogen bonds. Stretching or rupturing of these bonds,
which are much weaker than typical co%-alent bonds, may create

electron -deficient areas where the excess electron can anach
• Abstract published :a \diancf ACS Aburaas. .N'ovember 1. 1997
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and form a stationary state.

If this happens, the molecular
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Figure 1. Structures of uraciI-(water)} and uracil-iwaterir obtained in this work.

Structure

of the anion will be considerably

different

from the

selected the complex with three waters, since this is one of the

structure of the neutral complex, particularly in terms of lengths

species that gave a strong signal in the experiment performed

and numbers of hydrogen bonds.

in Schermaon's laboratory (the strongest signal corresponded

In the present work we

performed ab initio calculations to test the above hypothesis
and to determine if the uracil complex with three water
molecules (U*(H;0)j) can form a stable valence anion. Wie"

to the U(HiOh" anion).
t_

In the complex of uracil with three water molecules, the water
oxygens form H-bonds with three uracil hydrogens (see Figure

I), and one of the hydrogens in each water molecule fonns an
H-bood with uracil oxygens. With three waters in the complex,
only one oxygen H-bonding site at Oi in the uracil molecule
remains open to an H-bond. However, if an H-bond is formed
at this site with the fourth water molecule, the oxygen atom in
water would form an H-bond with Hio of uracil, which is already
involved in an H-bond with one of the three water molecules.
Since formatioa of two H-bonds by a single hydrogen atom is
not possible, the fourth water would form only a single H-bond
'with uracil which would be significantly weaker than the double
hydrogen bonds connecting each of the other three waters to
the uracil molecule. Therefore, the hydration shell consisting
of three water molecules should be considered as the complete
first hydration shell for uracil. This is the other reason the U*
(H:0)> comple-t was selected for this study.

TABLE 1: Vcrticil Uaetroa DctachnMBi Eacnjr (VDE) and
Adlabade Ehelraa Aflbity (EA) Calcntodow oTIke UiMfl(HaOh ComplCT. Total fai
Hartrm; EA !• tV ^
Anion
UHF/6-3l-f"KJ*//UHF/tt-3l-MK3*
UMP2/6.31 -M<}*//UHF/«6-31 -»-+C*
UHF/au|-cc-pvdz/AmF/6-31 -H-G*
UMP2/au|-cc-pvd2//UHF/6-3l-^-i-C»

Neutral (at UHF/6-31—t-C* Geomeuy of the Anion)
UHF/6-31 -H-G*
-640J24 2126
UMP2/6-31 -t-fC*
-642.275 230 4
RHF/6-31-t"t-C*
-«0J20 989 8
MP2/6-3l-t-+C*
-«2.2970I70
RHF/au(-cc-pvdz
-640.693 623 3
-642.627 897 6
MP2/aug-cc-pvdz
Venical VDE
UHF/6-31-^-i-G*
UMP2/6-3l+t-G*
RHF/6-3It-(-G»
MP2/6.3l*-i-G»

In addition to the search for the valence anionic state, we
have also performed calculations to determine whether the
complex will anach the excess electron to the dipole field.

We

present results of calculations where we calculated the dipole-

2. .Method of CaJculation and Numerical Results

Adiabaiic EA

contribute to the bonding effect of the excess electron to a
These are. in principle, the same effects that are

electrostatic, polarization, exchange, and dispersion contribu

1.20

0.89

HF/6.31-i-+G»
MP2/6-31++G*
HF/aug<c-pvdz
MP2/aug-cc-pvdz

One can distinguish several different interaction effects that
molecule.

I.II
1.48

Neuiral (at RHF/6-31 —G* Geomet.'% of the Neutral*)
RHF/6-3l-»"t-C*
-640J73 577 8
MP2/6-3l-i"t-G'
-641332421 8

bound electron affinity of the U*(H;0)j complex.

present in the interaction of two molecular systems and include

-640.56*9179
-642J29 687 6
-640.6S3 830 4
-642.632 0S6 5

-0.24
-0.07
-0.24

-O.Il

' RHF and UHF opiimizaucn of the neutral cluster converged lo
the same result

tions. In valence electron attachment, the dispersion may play
a significant role, and it can be accounted for only if a correlated

denotes the second-order .Mailer-Plesset perturbation theory:

electronic strucnu'e method is used in the calculations. Even if

6-31-f-G* denotes a standard basis set implemented in the

the excess electron is bonded through dipole-electron interac

GAUSSIAN94 program) at this geometr. are presented in Table

tion. the electron correlation contribution can be large'"* and

1.

may result not o.ily from the dispersion interaction of the extra
electron with th: elecvons of the core but also from the wellknown and frequently significant correlation contribution to the
molecular dipole moment. The follov/ing calculations have been

whether some spin polarization may take place at the geometry
that is not the equilibrium point for the neutral cluster.

penormed.
( I ) I n t h e first s t e p o f t h e p r e s e n t c a l c u l a t i o n w e p e r f o r m e d
a search for a suble valence anion of the U*(H:0)j system. In
this search we optimized the structure of the anion at the UHF/
6-31-i-G" level starting with the geometry of the complex with
all three water molecules separated by a considerable distance
from the uracil molecule, but positioned at the same direcuons
and orientations as In the fully optimized neutral U'(H:0)3
cluster.

(2) The calculations for the neutral system have been done
with both RHF and UHF reference wave functions to determine

Staning the anion geometry optimization from this

point, rather than from the optimal geometry of the neutral
cluster, made the search more open to the possibility that the
h.ydrogcn-bondinf structure of the anion is considerably different

The

UHF calculation was initiated with the guess for the wave
function taken from the anion UHF calculation. The RHF and
UHF calculations converged :o slightly di.^e.'ent energies, with
the UHF value, being lower than the

RHF result, as

expccted.

.Mso. the corresponding SP; and UMP2 energies differ slightly,
leading to somewhat different results for the vertical electron
detachment energy, which are also shown in Table 1.

We

consider the UHF and UMPl elecuon detachment energy to be
more correct than the RHF and MP2 results, since the anion
calculations were also done at the UHF level.
However, since the present calculauons have not been

.As mentioned m

extended to higher orders of 'Jie perturbaacn theory due to our

the Introduction, we anticipated that this is the case for the

limitsd computational resources, the results obtained here should

from the structure of the neutral complex.

L'*iH:Oh~ system.

be considered as semiquantiu'jve. Although the MP2 level of

•Although the L'-(H;0);. cluster and its anion are complex

theory accounts for the majonty of the '..-nportant interaction

systems, the lowest energy strucmres are rather easy to predict.

effects including the dispersion contribution, there is still a

They most likelv correspond to each water molecule being

question whether the perturtauon series converges sufficiently

connected to the uracil molecule through

fast so that the .MP2 results

hydrogen bonds

engaging water hydrogens and uracil oxygens. Therefore, in

ror the systerr.s studies in this work

are reliable. It would be difficult to answ er this quesuon without

this case the problem of multiple minima should not be as severe

performing calculations of higher order perurbation cocrelatioa

as in some other water complexes. By initiating the geometry

corrections. However, a gooi symptom of divergency problems

optitmzation of the anionic cluster from the structure mentioned

in MP calculations is a larfjr value of L-.e norm of the first-

above, we very likely converged the calculation to the global

order correction to the wave runction.

minimum of this system.

tions in this work have we observed this norm to be unusually

The geometry optimization for the anion converged to ihe
equilibrium geometry that is shown in Figure I.'- The corre

large.

In

none of the calcula

However, without h.gher order calculations we still

recommend considering our results as the tint approximation,

sponding energy values calculated for the anionic system and

which we hope to refine ore: more computational resources

the neutral system at the MP2/6-3I-t-G* level of theory (MP2

become available.
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Figure 2. Orbiul occupied by the excess electron in ihe valence
utacil-i waieDi" anion ploted with the following contour levels; 0.11.
0.09.0.07.0.05. 0.03. 0.01. 0.005. 0.003. and O.OOl.
The most interesting result at this point is that, at both MP2
and UNfP2 levels of theory, the values of the vertical electron
detachment energy are positive and close to 1 eV.
(3) In the next step we performed structure optimization of
the L''(H:0)3 neutral cluster staning with the optimal structure
obtained for the anion.

This optimization converged to the

structure that is presented in Figure 2.

Both UHF and RHF

(with the 6-31+G* basis set) structure optimizations were

The calculations performed at the RHF/6-3I-M-C* level
indicate that the dipole moment of (he U«(H:Oh complex,
determined to be around 4.73 D. far exceeds the practical
threshold of 2.5 D. above which the molecule is expected to
form stable dipole—bound states with an excess electron.
Therefore, we performed calculations to determine the electron
affinity of the complex corresponding to the electron attachment
to the U'(H:0)} dipole field. The computational procedure used
in these calculations was similar to the one employed previously
in calculations of the electron affinities of uracil, thymine,
guanine, and adenine'"* and in calculations of electron affinities
of some hydrogen-bonded complexes.""" The use of very
diffiise basis functions and the account of the electron correlation
effects are essendal in such calculations because the dipole—bound
excess elecuon is usually significantly delocalized along the
direction of the molecular dipole moment. The extent of the
delocaiization depends on the size and the orientation of the
molecular dipole; these parameters are usually sensitive to the
theoretical level used in the calculation and. in particular, to
the degree the elecat)n correlation effects are accounted for.
AH the calculations presented in this work were performed with
the GAUSSIAN94 program package.'^ To determine the
dipole—bound electron affinity of U*(H;0)3. the following
calculations were performed.
(7) First we considered the neutral U*(H:0)3 cluster with the
geometry optimized at the RHF/6-31-^-i-G* level.

We aug

mented the standard 6-31-<-G* basis set with an additional set

performed, and both converge to the same equilibnum geometry.

of four diffuse sp shells with exponents equal to ou 0.1 x a.

Upon comparing the structure of the anion in Figure 1 and the

0.01 X a. and 0.001 x a. where a is a scaling factor. The

structure of the neutral complex, one sees some striking

additional set was selected on the basis of the analysis presented

differences in the hydrogen bondings. While water molecules

in refs 14—16, where numerical orb'tals produced

in the anion are connected by single hydrogen bonds to the uracil

Hartree-Fock and MCSCF procedures for some dipole—lx)und

by

the

molecule, each water molecule has two hydrogen bonds toward

diatomic polar systems were projected onto Slater-type atomic

uracil in the neutral cluster. In one of these two H-boiids water

orbitals.

donates its hydrogen, and in the other an oxygen lone pair

w.hcse coordinates were equal to the dipole moment coordinates,

connects to a hydrogen in the uracil molecule.

The difference

in structures indicates that in order to accommodate the e.xcess

The additional dif^se set was placed at the point

with the molecular principle rotational xxis aligned with the
axis of the coordinate system {stand.vd orientation).

electron, the weaker hydrogen bonds open up and create regions

.Although, as we noticed in our previous cakulationb of

withi.'-. the complex with sufficiently high eiecu-on affmitv to

dipole—bound anions, the results are not very sensitive to the

support a stationoTN- bound state of the excess electron. In Figure

position of the diffuse orbitals. placing them at the positive end

1

It is

of the molecular dipole is most optimal since the molecular

cisar that an excess electron is localized at the uracil molecule,

orbiuil. which the excess elecQ'on occupies, is expected to extend

we show a contour plot of the HOMO of the anion.

and this is a case of a valence attachment.

At the bottom of

in this direction.

The purpose of these calculations was to

Table 1 we show the results for the adiabatic electron aftlnity

determine the optimal value of the scaling factor a, which was

calculated at the HF and MP2 levels. In these calculations we

accomplished by

used the 6-31-r—G* basis set. as well as the more extended

unoccupied orbital) energy. Tnis optimal value was deterrrjned

aug-cc-pvdz set.

A: these levels of theory the values for the

minimization of the LL^IO (the lowest

to be 0.15. yielding the

LL 'NIO energy of

4 meV.

The

adiabatic electron aftlnity are negative. However, one cn see

6-31—basis augmented with the four diffuse sp shells is

that Nkith the inclusion of the elecu-on correlation effects the

referred to as 6-31 —^G*,V in the further cluscussion and in Table

electron affinity decreases nearly 3-fold and becomes much less
negative. It is quite possible that by using a method of higher
order than MP2. which only captures the lowest order correlation

: 2) In

the ne.xi step we performed a LTiF optimization of the

U" H;Ot-. anion geometry with the 6-31—basis, allowing

contnbution. one can get a positive electron affinity value.

the position of the diffu.se set X to also be optimized concurrently

Howe-.er. such calculations would exceed our current compu

with the atomic positions.

tational capabilities and could not be done. The picture of the

coordinates of the

We placed no restrictions on the

X set. and although they were allowed to

electron attachment to U*(H;0): would not be complete without

collapse on the atomic centers, this did not occur in the .

investipting a possibility of dipole—bound anionic states of

optimization process.

the cluster.
It should be mentioned that in the dipole—bound anion of a

The optimal geometry that resulted from this optimization
w as virtually identical with the geometry of the neutral complex.

."system with structural complexity similar to the U*(H:0)? cluster

To determine the adiabatic dipole—bound electron affinity. SCF

Lhere may be addiuonal factors contribuung to the bonding effect

and MP2 calculations were performed with the basis set

apar. from the dominating contribution resulting from the

6-31 -~-rQ*X for the anion and the neutral cluster. The electron

dipole-electron interaction. Some of these additional contribu

affinity values were calculated as differences of the total

tions may result from interactions of the excess electron witlj. •

energies.

higher mu'tipole moments of the cluster

energy effects, such as the electron affinity of the dipole-bcund

In iralculations performed to determine very small

TABLE 2: Ofpolc-Booad Adiabalfe Ekctroa Affinity
Caktttelioiii of the Undl'ffliOb Conplci. Total Encifics
In itortrm; CA and LUMO Energy io eV
Anion

uHF/6.31 ++G»jr/A;HF/6-31
UMP2/6-31 -t-+G*-r//i;HF/6.31-+G'*

-640J73 903 6
-642.333 121 I

Neutral
RHF/6-31 —t-C*Jlf//RHF/6-31
UMP2/6-31 -^+G*mHF/6-31 —rG*
dipole momeni[Dl/6-3I-^G*.
-Li;MO/6-31->"t-G*

-640J73 650 I
-642.332 «9 3
4.73
O.OU

EA
0.007
0.013

HF/6-31—rG'JT
MP2/6-3I—G**

'The basis set was augmented with the "X" orbital seL which
conuins four sp shells with exponentsO.015. O.CX)15. 0.000 15. and
0.000015

the neuinl complex, a significaat (eomeny anangement took
place. In the conveiged stnicnae of the neutral complex, each
of the water molecules is connected through two hydro^ bonds
to the uracil molecule. This is different from the anionic
structure, where only a single hydrogen bond exists between
each water molecule and uracil.
The present results seem to confirm our hypothesis that the
valence electron attachment to the uracil—water complex is a
result of the energy gain that occurs when weaker hydrogen
bonds in the complex rupture and this creates electron-deficient
areas where the excess electron can attach and form a stationary
state. This rearrangement makes the snucnire of the valence
anion considerably different from the structure of the neutral
complex, particularly in terms of lengths and numbers of
hydrogen tonds. The energy gain due to elecaon attachment
is sufficient to compensate for the energy loss due to the H-bond
stretching.
We also investigated dipole—bound attachment to the uracil(water) cluster, which was determined to produce an anion with
very small ionization potenual. The results of these calculations
are consistent with the available experimental observations.
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Following the experimental characterization of the \^-dimethylated uracil anion by Bowen and co-workers,
we have undertaken an investigation of the influence of the methylation on the electron affinity of the uracil
molecule. Both experiment and theory agree that, as it is in the case of the isolated uracil molecule, the
methylated uracils can only attach excess electrons into diffuse dipole-bound states. The corresponding electron
affmities are very small (several MeVi. The bonding effect in the dipole-bound state depends on the magnitude
of the molecular dipoie and on the size of the molecule. Selective methylation of the uracil molecule can be
used to reduce or increase the dipoie value and to change the electron affinity of the molecule. The present
calculated results are consistent with the experimental determination that A'jV'-dimethylation of uracil results
in reduction of the electron affinity.

1. Introduction

excess elecvon is located in a very di^se state. The theoretical
results on the (uracil-3H:0)~ cluster anion have led to some

Following the theoretical ab initio calculations of our group'"''
on the electron affinities of (he nucleic acid bases uracil,
thymine, adenme. and guanine, the very recent independent
experiments by Schermann and co-workers at the University
of Northern Paris. France, and by Bowen and co-workers at
Johns Hopkins University^' confirmed that the positive, but very
small, electron affinities of these systems in the gas phase are
due to dipole-electron attachment. Apart from a more funda
mental aspect of this interesting phenomenon, the formation of
stable anions of DNA bases has interesting bioloeicai conse
quences. .\s currently believed, it is a crucial step in a cascade
of events which result from irradiation of the biological matenai
by high-energy radiation."

.Also, the elecuic conductivity of

DN'.A—a topic vigorously debated in recent years"—can be
affected by electrons being trapped by individual bases or base
pairs. The dipole-bound states are different from conventional
anions because the majonty of the electron density of the excess
electron is located outside the molecular frame

These sutes

will be much more significantlv perturbed than the conventional
anions by interaction with other molecules, but still the longrange dipole-electron attractive forces in these states may be
an important factor in determining the electronic properties of
DNA.

Apart from theoretical studies on dipole-bound states

of nucleic acid bases, over the past few vears there have been
attempts to theoretically describe stable valence states of an
excess electron in these systems and their c o m p l e x e s . ' ' W e
recentW presented calculations on the (uracil-3H;0)~ anion
which showed that there is an equilibrium strucrurc for the anion
which is considerably different from the structure of the neutral
complex and that the anion at this configuration has a positive
ionization potential.'- In this structure the water molecules are
connected through single hydrogen bonds to uracil, which is
different from the neutral cluster where two hydrogen bonds
connect each water molecule to the uracil molecule.

Tne

analysis of the charge distribution of the excess electron in the
(uractl*3H:0)" anion indicated that the anion has a valence
character and the excess electron is located near the valence
area of the complex.

In an independent calculation we also

speculation on the physical principle laying behind the formation
of a valence anionic sute in a hydrogen bonded molecular
complex.

We attributed this ability to changes in structure of

the hydrogen bonds in the complex, upon attachment of an
excess electron.

Stretching or rupturing of some weaker

H-bonds in the complex may create electron-deficient areas
where the excess electron car anach and form a stationary sute.
If this happens, the molecular structure of the anion will be
considenbly different from the structure of the neutral complex,
particularly in terms of lengths and numbers of the hydrogen
bonds.

For i single, isolated molecule with ionic or covalent

bonds, the above-described mechanism will probably not work,
because 'Jje average bond energy is considerably higher than
the ene'gs of a hydrogen bond and its stretching or breakage
can. only m rare cases, be compensated b> the energy gain
resulting from electron atuchment. In such situations it seems
that a more probable valence state of the excess electron in the
anion, if a exists. *oula be a state which is delocalized over
the whole molecule. If the molecule has a dipoie moment, the
excess electron may be, in pan, described b> a dipole-bound
wave funcnon and in part by a wave function in the valence
region.

The uracil anion was an example of this type of

interplay between the dipole-bound and valence attachments,
with the majority of the elecu'on charge distribution located in
the dipole-bound state

The dipoie moment of the molecule

can be reduced or enhanced b> selective methylation.

The

methylation can also change the balance between the valence
and dipole-bound components of the wave function descnbing
the excess electron. This phenomenon is studied in the present
work. Recent expcnments performed by Bowen and co-workers
have shown that the .VjS-dimethylation of the uracil molecule
results in decrease of its electron affinity which corresponds to
dipole-bound attachment. In the present work we present results •
of theoretical ab initio calculations, which agree with this
finding. We also study some dipole-bound electron attachment
to some other doubly methylated uracil systems to see how
methylation at other sites of the molecule changes the electron
affinity of uracil.

found a dipole-bound state of the (uracjl*5H:0)" anion that has
3 very similar structure to the neutral complex and where the

2. .Method of Calculation and Numerical Results
As suggested by Guiowski et al..''* one can view the dipole-

* •\t'«.'act published m AJtanct -tCS Aps:rj.:f. Sfpiembr 15. ;9<?7

bound interaction of an e.xcess electron with the molecule as

Ufifiii

(2) Next we peifonned RHF calculations for both mowcules
with the basis set consisting of the standard 6-31-Kj* basis set
augmented with an additional set of three diffuse sp -shells with
exponents equal to a. 0.1a and O.OIou where a is a scaling
factor. The additional set was added to the standard set to
describe the orbiul which is occupied by the excess electron in
the dipole-bound state for each of the anions. In the Koopmans'
approximation, this orbital is represented by the lowest unoc
cupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the neutral system, which
for a dipole-bound state should have a negative orbital energy.
The additional set was selected based on the previous
analysis."'" where numerical orbitals produced by the Hartree-Fock (HF) and Multiconfiguration self-consistent field
(MCSCF) procedures for some dipole-bound diatomic polar
systems were projected onto Slater-type atomic orbitals.
The additional diffuse set was placed at the end of the
molecular dipole moment vector, whose origin was located in
the center of mass of the molecule.
The purpose of these calculations was to find the optimal

HIO

value of the scaling factor cu which was determined by
minimization of the LUMO energy.

NN-Oimethvl-Uraeil

This optimal value was

determined to be 0.0838 and 0.0678 for U and NNU mole
cules. respectively.
18.8 and 7.2

referred to as 6-3

1

"/-"N

NNU. respectively.

The

6-31 -hC basis augmented with the three diffuse sp -shells is

K13

!

HU

The corresponding LUMO energies are

MeV for U and

1H X
-

G*

in the further discussion and in the

tables. In the calculations for uracil we also used a set denoted

C9 .U

as 6-3l-i"i-G**V. where the Y diffuse set was obtained from
X by adding two additional sp-shelis with exponents 0.838 and

<r.

>

O.OOO 0838. With such generated basis sets we calculated the

I C5

restricted Hanree-Fock (RHF) and MP2 energies of the neuual

HIS

L' and .NTsl) systems and their dipole moments.

1
-••N c=

The results

are snown in Table 1. The dipole mcment value of 4.6! D for
.VNU is slightly lower than the value of 4.94 D obtained for U.
(3) Next we performed unresuicted Hartree-Fock (UHF) and

°®

M3 j

.

%

unrestricted .Mcller-Plesset (UMP2) calculations for the U- and

•
OT

.N'NXT-aiiions using the 6-31-rG*X basis set and rhe geometries
of the

H:* ,

. t. CIO

te.« how

^-'VD
^
HI a

respective

neutral

systems

For the

uracil

anion,

calculations were also done with tlw 6-31 —^G**Y basis set to
converged the resniis obtained with the

ST.aller

6-3l-"G*X basis set arc. The vertical electron affinity (EA)
was calculated for each system as the difference between the

HI:

anion energy and the energy of the neutral.

The results are

Figure 1. Scniciures of uracil and VjV-dimeihyluracil obtained in this
work.

preaented in Table 1.

Similar to intermoiecular forces. Here. also, one can distinguish

These values increase to 30 and 10 7 .MeV when electron

At the UHF level of theory', both U and

NNU have positive vertical E-Xs equal to 22.2 and 8.3 MeV.

different interaction effects such as electrostatic, polarization,

correlation effects are accounted for at the MP2 level of theory.

e.xchange. and dispersion interactions. .\s we demonstrated in

The

our previous calculations."" the electron correlation contnbution

6-31—^G**V basis set are virtually identical with the results

to all these interactions can be significant and may result not

obtained with the smaller basis.

only from the dispersion interaction of the e.xtra electron with

results obtained

for

uracil

with

the

more e.xtended

(3i In the next step we calculated the adiabatic E.As for U

the electrons of the core, which is exclusively a correlation

and \NU.

effect, but also from a ffiquently

and N'M.'-anion geometries with the 6-31 —G"X basis, allowing

sizable correlation contribution

First we performed LUF optimizations of the U-

to the molecular dipole moment. The lowest ab initio level of

the position of the diffuse set X to also be optimized.

theory which provides ar. account of the dispersion forces and

optimal geometnes which resulted from these optimizations are

The

the correlation correction to the dipole moment is the .MP2 level

very close to tfie geometnes of the neutral complexes.

(the second-order Moller-Plesset perturbation theor> t.

determine the adiabatic dipole-bound electron affinity for the

This

To

IS a suitable level of the theor>- for the systems considered in

two systems. HF and MP2 calculations were done with the

the present work. All the calculations presented in this work

6-31—G".\ basis set for the anions and the neutral molecules.

have been performed wu.h the G.\L'SSI.W94 progra.Ti pack

The optima! HF/6-3l-G*.\ structures were used

in these

the following calculations: In the tlrst

calculations. The electron affinity values were calculated as

step \ke determined the equilibrium structures of the uracil (U)

differences of the total energies of the anion and neutral systems

the RHF/

and the results are presented in Table 2. We should mention

age.'-'

We have done

and .V.V-dimethyluracil iNNNl) neutral molecules at

6-31—G** level of theor> . The calculated molecular geom

that at each computational step small convergence tolerances

etries are shown in Figure 1.

have been used to ensure high precision of the results.

The
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Meihylaiion Reduces Electron Affinity of Uracil
TABLE 1: Vertical Electron Affinity (Calculations of Uracil
and yVJV-Dimelhyluracil*

uracil

iVjV-dimeihyluracil

-41:.494 05: 1

-490.5539 482

-419.4813715

-490.539 106 4

-413.638 945 4

-491.964 207 9

160

Uracil

neutral svsiem
RHF/eOI-^-G"//
RHF/6-3I-+G"

RHF/6-31-^G•(5dlX//
RHF/6-3I-!—G""
MP2/6-3I-^C*(5d)X//
RHF/6-3l-r*G" •
RHF/6.3l-t—G"t5d)Y//
RHF/6-3l-^-G"'
MP:/6-3I+-G**(3d)Y//

RHF/eOI-i—G"''

LLfMO/6-31-G*i5d)X
LUMO/6-31—G"(5diY
u/RHF/6-31-^G"
a/RHF/6-3l-G*{5d)X
anion (at the RHF/6-3I+—G"
geomeirv of the neutral)
L'HF/6-3lfG*(5d)X

L-MP/e-Sl+GVSdjX

HOMO/6-3l*G*(5d)X
LW/eOI-!—G**t5d)Y
UMP:!/6-3I--^G"(5d)Y
HOMO/6-31—G"(5d)Y
vertical electron afflnity
HF/6-31-C*(5d)X
MP:/6-31+G*(5d)X
HF/6-31-+G"(5d)Y
MP:/6-31-r-G"t5d)Y

-412.493 144 5
-413.672 803 3
18.8
19.1
4,94
4.94

-412.482 186 4
-413.640(M8 5

-26.2

7.2
4.61
4.61

-490.539 410 5
-491.964 602 1
9.5

-412.493 973 9
-413.673 909 8

N.N-Dimethvl-Uracil

26.8
22.2
30.0

8.3
10.7

22.6
30.1

' Total energy in hanrees and electron affinities: HOMO and LUMO
energies in MeV and dipole moments (j^) in Debye." X set for uracil,
three sp-shells with exponents (0.0838. 0.008 38 and 0.0(X)838i. X
set for N'A'-dimethyluracil. three sp-shells with exponents (0.0678.
0.00678. and 0.000 678).' Core electrons are not correlated. Y Jet
for uracil, tlve sp-shells with exponents (0.S38. O.CSJS. O.OO
0.000 8.38. and 0.000 083 8).

TABLE 2; Adiabatic Electron Affinity Calculations of
L'radl and iV^V-Dimethvluracil*

neui.'al svstem
RHF/6-31—C"i5diX//
RHF/6-31-G"X"
S<P2/6-31—G"(5d)X//
RHF/6-31-G*X'^
anion
UHF/6-31—C"i5d>.V/
'JHF/6-3l-G*X
—G"(5d)X//
UHF/6-3l-G'X
adiabatic electron affinitv
HF'6-31—G**<5d>X
.MP:/6-31—C"i5diX

'-•MP:V6-31

uracil

;V.V-dimethvluracil

-412.493 ICS •

-490 55:929 5

-413.672 855 9

-492 0:~ 887 8

-412.493 98: I

-190.55.^ :53 0

-413.674 3;" 6

-49;.o:8 -145 0

:3.8
40.0

s.s
15:

- Total energies m Hanrees; electron affinities in MeV " See footnote
in Table I. • In the geometrs- optimization for the neutral jvsiem. the
position of the
set was not optimized but taken tram [."le an.ion
geometry optimization. •' Core electrons are not correlate;:

calculated values for the adiabatic EAs for U and NNU are 23.8
and S.8 .VfeV at the HF level of theory and 40.0 and 15.2 eV at
the .MP2 level, respectively.
It IS interesting that, while the HF adiabatic electron aftlnity
is only larger by about 1 MeV than the venical electron affinity,
the .MP2 adiabatic E.A increases by as much as 10 .MeV m
comparison to the vertical E.A ifrom 30.1 to 40.0 .MeV). The
reason for the difference in the HF and MP2 results can be
related to more significant changes in the energies and shapes
of some of the virtual orbitals due to the small structural relax
ation of the anion. These changes will not alter the HF energies,
but may produce some more significant difference in the MPl"

Figure 2. The orbitals occupied by the excess electrons in ihe dipolebound siatis in uracil and .V3'-dimeihylun)c:l anions picted with the
contour if-els I'rom 0.003 to 0.01 i in steps of 0.0005.

energy of the anion. The oni> way to determine whether the
change is physical or not would be by performing higher-order
calculations. However, at present these are not feasible
(4) To visualize the dipole-bound state of the excess electron
in the L'- and NNL'-anions. we present in Figure 2 contour plots
of HOMOs from the SCF'6-3I-G*X calculations. For both
anions the HOMOs are very diffuse and extend away from the
molecule along the direction of the dipole. For the NNU" anion
there are fewer contour lines on the piot. which is a manifesta
tion that the orbital is much tlatter and extends further away
from the molecule than for U". This is consistent with the
smaller .VNU dipole moment and its lower EA. The abovedescribed calculations have shown that AfwV-dimethylation of
uracil results in reduction of the dipole moment and in smaller
dipoie-bci:.^d electron affinity The electron donating effect of
the methyl group can be also used to increase the uracil dipole
moment by methylation at other ring positions. We consider
two such s>steins: I.5-dimethyluracil (U15) and 5.6-dimethyluracil (L'56) (see Figure 3). The calculations of the adiabatic
electron affinities of these systems were performed following
the procedure used for U/U~ and NNU/NNU". The RHF dipole
moments of U15 and US6. equal to S.14 and S.44 D.

and A/JV-diroethyluncil. Due to sb'ghily difTerent level

ti

r

JL

—^

•r

••

1.S-OiRMthyl-

Uracil

5,6-0im«tfiy<Uracil
Figun 3. Structures of U-dimeihyluracil and 5.6-ditnethyluracil
obtained in this work.
TABLE 3: Adiabalic Electron Aflinit}- Calculations of Uand 5.6-Dimethylaled Uracils'

neuval svstem
RHF/6-3l-i--C"(5d)X//
RHF/6-31*G*X*
MP:;6-3 1 -^^G'*(5d)X//
RHF/6-31-G*X'
«/RHF/6-3l-^-G**X
anion
UHF/6-31 —G"X//
UHF/6-3l-G*X
MPl'6-31—G"X//
CHF/6-31-G*X
adiabatic electron affinitv
HF/6.31—G"X
MP2/6-31—G"

1.3-dimetyluraciI

S.6-dimeiliyluracil

-490.565 0713

-490.577 5812

-492.038 750 5

-492.050 885 5

5.14

5.44

-490.505 485 6

-490.578 119 8

-492.039 4:7 8

-492 051799 3

II
18

!5
25

' Total energies in Hanries. electron atfinities m MeV. and dipols
moments lui in Debye. " X set forul5-three sp-sheels w:ih exponenti
(0 0043467. 0.00043467. 0.000043467). .X set for u65-thres sp-ihells
with exponents (0.02383. 0.0023S3. 0.00023831.' Core electrons are
not correlated.
respectively, are slightly larger than the dipole moment of uracil
at this level of thecr>'. However, optiinizations of the o-scaling
factor for the X diffuse set orfottals representing the dipole-bound
electrons lead to values (O.OW 346 7 for L'I5 and 0.023 82 for
U56) smaller than in the case of uracil or even for <V-Vdimethyluracil. The MP2/6-31 ——G**X result for the adiabatic
electron affinity for U15 of 18 MeV (see Table 3i is smaller
than the result for the U56 system (25 .MeV); and this follows
the trend of the dipole moments for these molecules. Despite
larger dipole moments of U15 and U56 than for uracil, these
two systems are predicted to have smaller E.A.S. .•Xn observation
which emerges from this study is that by selectively methylating
some centers in the molecule one can alter tts electron affinity
corresponding to the dipole-bound electron attachmint.

ot Iheoty

applied in the present study than in the study presented before
where we used a lower level of iheoiy', the present results of
40 MeV for the uracil dipole-bound electron affinity is lower
that the previously published result of 86 MeV. The experimenul values for (his system obtained using the photoelectron
spectroscopy^ and the Rydberg electron-transfer method are 93
and SO MeV. respectively. Our recent smdy of the dipole-bound
electron affinity of the hydrogen-fluoride dimer (HF); per
formed using several levels of theory including the coupled
cluster method with triple excitations (CCSDfT)) and with
different basis sets,'-' indicated that including higher order
correlation effects may lead 50-60% increase of the calculated
electron affinity with respect to the MP2 result. This conclusion
IS consistent with our previous observation.^ as well as with
the observation made by Gutowski et al.''' and by Gutsev and
Bartlett."
Therefore, the present MP2 result of 40 MeV for the EA of
uracil can be e.xpected to increase when the higher correlation
effects are accounted for and bener match both experimentally
determined values. The calculated adiabatic electron affinity
of NNU of 15.2 MeV is significantly lower than the result for
U (40 MeV). This finding is consistent with the experimental
observation.- As expeaed. since A^^-dimethylation of U lowers
Its dipole moment, the dipole-bound excess electron forms a
weaker bond with the A^^A^dimethyluracil. In this work we also
calculated electron affinities of two other dimethylated uracils
with higher dipole moments than for the uracil molecule. In
both cases the calculated EA values are smaller than the uracil
E.A values. We can speculate that one reason for this behavior
is that the dipole moment is not the only factor which determines
the EA of the molecule. Among the other factors, one can
mention the size of the molecule which seems to have an
opposite effect than the magnitude of the dipole moment, i.e.,
for two molecules with the same dipole moments, the smaller
one will have a higher dipole-bound electron affinity. This is
probably related to the fact that the excess electron is "pushed
away" more rrom the molecule ir. the larger system than in the
smaller one by the orthogonality conditions which relate the
orbital occupied by the excess electron to the other occupied
^rbitals. One other reason cm be a higher c:-.-:ribution from
us "valence" ar.achment of the e.xvsss eiectror. u hich is related
tc the number of electropositive centcrs m tr.e molecule and
their "local" electron affinities.
-Another interesting comparison, which one can make based
or. the present results, is the U'end in electron bi.nding energies
tor the senes of molecules .V.V-dimethyluracii. 1.5-dimethylaracil and 5.6-d:methyluracil. which share the same stoichiomeu^ Clearly :n this case, the calculated electron affinity values
'MP2 resulu re 15, 18. and 25 MeV. respectively) follow the
increasing vil jes of the dipole moments ithe RHP results are:
4 51. 5.14. ar.w 5.44 D) for the three systems
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Ab'Initio Theoretical Study of Dipole-Bound Anions of

Molecular complexes. Water Molecule Inhibits or
Enhances Electron Affinity of N-Methylaminoadenine*
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Ab initio calculations have been performed to deiemine the electron affinity of the water
complex of N-methylaminoadenine (NMA). This complex has been chosen for this study
because it can form three different isomeric strucou'es with a water molecule hydrogenbonded at three diffmnt NMA sites, and only r%o of these structures have sufficient
dipole moments to fonn a dipole-bound states with an excess elecuvn. In the third
structure, which according to the calculations should be the most subie form, the dipole
moments of NMA and (he water molecule oppose each other resulting in an almost null
dipole moment of the complex, so the complex has no ability to form a stable dipolebound anion. This determination offers an interesung possibility for an experimental
investigation of whether the NM.^.H^O complex Terms an stable anion. If such an anion
is detected, it will mean (hat an electron atu:i:asent can increase the gas- phase
concenu-aiton of the complex, which is thermodynaisically less stable in its neutral form.
Key words; electron aftlnity, hydrogen bond, dipole-bound state, dipole moment,
molecular anion

1. Introduction
Due to extensive theoretical, as well as experimental work [1], it has been
established that excess electrons can be bour.i by the dipole fields of neutral
molecules or cluster systems to form "dipole-bo-r.d anions" if the dipole moment of
the system is larger than approximately 2.5 Debys. Our contributions to the field have
been the studies of dipole-bound ground and excited states of some diatomic polar
molecules with the use of numerical Hanree-Fock and numerical MCSCF procedures
[2-6] and investigations of some diaromic and poiyatomic systems with the use of
the MBPT (Many-Body Perturbation Theory) ar.i coupled-cluster methods [17-21].
Also in more recent works, we calculated eiscu-on affinities of uracil, thymine,
guanine and adenine [13-16]. where ws found :r.a: the excess electron attaches to all
four nucleic acid bases by the vinue of dipole-eiectron attraction. Our calculated
electron affinity values for uracil and thymine r.z'-t recently been confirmed by two
independent experimental measurements perfc:-ed by Bowen and coworkers [17]
and Schermann and coworkers [18].
An interesting phenomenon related to electrcr. attachment to the molecular dipole
field is the interaction of the excess electron wirh homogeneous and heterogeneous
* Dedicated to the memory of Professor Wlodamierz Kolos5
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assemblies of molecules. This has generated considerable interest on both the theore
tical and experimental sides [19-27]. For example, the recent study of electron
attachment to ammonia/waier clusters [29], where the (H20...NH3r dimer anion was
first detecced. represents one of a handful of spectroscopic studies on dipole-bound
anions of smaller molecular assemblies. There are cases in which individual mono
mers forming the complex have no ability to form stable anion due to their low dipole
moments, and onjy when the dipole field is enhanced by a constructive alignment of
the monomeric dipoles can the excess electron attach and form a dipole-bound state.
We have observed such behaviour in our studies of water complexes of uracil
l-methylcytosine [34], as well as in the dimers of ethylene glycol [35] and hydrogen
fluoride [36].
Another interesting aspect of the attachment of an electron to the dipole field of
the complex is the structural change which results from formation of the anion. Since
the dipole-bound electron is only very loosely connected to the systems, its presence
will only affect the most "floppy" intermolecular degrees of freedom. In our previous
calculations on dipole-bound states of some hydrogen-bonded clusters [22-36], as
well as in our most recent works on hydrogen-fluoride dimer [36] and water dimers
and trimers [37] we have observed nouceable changes in the lengths of the hydrogen
bonds - some of them decrease in length by as much as 0.05 A - and in some bond
angles. These "structural polarization" ejects usually resulted in an increased dipole
moment of the cluster, leading to stronger bonding of the excess electron. For
example, as it was also found in the study by Bouteiller er al. [28]. our investigation
shows [37] that the water dimer anion can appear in two conformations "trans" and
"cis" (this refers to the relative orientation of the hydrogen not involved in the
hydrogen bond in the first water molecule which donates its second hydrogen to the
hydrogen bond, and to the two hydrogens of the second water molecule) while the
neutral water dimer only exists in the "trans" conformation. For the water trimer the
structure of the anion is open and almost linear, which is in contrast with a closed
structure of the neutral cluster [37].
The experimental observation provides a basis to speculate that the cooperative
effect inforcing the strength of the hydrogen bond in the dimer plays a role in binding
the excess electron to the cluster. For smaller molecular assemblies this phenomenon
can be investigated with the use of ab-initio techniques. The present theoretical
characterization of the N-methylaminoadcninc/water anion [(NM.^.H20 r'] is moti
vated by an interesting possibility that this system can form dipole-bound anions in
some conformations and lack of this ability for some others depending on the total
dipole moment of the complex.
In the context of experimental work on dipole-bound electron attachment to
molecular clusters, one should also mention the work of Schermann and coworkers.
Their measurements, based on the charge transfer collisions between laser-excited
xenon Rydberg atoms and molecules or complexes with larger dipole moments were
shown to be a very effective way of generating and analysing the dipole-bound anions
[27,28.32]. It is probably within the range of this experimental technique to investi
gate the anions which are theoretically described in the present work.
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2. Method of Calculation and Numerical Results
The computational procedure used in this study is similar to the one employed
previously in calculations of the electron affinities of ethylene glycol dimer. and
water complexes of uracil and l-methyl-cytosine [33-35]. The use of very diffuse
basis functions and an account of the electron correlation energy are essential in
calculations on dipole*bound anions because in these systems the excess electron is
usually significantly delocalized along the direction of the molecular dipole. The
extent of the delocalization depends on the magninide and orientation of the dipole.
These parameters are usually sensitive to the level of the theoretical treatment used
in the calculations and to the degree the electron correlation effects are accounted
for. An important part of the electron correlation contribution can be attributed to the
dispersion interaction of the excess electron with the electrons of the neutral system.
As calculations performed in our group and calculations done by others [39] indicate,
the values of the dipole-bound electron affinities in some cases can increase almost
three-fold when electron correlation effects are included.
The present work has been done with the use of the GAUSSIAN94 program
package [38]. The following calculations have been performed:
Ci) In the first step three different structurss of the (NMA.HiO) complex (called
here NMA-N2, NMA-N5 and NMA-N9) were optimized at the RHF/6-31-r+G**
level of theory. The optimal structures are shown in Fig. I, and the corresponding
total energies, relative energies and dipole moments are presented in Table I. The
RHF dipole moment values differ considerably between the complexes. For the most
stable form, NMA-N2, the dipoles of NMA and water oppose each other resulting in
an almost null dipole of the complex. For the other two forms the dipole moments
are more significant and equal to 4.607 and 3.729 Debye, for the NMA-N5 and
NMA-N9 complexes, respectively. Both dipole-moment values significantly exceed
the theoretically-determined threshold value of 1.625 Debye [40-42] for the forma
tion of stationary dipole-bound anionic states. They also exceed the value of 2.5
Debye which is considered to be the practical lower limit for detection of molecular
dipole-bound anions by the most advanced experimental methods [32].

Table I. Total and rslative energies and dipols moments c: \iatcr complexes of N-methylaminoadenine.

.NMA-.N:
RHF/6-3L-M.G'V/RHF/6-3L—G" [hartree]
MP2/6-3 IT-»G"//RHF/6-31--G
MP2 Relative Energies [U/moli
Dipole moment [Debyel

-581.-U5FC5L
0.
0.8S-:

NM.A.NS
-S79.61S5S08
-5814332648
19.17
4.607

NMA.N9

-579,6227802
-581.4444666
2.88
3.729

"Core eiecuons not correlated.

(ii) In the next step we optimized the basis set of diffuse orbitals for describing
the states of dipole-bound excess electron in the N?^A-N3 and NMA-N9 dimer
anions. This optimization was done with the standard 6-31+G* basis set augmented
with an additional set of three diffuse sp shells with exponents equal to a, 0.1 x a,
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Figure 1. SCF/6-31++G*" optimized structure of N-mcthylamiN-mcth
noadenine/water complexes

and 0.01 x a. where a is the scaling factor. Only the scaling factor was optimized
in the calculation. The additional set was selected based on the analysis presented
before [2-4], where numerical orbitals produced by the Hartree-Fock and MCSCF
procedures for some dipole-bound diatomic polar systems were projected onto
Slater-type atomic orbitals. The additional diffuse set was placed at the point whose
coordinates were equal to the dipole moment coordinates, with the molecular prin
ciple rotational axis aligned with the axis of the coordinate system (standard orien
tation). The purpose of these calculations wa$ to determine the optimal value of the
scaling factor a, which was accomplished by minimization of the LUMO (the lowest
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unoccupied orbital) energy. This optimal value was determined to be 0.0076492 for
the NMA-N5 complex and 0.0049000 for the NMA-N9 complex. The 6-31+G* and
6-31-H-G** basis sets augmented with the three diffuse .rp-shells are referred to as
6-31+G*X and 6-31++G**X in the further discussion and in Table 2.

Table 2. Energies from sjnicture optimization of the anions of N-methyiaminoadenine - wate complexes
and their neutral counierpans performed at the HF/6-3 l40*(M)X* level of theory.
NMA-N5

NMA-N9

-579.5871127

-579.5914811

-579.587058

-579J914018

Anion'
UHF [hanrees]
Natural''
RHF [hartrees]

'Additional diffuse basis functions (X set) contained the following orbitals;
For NMA-N5: sp(0.0076492) + sp(0.00076492 • sp(0.000076492)
For NMA-N9: sp(0.0049000) + sp(0.00049000• $p(0.000049000)
'The position of the diffuse set X was optimized along with the atomic coordinates in the calculation of
anions. In the calculation of the neutral complex, the X position was fixed in the point detennined in the
calculation for the corresponding anion.

(iii) In the next step we performed structure optimization of the the NMA-N5 and
NMA-N9 anions at the UHF/6-3I+G*X level of theory. In these optimizations the
coordinates of the X set were also optimized. After the optimal structural parameters
were determined for the anionic complexes, the geometriss of the neutra! clusters
were reoptimized with the RHF/6-3I+G'*X procedur: with the X set for each of the
complex placed at the position obtained from the corresponding anion structure
optimization. The coordinates of the X set were not optimized. The reoptimizations
of the geometries of the neutral complexes were dons to assure that the the anionic
and neutral systems are treated at an equivalent level of theory. A comparison of some
parameters for the NMA-N5/(NMA-N5)" and NMA-N9/(NMA-N9r indicates that
there is virtually no change in the dimer geometries upon attachment of an excess
electron.
(iv) In the final step we calculated the adiabaiic electron affinity of the NMA-N5
and NMA-N9 clusters. When very small energetic eft';cts such as electron affinity of
dipole-bound electrons are calculated, maintenance of very high accuracy at each
computational step is essential. Therefore. vcr\ low tolerances were used for SCF
and post-SCF calculations as well as in geometr> optimizations in the calculations
presented here. The electron affinity results are shown in Table 3. The calculations
were done at the HF/6-31++G**X and MP2/6-31-r+G**X levels of theory using the
geometries of the neutral and anionic clusters obtained as described in the previous
section. At the HF level the electron affinities of both complexes are positive but very
small (3 and 2 meV for the NMA-N5 and NMA-N9 complexes, respectively). Slightly
smaller electron affinity for the NMA-N9 complex is a reflection a smaller dipole
moment of this complex compared to the NMA-N5 complex. As it has been the case
in our previous studies on dipole-bound anions, the electron correlation effects
included at the lowest level of perturbation theor>' (MP2) results in a two-fold
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increase of the electron affinities for both complexes. This increase in electron
affinity is due to the correlation-induced change of the dipole moment of the neutral
complex as well as to the dispersion interaction which increases the strength with
which the excess electron is bound to the complex. Inclusion of higher order electron
correlation effects will more likely result in further increase of the electron a^mities.
Table 3. Adiabatic elecuon affinity calculations of N-methylaminoadenine - water complexes. Calcublions perfonAed with 6-31•t^**(5d)X bases at optimal geometry for each sustem (See Table 2).
Anion

NMA-NS

NMA.N9

UHF [haruee]
UMP2*
Natural Complex

-579.6174070
-581.4152948

-579.6215509
-581.4216025

RHF
MP2'

-579.6173006
-579.6214680
-581.4213745
-581.4150615
Electron AfHnity [meV]

HF
MP2

3
6

2
6

'Core electrons not correlated.

For the (HF)2 dimer, which we have studied recently [36], inclusion of correlation
effects through infinite order in the CCSD(T) calculations (with aug-cc-pvdz basis
set augmented with some diffuse orbitals) resulted in an increase of the electron
affinity from 26 meV at the MP2 level to 39 meV at the CCSD(T) level. Similar
changes can be expected for NMA/water compiexes, however calculations witn t'm
use of the coupled-cluster method for these systems are not feasible at present.
Therefore our present MP2 values of the NMA-N5 and NMA-N9 complexes, both
equal to 6-meV, should be considered as lower bounds and very approximate.
(v)The electron attachment to the field arising from the molecular dipole moment
leads to an orbital for the excess electron which is diffuse and localized along the
dipole moment direction. In Fig. 2 we present contour plots of the HOMOs (Highest
Occupied Molecular Orbital) from the SCF/6-3 l+-»-G"'X calculation for the (NMAN5)~ and (NMA-N9r anions. 2-D and 3-D plots are shown for both of the complexes.
In a way typical for a dipoie-bound states, the maximum of the HOMO for each of
the dimer anions is located several bohr away from the molecular frame of the dimer.
The picture also shows that the spaciai extent of the orbitals is much bigger than the
volume occupied by the dimer. As one can notice, the position of the water molecule
in the complex affects the relative orientation of the HO.MO with respect to the NMA
molecule.
3. Conciusions
In this work we demonstrated, based on ab-initio calculations, that two of three
possible isomers of the NM.Vwater dimer possess positive electron affinities. The
excess electrons are attached to the comple.xes through their attractive interaction
with the dipole fields. The complex which is predicted to be unable to form a
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0
N M A - N5
NMA - N5

NMA - N9
NMA - N9
Figure 2. KOMOs of ths anions of S-meihybminoadenine/water complexes piotied with the 0.0030.
C.0028.0.0026 0.0024. 0 0022.0.0020 and 0.0018 contour lines (for the 2*0 plots) and with
the 0.0018 contour surface (for the 3-D plots).

dipole-bound state with the excess electron is the most stable neutral form. Our best
estimations of the NMA-N5 and NMA-N9 electron affinities obtained at the MP2
level of theory are both equal to 6 meV.-This prediction opens an interesting
possibility of an experimental verification of whether the NMA/water complex binds
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an excess electron. If it does, it would mean that electron attachment can effectively
shift the equilibrium of the three NMA/water complexes to favor the one (NMA«N9)
which, as a neutral complex, is slightly higher in energy than the most stable isomer
(the present calculation predicts the energy difference to be about 2.9 KJ/mol), but
which lowers its energy gap with respect to the most stable isomer upon electron
attachment.
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AB INITIO THEORETICAL STUDY OF DIPOLE-BOUND
ANIONS OF MOLECULAR COMPLEXES.
WATER TRIMER ANION
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Ab initio theoretical study of dipole-bound anions of molecular complexes.
Water trimer anion
Oayle M. A. Smith, Johan Smets, Yasser Elkadi, and Ludwik Adamowfcz
Dtpartmeni of Chemiitry. Univtrsiiy of Arizona. Tucson. Arizona 8572J
(Received 2 June 1997; accepted 15 July 1997)
We present resulu of ab initio calculations oF our study of (HjO)^ . The main conclusions of this
work are as follows: the most stable cyclic stnicture of (H^O)] has a dipoie moment too small to
form a dipole-bound state with an excess electron: the dipole-bound anioa of the water trimer
observed experimentally appears to be a hydrated complex of the water dimer anion. (H20)2 . by
a single water molecule. The water trimer anion. (H:0)7. has an open shape. The calculated
venical electron detachment energy of this anion is predicted to be equal to 141 meV. which is in
good agreement with the experimental value of Bowen and co-workers, equal to I42r 7 meV.
.AJthough the open optima] geomeuy of the (H^O)^ anion obtained in the present calculations is an
equilibrium strucnjre. its energy is higher than the energy of the cyclic equilibrium strucnire of the
neuual complex, indicating that the anion is a metastable system. Based on calculaiions. we predict
significant differences in the IR vibrational spectra of (H;0)3 and (H20)3~. which may be used for
identincation of the two species. ® 1997 American Institute of Physics. [50021-9606(97)01639-5]

I. INTRODUCTION
There has been considerable theoretical and experimen
tal interest in the phenomenon of the *'solvated electron"
dating back to the early sixties when this species was first
postulated.' The nature of electron states in a wide variety of
media has been investigated by various theoretical and expenmental techniques. The early pioneering investigations in
this area on the theoretical side include works by N'ewton.
Chipman. Kesmer. Jortner. and Rao,* Willqvist,' Bamen/
and co-workers. In their path-.Monte Carlo calculations,
Waliqvist et al? first predicted that the water trimer in its
linear conformation can bind an electron in a diffuse surface
sute with the binding energy of about 4-9 meV. They also
stated that electron atuchment should induce observable
structural changes in the water trimer. Waliqvist it d. attrib
uted the binding effect or the excess electron in water trimer
anion to the dipole-electron interaction, but they also pre
dicted that the ?-water polarization term is likely to be importaiii.
The interesting phenomenon related to electron attach
ment to the molecular dipoie field is the interaction of the
excess electron with homogeneous and heterogeneous as
semblies of molecules. This has generated considerable in
terest o n both 'iie theoretical and experimeatal s i d e s . F o r
example, the recent study of electron artach.-nent to
ammonia/water clusters.''* 'Ahere the f "dimer
anion was first detected, represents one of a handfu! of spec
troscopic investigations on dipole-bound anions of smaller
molecular assemblies. It is interesting that in the case of
ammonia and water, while individual molecules cannot bind
e.xcess electrons to form stable molecular anions, theu' clus
ters possess this ability. However, for ammonia complexes
no cluster anions are formed unless the cluster size is greater
than or equal to 34 molecules. Beyond .V = 34. all cluster
anion sizes are observed. Water, on the other hand, forms all
cluster anion siies^ [Haberiand et al} did not see the
578fi
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(H:0)J anion io their experiment]; however, the signals cor
responding to (H:0)7 . 1= 3.4,5.8.9.10 are very weak, sug
gesting that the anions of this cluster may be metastable in
the gas phase.Also, mixed water-ammonia anions seem to
exist for most of the size^ fwich some exceptions for smaller
sizes).The (HF); dimer belongs to the same category as
water dimer or water-ammonia dimer in the sense that the
monomer HF molecule does not form a stable anion with an
excess electron, and only when the dipoie field is enhanced
by the constructive alignment of two HF molecules can the
excess electron atuch and form a dipole-bound state. Recent
theoretical calculations of Gutowski and Skurski,'' as well as
our theoretical investigation'' and experimental study by
Hendricks and co-workers.have provided evidence for this
phenomenon.
The theoretical study on dipole-bcund anions of molecu
lar complexes staned with an imponant milestone paper of
Jordan and Wendoloski.'* where the dipole-bound (HF)7
anion was first calculated and where the first determination
•*as made regarding its stability. At uhat time the electron
attachment to polar molecules had been predicted based on
early theoretical considerations of the point-dipole-electron
jvstem by Femii and Teller^'^ and other pioneers in the
rield.*'""^ With the development of faster computers, the
phenomenon of dipole-elecj^on interactions have been tested
ir. ab inittc calculations on molecular xiions with the aim of
determining the electron afnnity and charge distribution of
the excess electron. For panicularly significant contnbutions
in this area, credit should be given to Jordan and Simons and
their co-workers." who were the first to present more accu
rate. large-scale calculations on some dipole-bond systems
including cluster anions.
Our contnbutions to the tield have been studies of
dipole-bound ground and e.xcited states of some diatomic
polar molecules with the use of numerical Hartree-Fock and
numerical MCSCF procedures*""^ and investigations of
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some diatomic and polyatomic systems with the use of the
MBPT (many-body penurbation theory^ and coupled-cluster
methods.''"^ Also in more recent works, we calculated elec
tron affinities of uracil, thymine, guanine, and adenine.^""'
where we found that in these systems the excess electron is
also attached by the dipole field. Our calculated electron af
finity values for uracil and thymine have recently been con
firmed by two independent e.xpenmenul measurements per
formed by Hendricks and co-workers'" and Desfran^ois and
co-workers."** These two groups are among the most active in
studying dipole-bound anion systems usmg mass spectral
and photoelectron spectroscopic methods and. as has been
the case in some of our previous studies, the present work is
also motivated by their investigations. In particular, the mea
surement performed in Hendricks' group'' of the venical
electron detachment energy for water trimer anion, which
resulted in the value of I42r7 meV. significantly different
from the earlier Wallqvist et al. prediction of 4-9 meV.^ was
the reason for undertaking thjs investigation.
In gas phase studies of dipole-bound cluster anions, it
has frequently been observed that the increased size of the
molecular cluster also results in an increased electron affin
ity. As mentioned earlier, such a phenomenon occurs for the
hydrogen fluoride dimer. where the monomer molecule is not
capable of supporting a dipole-bound state i dipole moment
of a single HF molecule is around 1.8 Debyei. but the dimer
with the dipole of around 3.2 Debye forms a suble dipolebound anion. Water monomer and dimer belong to the same
category. In the gas phase, where the experimental studies of
dipole-bound anion.< are investigated, there irs coniiderabie
attractive interactions between the charged anionic com
plexes and neutral molecules and comple.xes. These inte.-actions may lead to formation of larger anionic aggregates
which may enhance the binding of the excess electron to the
enlarged system. The strictures of the larger charged com
plexes. which produce reacuons of smaller anionic and neu
tral units, may be different from tiie structures of the nejtraj
clusters of the same size due to the presence of the excess
electron. For example, an attachment of an HF neutral mono
mer to the (HF)r dimer xiion may lead not to a cyclic
system, which is probably preferably formed by three ne'-tral
HF monomers, but to a cluster with a "zigzag" linear shape
with a larger dipole moment, which leads to a stronger at
tachment of the excess electron and. consequently, to a iower
total energy. .A similar situation may occur in water clusters.
The attachment of an H;0 molecule to a water dimer xi;on.
(H;0)f . may produce in amonic complex 'Ahich. unlike Lhe
neutral (H;0);. cyclic system, has an open SL'-Jcture. a rr.uch
larger dipole moment, and a signincant dipcie-bounc elec
tron affinity. The expenmental studies of Hendncks 2nd
co-workers" QH the water cluster anions, where the trmer
anion's electron bmding energy was deterTO.-ed to be i-i2
-1 me v. suggests that this is. indeed, the case since the
cyclic cluster can be expected to have a rather low dipole
moment and no ability to form a dipoie-bound anion. Ir. the
present work we perfomed u*o incio theoretical calculations
which were aimed to venfy this hy pothesis.
The stability of the excels electron attached to a molecu

lar cluster, thereby forming a dipole-bound state, results
from a dynamic equilibrium. Due to the usually "floppy"
nature of the intermolecular vibrations, the cluster, even at
very low temperatures, should be considered as a system
where the zero-point vibrations, panicularly those corre
sponding to intermolecular modes, result in considerable un
certainties of the relative positions of the monomers which
form the cluster. This, in mm. leads to a situation where not
only is a single cluster geometry involved in the formation of
the dipole-bound state, but a range of different geometries
are involved and should be taken into account, each appear
ing with a probability which can be determined using the
ground state vibrational wave function. This view Is consis
tent with the determination made by Bamett and co>workers
for the water dimer anion using quantum simulation tech
niques and ab iniiio electronic structure calculations."* In re
lated recent work. Bouteiller and co-workers."*' using density
functional theory calculations, determined that the water
dimer anion has a considerably different equilibrium struc
ture than the neutral cluster. However, the density functional
approach should probably not be the preferred method to
study very weakly bonded cluster aniens, since this method
has not been parameterized for such calculations. Therefore,
the results of their calculations reflect the fact that the cluster
geometry, due to its flexibility in the intermolecular degrees
of freedom, can be altered upon attachment of the excess
electron.
In this work we employ high-level ab initio quantum
mechanical methods, including the coupled-cluster approach
with single, double, and triple excitation—the latter ones ac
counted for in a penurbative manner—to determine the
structure and the vertical ionization potential of the dipolebound water trimer anion. Our interest in this prototype sys
tem stems from a broader question related to the formation
and stability cf dipoie•bcu.^d xnions of molecular clusters—a
topic *hich has been vigorously investigated both theoreti
cally and experimentally in recent years.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION AND NUMERICAL
RESULTS
The computational prccedure used m this study is simil.ir to the one employed previously in calculations of the
electron affinities of ethylene glycol dimer. water complexes
of uracil and 1-me'Jiyi-cytosine and. particularly, in the cal
culations on hydrogen fluoride dimer.'""" •' .As 'xe demon
strated in tne iHFi;/iKF f calculations, the use of very dif
fuse basis function: a.'id an account cf the electron
correlation energy '*ith rjgh-'.evel methods are essential to
describe the excess eiectrcn in dipole-bound anions. In these
systems, the excess elec^-on is usually signiiicantly delocaltzid aiong the direction of the moleculx-- dipole moment. The
extent of the delocaimtic.i depends on the size and orienta
tion of the molecular dipcle and on the size of the system.
The calculated dipole .Tcment is usually sensitive to the
level of the theoretical treatment used in the calculations and
to the degree the eiectrcn correlauon effects are accounted
for. The study on the tHF-f anion indicated t.hat the calcu
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TABLE L Sinicniic opumizmoa of (H:0)] and (HjO)]* ai ite MP! level
wi«h the 6-31 •-C**X'taiu !«.

Selected itnictunl panmetm
*0,0. [-^1
*Q.Oj
»oio^, [ilegrees]
*H.O,
®H.O.H.
*H,0.
aH,o.H.

\a>Z [hanree]
Dipole motnent [Debye]

(H:0))

(HjOlj*

2.803
2.796
60.0

1803
2.868
123.4

0.976
0.964
106.6

0.968
0.968
104.8

0.975
0.963
106.6

0.976
0.964
1050

0.976
0.964
106.4

0.975
0.963
104.1

-2:8.7:4 II

-228.718 75

1.08

7.49*

IH,0),

The X set coiutsu of six ip-sh<lts wiih the following exponeou: O.OS. 0.01.
0.002. 0.0004. 0.000 08. 0.000016. The positions of the X-set shells were
opiiniized m the
siTKnice optummon.
The dipole mcmeni of the neutral (H:0)] calcuUted with the opumal ge
ometry for the aiuon.

(HjOi;
RC. I. Strvcrare^ of IH.Oij ind (H;0)}~ arMcns obuined in this »orlc.

lated electron affinity of the (HF); dimer increases by about
when higher-order electron correlation effects are in
cluded in the calculations. This determination was made by
comparing the second-order perturbation theory (\IP2) re
sults with the results of the CCSDT(T) calculations [MP2
denotes the second-order M«iller-Plesset perturbation theory:
CCSDiT) denotes the coupled-cluster method with single
and double i.xcitations and with penurbatively determined
•jiple-e.xcitation contribution]. The large correlation contri
bution to the bonding energy of the dipole-bound electron is
not only a reflection of the correlation contribution to the
dipole moment, but also, and to much greater extent, results
from the polarization and dispersion interactions of the ex
cess electron with the other electrons in the system.
The present work has been done with the use of the
C.AUSSLAN94 program package.'*' The following calculations
have been performed:
(D In the tirst step the structure of the (H;0)-r dipoleX!und dime: anion was optimized at the MP2 level of theory
•Aith the core electrons not correlated. The optimization was
-..niuated from a structure in which the third water molecule
-as atuched through a hydrogen bond to the equtlibnum
ziometry of L'le water dimer anion to form an "open" trimer
stTJcture. In 'this structure, due to a constructive alignment of
--e dipoles or all three water molecules, a large total dipole
n^oment was achieved. The value of this dipole moment was
calculated at "iie RHF/6-31- ~C" level of theory and the
5:andard 6-31 — G" basis was augmented with si.x sets of
r:7-shells with exponents 0.C5. Q.Q L 0.002.0.Q004.0.000 08.
a.-.d 0.000 01f positioned along the dipole moment direction

at its positive end. The set of additional diffuse shells will be
denoted as "X" in the following aiscussion. The 6-31-i-G" basis set with the additional X i<t will be referred lo
as 6-31 + + G"*X. The additional set was selected based on
the analysis presented elsewhere."^*' where numerical orbitals produced by the Hanree-Fock i-.d .MCSCF procedures
for some dipole-bound diatotruc poiar systems were pro
jected o n t o S l a t e r - t y p e a t o m i c orbitals. T h e 6 - 3 1 — G * " X
basis set which was used in the .MP2 sa^jcture optimization
of t.he (H;0)r anion included full opt:mization of the posi
tion of each of the diffuse shells. The results of the optimi
zation are summarized in Table I and depicted in Fig. I.
Table I also contains results of the stricture optimization of
the neutral water trimer. Tnis optimization was initiated with
the structure of the trimer anion and -Aas performed at the
.MP2 level of theory using the same b.is;5 set as m the' anion
calculations. The positions of the diffused shells were ii.xed
in this optimization and their cocrdini:is were set equal to
the values which were obtained in the calculation of the an
ion structure.
Upon inspection of the geometnca- data in Table I and
the structures in Fig. I. one can notice structural dissimilari
ties between the neutral and anionic ciusters. While the neu
tral complex forms a regular triangular cyclic structure, the
structure of the anion is open and won:a;ns only two hydro
gen bonds. The calculated dipole mome.its of neutral clusters
with the cyclic and open geometries ar: [.08 Debye and '.-19
Debye. respectively. Thus only the ope.- complex can form a
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lit I

TABLE II.

Electron Jctachmeni encrfy md cicctran afllniiy calculations of the
cluster at liiniercm
levels of ihcory itiili the 6-31« -C**X* basis SCL Total CNERIIW in luittm. cIcctRm aiTlnitics in mcV.
L'HF/RHF

MR

CCSD

CCSD<T)

.Anon

-2:8.108 38

-228.734 66

-228.747 38

-2M.758 87

NeuinJ system
11 optimal anion leomesy
at opumal leometry of
the neutnl

-::8.i05 24
-::8.ii:8i

-228.73)24
-228.730 03

-^8.742 49
-228.751 70

-228.753 70
-:;8.763 31

Venical electron
detachment energy
Adiabatic election ailinity

85

120

133

141

-1:1

-146

-IIS

-1:1

Eiperimcni

I42=7»

'Set (ooinoie a in Table I.
'S. T. Arnold Ph.D. thesis. Johns Hopkins t.'nivertity tK. H. Bowen. Jdvisott.

dipole-bound anion. It is also imponanc to notice that at the
level of theory used for the structure optimizations, the anion
energy is higher than the energy of the neutral complex. This
indicates that, although the determined anion geometry is an
equilibrium structure for this system, it is likely a metastable
system. The neutral cluster bom from the water trimer anion
upon ejection of the e.\cess electron will be a vibrationally
"hot" species, which with the loss of the energy will de
scend to the closed triangular equilibrium structure of the
water trimer.
(2) In the ne.xt step we calculated the vertical ionization
potential for the
anion and the adiabatic electron
affinity of the neutral cluster. This involved a calculation of
the total energy of the anion at its equilibrium geomeay and
two calculations of the energy of the neutral cluster per
formed at the anion geometry and at the equilibrium geom
etry of the neutral comple.x. The calculations were done at
the .VIP2. CCSD. and CCSDiTi levels of theory with the
6-31-r-C**X basis set and the results are shown in Table
II. The calculated energy required to remove the excess elec
tron from the dipole-bound anion without changing the ge
ometry of the comple.x (venical detachment energyi in
creases with the level of theoretical sophistication. Our best
value of 141 meV calculated the CCSDiT) level of theor>agrees very well with the e.tpcnmental value of 142
r 7 meV obtained by Hendricks and co-workers usms a photoelectron spectroscopic method.'" Our calculations predict
that when an electron detaches from the dipole-bound water
trimer anion, the strucmre of the tn.iier should change con
siderably to form a cyclic H-bonded complex. This fact
should find its manifestation in the photcelectroa spectrum in
the form of a vibrational structure or a Une broadening Such
patterns have been observed bv Bow en co-worker? i.". some
other dimenc and molecular dipole-bound a n i o n s . ' ' " B o wen's photcelectron spectrum of water tnmer anion is in
deed broader than that of his spectrum of water dimer
atuon." It should also be noticed that the dipole-bound anion
remains metastable at all higher levels of theorv applied in
the present work. i.e.. the predicted .MP2. CCSD and
CCSD(T) adiabatic electron affinity values are all negative.
In order to assist the assignment of the vibrational spec

tral features in the photcelectron spectrum of the water time:
anion, we calculated the fundamental vibrational frequencies
for the neutral water trimer and anionic trimer using the har
monic approximation and the MP2/6-31 -r-C'X level of
theory. In these calculations, the diffuse shells were posi
tioned at the Ot atom in the water molecule, which is located
by the positive end of the dipole in the open thmer. The
vibrational frequencies are shown in Table III. Tlie most ap
parent difference between the frequencies of the neutral sys
tem and the anion are lower-frequency values for the anion
than for the neutral in the low-frequency region. There are
also some noticeable differences in the bending vibrations, as
well as m the OH stretching vibrations, which can be used to
distinguish ihe anion and neutral trimers.
(3 ? Due to the large magnitude of the dipole moment of
the '.sater u-imer in its op«n configuration, the elecuon de
tachment energy is significant in comparison to other dipolebound systems studied previously. The electron attachment
to the field ansing from the molecular dipole moment leads
to an orbitai for the excess electron which is diffuse and
localized along the dipoie moment direction. In Fig. 2 we
present a 3D contour plot (at the contour level of 0.003i or
the HOMO 'highest occupied molecular orbitaii from the

T able in.

HarT.cnic IR frequencies in cm ' and mtensiiies in kirii'moie nn
parsnthesisi cai.-.iiied for
and i.K;Oi-r at U-.e MP2/6-3I- C " X ievel of T.e iheors '
SiUtTji ."T.pieX
'Ci-rrique.ncH rir.cn:

•"s:'. isji";. w.'-:o19:^.

}••• '.0'rK}65i6^ . -5111511. f'lil^O). "CJ'-i-i'; . 36i>lSi
r.;j--triquenc> rir.on.
::9i. iibfC' ;e;:. i5'i. ::i.
u.-. .-"lauj?).
;-"S
lOo.. j965i iOJt. 39601121'

}66Si

Anion HO T
!ci-:":;quenc> rfrcn:

r

i9 165.

198. :•!!. :-u. 316.38*. *03. '49

h;;-:-:requency n^ion:
lili. 1669. 16^:."36*:.

3TZS. 3S06. 3938. 355:. 3961

'X ie; locjteJ ir C ccnsisis cif
five r^-sneils *itfi the fci!e-*ine e*po•nenis; 0 05. 0.0; 3 OO:. O.OOC-. O.OOO OS. 0
016.
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to the neutral cluster and a free electron. Apparently, in th
timescale of Bowen's experiment (-10-5 $). this interccr.
version was sufficiently slow so that the trinier anions wer
detected using mass spectroscopy.
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RC. 1. HOMO of the «ater tnmer anion planed with the 3 x tO'' contour
junacs.

Lr?{F/6-3I- -^C'X caJculation for the
anion. In a
way cypical for dipoie-bound SUKS. [he orbital is diffuse and
is located at peripherals of the cluster. The picture shows that
the spacial e.\tent of the orbital is much bigger than the vol
ume occupied by the trimer.

III. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we demonstrated, based on ab initio calcu
lations. that the water tiimer anion. iH;0)r. is a metastable
dipole-bond anion with an "open" structure which is differ
ent from the "closed" triangular structure of the noncharged
water trimer. The vertical electron detachment energy for the
anion at its equilibrium geometry is predicted to be 141
meV. which is in good agreement to the e.xperimental result
of U2r 7 meV of Hendricks and co-workers.'" The calcula
tions have also shown that the trimer dipole-bound anion has
higher energy than the neutral tnmer. when the energies of
the two systems are calculated at their respective equilibrium
geometries. Considering the above, we can conclude that the
presence of the water trimer anions in the gas phase in Bowen's experiment resulted from reactions of the water dimer
anions, which are vertically and adiabatically stable species,
with water molecules. In this reaction the water molecule
attaches at the opposite side of the dimer to the site where the
dipole-bound excess electron is located. This leads to en
hancement of the dipole moment and enlargement of the
electron detachment energy This picture is consistent with
the view presented by .Arnold and Bo^^en * where they mte-Tireted their results as indicating that the water tnmer an
ion Is the dimer anion solvated by a single water molecule.
.\lthough upon examining the anjon structure calculated in
the present work, one cannot distinguish between the dimer
and the solvating water molecule—structurally the anion
locks like a single molecular complex—the term "solvated
dimer anion" can here be used in reference to the ongin of
this system in gas phase.
this point it is difficult to specu
late how long lived the metastable water trimer anion could
be. The present results indicate that it vull eventually convert
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Ab initio theoretical study of dipole-bound anions of molecular
complexes: Water tetramer anions
Oayle M. A. Smith, Johan Smets, Yasser Elkadi, and Ludwik Adamowicz"
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We present results of ab initio calculations of the
system. The main conclusions of
this work are as follows: The calculated results predict that water tetramer anions are metastable
systems in agreement with weak spectral manifesution of these systems in gas-phase experiments
of Bowen and co-workers: the excess electrons in all four structural isomers of water tetramer
anions found in the calculations are attached to the clusters by the virtue of dipole-electron
interaction: all four (H^O)^ anions found in the calculations are almost isoenergetic but have
different vertical electron deuchment energies (VDEs) ranging from 22 to 279 meV: the most suble
cyclic structure of (H20)4 has a nuU dipole moment and does not form a dipole-bound state with
an excess electron: the water tetramer anions observed experimentally probably are formed as a
result of hydration of the water dimer anion. (H20)r, by a neutral water dimer or by hydration of
the water trimer anion, (H:0)f. by a single water molecule; based on calculations, we predict some
specific [R vibrational features for the anions which can be used for identificauon of these species:
vibrational analysis of all four anions found in the calculations indicate that they correspond to
minima on the potential-energy surface. O 1998 .American Institute of Physics.
[50021-9606(98)30328-1]

I. INTRODUCTION
There has been considerable theoretical and experimen
tal interest in the phenomenon of "solvated electron" daung
back to the early sixties when this species was first
posnilated.' The nature of electron states in a wide variety of
media has been mvestigated by various theoretical and ex
perimental techniques. The early pioneering investigations in
this area on the theoretical side include works by Newton.
Chipman. Kesiner. Rao. Jonner. Berne. Landman, and
co-workers.""'
From the experimental point of view, investigation of
dipole-bound anions is a relatively new field which stared
with the first observation of such anions by Compton and
co-workers.^ However, the fint systemauc study was per
formed by Brauman and Lineberger who initiated a detail
spectroscopic investigation of short-lived excited dipolebound states of radical anions.* Following the discovery of
the water dimer anion and the expenmental evidence of the
diffuse character of its outer electron orbiial by Haberland."
several observations using photoelecTOr. spectroscopy and
free electron sources were reported by Bowen and
CO-workers^"' and Dunning and co-worker^. '"' and using
laser-excited Rydberg atoms as a source of electrons by
Schermann and co-workers.''
Studies of electrons bound to clusters of closed-shell
molecules are important for the ultimate understanding of
phe.nomena associated with electron transfer, photochemical
reactions, polarons. etc.'* One classic and fundamental pro
totypical system involves the interacuon of an electron with
"Eiecffonic .-nail;
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assemblies of water molecules. The discontinuous massspectroscopy intensity panem of the negative charged water
clusters,(H:0)^. where /i = 2, 6. and 7 parent ions are
strongly preferentially formed independent of the ion
source,'*"^ still remains one of the most fascinating aspects
of these excess-electron systems.
Although the n = 2, 6. and 7 water cluster anions ap
pear to be particularly predominant in the gas-phase experi
ments, the other small water cluster anions have been also
detected. In our recent work^ we studied the (HiOjf anion
using high-level ab initio calculations. Bxced on the results
we suggested that the dipole-bound anion of the water tri
mer observed e.\perimentally is formed in the reaction of
water dimer anion. (H;0)r, and a water molecule (solvation
of the anion) and not as a result of electron attachment to the
water trimer. Unlike neutral water trimer, which has a cyclic
structure, the water uimer anion. (HiO)^. has an open "V"
shape; the calculated vertical electron detachment energy of
this anion is predicted to be equal to 141 meV. which is in
excellent agreement with the experimental value of Bowen
and co-workers' equal to 142r7 meV. .Although the open
optimal geometry of the
anion obtained in the calcu
lations was an equilibrium structure, its total energy was
higher than the energy of the cyclic equilibrium structure of
the neutral complex, making the anion a metastable system.
This is in agreement with a weak manifestation of its pres
ence in the experiment. We also predicted that significant
differences should appear in the IR (infrared) vibrational
spectra of (H^Oj and (H;0)3~ which may be used for iden
tification of the two species. Since the spectral signature of
the water tetramer anion is also very weak"' one may expect
that this system (or systems) is also a metastable species. The
O 1998 American institute of Physics

SnMt at aL
purpose of the present calculations is to verify this poiiu.
Water tetramer neutral system has been recently invesdgated with the use of the far-infrared vibration-rotaiiontunneling spectroscopy by Saykally and co-workers*^ and in
two independent theoretical investigations by Schiitz et aL^
and by Gregory and ClaryThe very good agreement be
tween the vibrationally averaged routional constants ob
tained from the calculations and the experimental values
confirmed that the stnicnire of (H20}4 is cyclic with 54 sym
metry.
The stability of the excess election attached to a molecu
lar cluster, thereby forming a dipole-bound sute. results
from a dynamic equilibrium. Due to the usually ''floppy"
nature of the intermolecular vibrauons, the cluster, even at
very low temperatures, should be considered as a system
where the zero-point vibrations, particularly those corre
sponding [o interrnoiecular degrees of freedom, result in con
siderable uncertainties of the relative postDons of the mono
mers which form the cluster. This, in turn, leads to a
situation where not only is a single cluster geometry in
volved in the formation of the dipole-bound state, but a
range of different geometries are involved and should be
taken into account, each appearing with a probability which
can be determined using the giound-state vibradonal wave
function. This view is consistent with the determination
made by Landman and co-workers for the water dimer anion
using quantum simulation techniques and ab initio electrom'c
structiue calculations.'*
In the present calculations we determine structures and
the venicaT ionization energies of water tetramer anions and
compare them with neutral clusters. Our interest in this protot>pe system stems from a broader question which we have
studied ia our previous works and which concerns the effect
of the excess electron on the hydrogen-bond aerwork in mo
lecular clusters including water clusters.

li. METHOD OF CALCULATION AND NUMERICAL
RESULTS
As we demonstrated before, for example in the
(H;0)3/(H;0)3" calculations." the use of very diffuse basis
fiinctions and an account of the electron correlation energy
are essential factors in describing the excess electron in
dipole-bound anions. In these systems, the excess electron is
usually significantly delocalized along the direction of the
molecular dipole moment and the bonding effect is domi
nated by the electrostatic interactions which can quite weiJ
described at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level of theory. How
ever. in the cases we studied a sizable electron correlation
concnbution the bonding energy of the dipole-bound elecffon. The contribution is not only a reflectior. of the correla
tion contribution to the dipole moment, but also, and to much
greater extent, results from the polarization and dispersion
interactions of the excess electron with the other electrons in
the system which are not accounted at the HF level of theorj-.
The present work has been done with the use of the
GACSStANM program package.-' The foOowing calculations
have been performed;
I. In the structure determination of structurally meustable anions, of molecular complex such as the {HiO)^ spe-
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FIG. I. Scrucnirts of iH:0)7 anions obtained in ihis work.

des seems to be. one cannot initiate the search for the equi
librium geometries staning from equilibrium points of the
potential-energy surface (PES) of the neutral complex. On
one hand, the presence of the excess electron may stabilize
structures which are not stable for the neutral cluster, on uSe
other the stable straciures of the neutral complexes may not
possess sufficiently large dipole moment to support an ex
cess electron. Since the attachment of a dipole-bound elec
tron my compete in cerm of energy gain with weaker hydro
gen bonds, it is possible to consider arrangements of the
monomers where the number of H-bonds is reduced to ac
complish the maximal magnitude of the dipole moment. Also
spacial rotamers. which can be expected to be less stable as
neutrals, may gain additional stability upon electron attach
ment if their dipole moment is large enough to support an
eionic. marge. In the case of (H20)7 these can be the excess
electron in a stationary state. Another arzument. which can
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T

A4

A2

A

RG. 2. HOMOs of the wwer tetnmer anions. For the A1 amon the orbital is plotted with the l.5x 10** and 7.0x 10"' contour surfaces. For the .Al and .Canions the orbitaJs are ploned with the l.ix 10'- contour surfaces and for the A4 anion with the 7.0x ;0'' surface.

guide the search for suble coofiguracions of an-ionic com
plexes with a dipoie-bound electron is the realization that
the most likely mechanism of the formation of these com
plexes in the gas phase is not by a direct electron attachment
to the neutral complexes, but by a complexation reaction
where tN^o smaller complexes, one neutral and one anionic.

marge. In the case of
these can be the reactions of
H;0 with metastable (H;0)f or the reaction of (H;0); with
stable (HjO); • In the calculations one needs to initiate the
search for equilibnum structures of the anion from configu
rations of the complex which approximately describe the
possible products of the above-mentioned reactions.

T.^BLc [. fHiO)," cluster anions. Ceometres of the clusters opumiied at the .VlPi'6-31 --0**X level. MP!
and UKF lunresmcted Hanree-Fock) enerpes. the highest occupied orbiui energy (£HOMOJ
zero-point
vibration energy in hartrees. relaave energy (A£) ui kcal/moi.
Complex

NFP2

L'HF

£HCMO

ZPE/MPZ'

£TOT*

A!
.\Z
A3
A4

-304,964 !43
-304.965:08
-3&».964S:6
-304.964 778

-3W.t49 569
-304.148 780
-301.147 658
-30I.I50 00;

-O.OW65
-0.004 39
-0.008 10
-0.000 48

0.096 64:
0.098 381
0.097 793
0.098 377

-304.36* 50:
-304.866 Sr
-30».S67 03.*
-304.366 40 :

'Unsealed ZPE calculated using harmonic apprexiniation at the .MP2/6-31 - -CX level.
'£ror»>fK-ZPE/MPl

00
0.4
O.J
0*

w'

« Of*** vMv* iw.

SnmnaL

ccMy i»*

TABLE 0. Vcncal eiccmm dcuctuncnt energy (VDE) of tfK (HjO)^ ehulen
MR/6-31 »«C**X level. Geometna ol «tt anioiu
otMaincd at die MW 6-31 —G**X l«vd.

TABLE ni.
ia cm*'.
Cooiptes

Comples

Anion

Veuni

VDE [meV]

At
A2

-304.964 143
-304.965:08
-304.964 826
-304.964 m

-304.958 166
-304.959 255
-304.954 580
-304.963969

163
162

A3
A*

Al

m
72
A3

With [he above in mind we have performed an exhaust
ing search for miniina on the potential-energy surface of the
dipole-bound water tetramer anion using the MP2 (the
second-order M^ller-Plesset perturbation theory) method.
Core electrons were not correlated in these calculations. In
this search after the initial structure of the complex was se
lected. we calculated the dipole moment of the neutral com
plex with that structure at the (restricted Hartree-Focic)
RHF/6-31 +
level of theory. If the dipole moment was
large enough to support a dipole-bound excess electron the
6-31-H-^G** basis was augmented with an additional set of
five diffuse .rp-shells with the exponents equal to 0.01,
0.002.0.0004,0.OOO 08. and O.OOO 016 (will call this set X iii
the further discussion) placed at the most peripheral atom of
the cluster located the closest to the positive direction of the
molecular dipole. The 6-31+ +0"" basis set augmented
with the additional X shells will be referred to as
6-31T -rCX. In cases where two atoms (hyrirogens^ were
equivalent and satisfied this condition, the extra set was
placed at the nearest oxygen atom. The purpose of the addi
tional set was to describe the state of ihe excess electron
attached to the dipole field of the molecule, and it was se
lected based on argument which we presented in our previous works on dipole-bound states of diatomic systems with
numencal orbitals,"' as well as in our more recent woric with
Gaussian orbitals on dipole-bound cluster anions."""®
.\s the result of the structural search we located four
equilibrium geometries of the (HjOj species which are de
picted in Fig. 1 (structures: Al. A2, .A3, and .A4). In Fig. 2
we present pictures of the orbitals occupied by the excess
electron in these systems [highest occupied molecular orbit
als (HOMOs)] drawn at the contour level of l.5x 10"- for
anions Al. A2. and .A3, and at the 7.0x I0~- level for .A4.
The first cluster anion. .Al, appears to be a linear chain on
water molecules with the excess electron atuched to 'Jie ter
minal water, which has t\vo free (non-H-bonded) h>drogens.

A3

A4

lunnoilic frequencies of (H^l* elusien

Low fteqiicncies

High fRqucncics

16.28.34. 76. 106.
160. 173. 191. »)S.
218. 261. 278.341.
390. 434, 713. 766. 833

1628. 1671. 1682. 1701.
3588. 3650. 3698. 379i
3923.3948. 3936. 3961

K 66. 118. 140. 172.
176. 197. 241. 245.
260. 344. 363. 458.
473. 519. 662. 723. 846

1619. 1661, 1675. 1701.
3619. 3669.3758. 3764,
3885. 3897. 3938. 3953

24. 74. 134. 147. 154.
178. 179. 208. 216.
236. 339, 406. 428.
495. 540, 634. 675. 679

1618. 1663. 1670. 1727,
3676. 3710, 3750. 3773,
3823, 3868, 3950. 3952

28. 45. 82. 135. 160,
171. 196.214,219.
256, 268. 368. 399,
505, 555. 672. 762. 943

1630, 1653. 1661, 1688.
3562. 3690, 3730. 3833.
3856. 3957. 3961. 3980

This structure is similar as the one identified before for the
water trimer anion and can arise in the reaction of a water
dimer anion with a water dimer neutral cluster, or in a reac
tion of a water thmer anion with a water molecule. Due to a
constructive alignment of the dipoles of all four water mol
ecules in this conformation, a significant dipole moment
arises, which strongly interacts with the excess electron.
The next two tetramer anion structures. A2 and A3, are
cyclic systems, with two hydrogens of one water molecule
not engaged in H-bonds and with other three waters having
one or both hydrogens involved in H-bonds fotming the cy
clic structure. As one can .see in the figures depicting
HOMOs, the site of the cluster with the two dangling hydro
gen is where the excess electron is localized. The fourth
tetramer anion is a complex of a cyclic water uimer Hbonded to a single water molecule. The H-bond in this case
is formed between a free hydrogen of one of the water mol
ecules of the trimer with a lone pair of the oxygen atom of
the atuched water molecule. This leaves both hydrogens of
this molecule uninvoived in hydrogen bonds and open to the
interaction with the excess electron. As Fig. 2 shows that this
is the site where the excess electron localizes. It is clear from
examining the pictures of HOMOs and of the their .MO (mo
lecular orbital) coefficients that in- all four tetramer anions
the excess electron is attached by the vinue of dipoleelectron imeraction.

T.-VBLE rv. iH-.Ol, clusters. Geometnes of ae clusters optimized u the
! —G* * X ievsl. Nfp;. !tHF.
ZE.i}-point vtbnuaoal and ;cul energies ir. hartrees and relative energies m kcal/mol.
Cofrpiex

NlPt

itHF

ZPE

Eror*

St
-N";
.V3
.V4

-304.961:60
-304.9*4 553
-304 9^4 321
-304,9*t 376

-:-&».150 038
-304.157 456
-304.150 94-304 158 851

0.098*48
0.100 174
0.099 611
0.100 669

-304 365 512
-3W.374 379
-304.86* 210
- 304.375 707

'£xT=MK-ZPS,>a»2.

64
0.3
53
0.0
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The results of (he calculaUons provided information
about relative subility of the four water tetnuner anions.
This aspect of the problem is analyzed in Table I where the
energy data are presented. The total energy for each system
was calculated as a sum of the electronic energy and the
zero-point vibrauon energy (ZPE) both determined at the
MP2/6-31 ++G**X level of theory. As one notices the low
est energy corresponds to the linear cluster anion. A1, but the
energy differences with the other anions are very small (not
exceeding 0.7 kcal/mol). This indicates that their thermodynaim'c subib'ty in the gas phase should be very similar.
2. In the next step we determined the vertical electron
detachment energies (VDE) of the four water tetramer anions
by calculating the MP2/6-31 + *G"*X energies of the neu
tral systems at the geometries of the anions and subtracting
them from the energies of the anions. The results are sum
marized in Table II. Upon examining the values one can see
significant differences in VDEs ranging from 22 mcV for A1
to 279 meV for A3. Thus, despite very similar total energies
of the anions, the energy corresponding to a vertical detach
ment varies widely for these systems.
3. In the next step, fundamental IR frequencies of all
four tetruner anions were calculated using the harmonic ap
proximation and the MP2/6-3I + + G*"X level of theory. In
all calculations we received only positive frequency values
confirming that the structures correspond to equilibrium
points on PES. The results are presented in Table m and
they will be discussed in the following section with the fre
quency results for the neutral clusters.
4. The final series of calculations concerned neutral
water tetramers. They were also done at the
MP2/6-31-»G"*X level of theory to be dircctly compa
rable with the calculations on the anions. First we considered
the cyclic structure with alternating sequence of the free Hbonds ("up-down-up-down" structure of Ref. 26i. which
was idencined as the lowest energy species in the previous
study by Scbutz ei al.'^ In our calculations this strucnire,
called N4, has also the lowest energy isee Table rV'). The
other strucnires which are listed in Table IV and depicted in
Fig. 3 resulted from calculations which were initiated with
the equilibrium geometries obtained for the anionic clusters.
The N1 structure, which is complex of the cyclic tetramer
with a single water molecule, resulted from geometry opti
mization inidaied with the AI open structure of the anion.
These results indicate that there is probably no minimum on
the neutral tetramer PES corresponding to an open cluster.
The structures S2 and .N'3 resulted from optmuzations where
the initial geometries were taken from the A2 and .\3 anions.
The corresponding optimal structures of the anionic and neu
tral clusters appear to be similar. Moreover, at the level of
theor> used in the calculations the N2 cyclic stmcture is only
by 0.8 KcaL/mol higher in energy than the most stable N4
cluster. The destabilization effect in the \2 cluster with re
spect to the N4 cluster results from a single rearrangement of
the H-bonding connecting two adjacent water molecules. In
stead of each molecule being simultaneously a proton donor
and a proton acceptor in the cyclic H-bond sequence (as in
.N'4). tn .N'2 one water donates both its protons to the two
H-bonds it forms with the adjacent water molecules, and an-
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Other water molcL-uie only accepts protons in its two Hbonds. .\s a result 'j;e mxximum "cooperation" between ail
four K-bonds. which exists in the N'4 cluster, is broken in N2
this elevates its energy.
S. Using the energy results for the am'ons from Table I
and for the neutral clusters from Table IV. one can compare
their relative stabiiiaes. Three out of four neutral clusters
have lower energies than the energy of any am'on cluster
indicating that the anions are metasuble systems. Only the
total energy of the Nl cluster (a complex of water trimer
with a single water molecule) is higher than the energies of
all the anions, pancularly higher than the energy of the
strucnirally similar .A4 cluster and the open AI cluster.
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T.^BLE V. MP:/6-3I •fC'X tuffimic IR Acqucaeia in em'' of die (HjO)« chncn. IR iiucasnits in
paicmhnes in km/mot.
Complex

Low (ireqiMoeics

Hiih faqueKiei

:«6). 4«<8). 7«(36).
141(5). 175(44). 193(50).
I9«(«l). »)6<i24).
:25< 128), 263(40).
267(133). 3M(65).
395(217). S12(3«).
572(190). 670(155).
763(414). 924(35)

1634(88). 1649(127).
1660(80). I6r(24).
3602(392). 3698(394).
3744(125). 3852(411).
3865(159). 3957(92).
3965(98). 4000(94)

31111). 8K0). 192(0).
:03<0). 221(1931. 234(22).
239(118). 247tl). 2521177).
233(01. 389(1511, 399(0).
S0»(0). 5561216U 677(0).
749(254). 847(453). 963(0)

1668(0), 1671(172).
1692(104). 1707(0).
3520(0). 3589(1254).
3607(1142). 3632(1).
39M(4), 3955(163).
3955(192). 3955(24)

40<7). 13J(7). 154(2),
166(88). 170(58). 176(37),
;04(94). 243(231. 269(65).
336(54). 371197), 411(79),
450(292). 516(2«).
548(54). 596(424).
789(121). 964(1001

1632(106). 1641(41),
1656(86), 1695(101).
5510(429). 3758(125).
3:6:{86). 3779(220).
3870(287). 3945(98),
3968(115), 3971(118)

55(0). 87(3). M6(0).
223(71). 237(1). 237(1).
254(5). 266(285). 267(288).
314(0). 407(0). 433(22).
459(45). 460(46). 795(320).
836(253). 836(251). 1013(0)

1659(119). 1669(82).
1669(83). nOKOt.
3503(C). 3585(1243).
3385(1239). 3622(15).
3952(107). 3953(140).
3933(141), 3953(1)

whose structure was used to initiate the search for the Nl
cluster in the calculations. Also, one notices that the energies
of the S3 and A3 clusters—N'3 was obtained in a calcula
tions started from the structure of A3 — are very similar.
6. Finally, in Table V we present MP2/6-31 ++G"*X
harmonic [R frequencies and intensities of the four equilib
rium structures of the water tetramer found in the calcula
tions. The frequencies are divided into a low-frequency
group (below 1000 cm"') and a high-frequency (above l(XX)
cm"'). As expected the most stable cyclic neuu^al cluster.
N4, has the highest low frequencies indicating its largest
force constants for the intermolecular vibrations. Roppy
character of the most stable anion, Al. with an open struc
ture is manifested in its very small lowest vibrational fre
quencies. The sum of all fundamental frequencies is lower
for the anions than for the neutral clusters (see the ZPE entry
in Tables I and FV). This indicates that attachment of a
dipole-bound electron to water tetramer lowers the force constances of its inter- and intramolecular vibrations.

III. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we demonstrated, based on ab initio calcu
lations. that the water tetramer anion, t
. is a metastable dipole-bond anion which can assume different confor
mations in the gas phase. Since the energies of the anions are
predicted to be very similar, the dynamic conditions for the
anion formation in the experiment will determine which
form of the anion is the most populated. The prediction of

metastabilitv of water tetramer anion rssultmg from this
worif. is consistent with a ver>* weak appea^'ance of this anion
in experiments of Bowen and co-workers."''
As the prssent calculation show, the attachment of an
excess elecu*on to a neutral tetramer clustsr is endothermic.
except for a attachment to a cluster which is a complex
water trimer with a water molecule ithis cluster is thermcdynamically the least stabli out of the four found in the calcu
lations). Therefore, the presence of the water tetramer anions
in the gas pha^e can only originate from riactions of water
dimer or tnmer anions wiLh neutral water molecules or
dimers and aot from a direct electron attachment to water
tetramer. The * ater tetramer anion should be considered as a
hydrated w ate; dimer or tnmer anion. This picture is consis
tent with thi '.".sw presented before by Arroii and Bowen.*'
how long-liv»d the metastacie water tetramer anion could be.
The relative sability of the inion and neufil tetramer clus
ters calculati:: :ri the present work indicate •-.a: it will even
tually conve.-. :c the neutral cluster and a fr;i electron. .Ap
parently. in u".e time scale of Bowen's exper.ment (—5-10
s). this interccnversion was sufficiently slow 50 that the tet
ramer anions .vsre detected.
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